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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder that is 
dynamic across the lifespan. Head circumference (HC) and brain volume have been heavily 
researched in autistic individuals, with findings between studies being equivocal. 
Consequently, we re-analysed raw HC and brain volume data in light of age. We also 
investigated brain areas relevant to praxis skills, which are often impaired in autistic 
individuals. These observed brain region patterns provide a neurobiological basis for praxis 
abilities in autistic individuals. Although existing studies have outlined a praxis deficit in 
autistic older children and adolescents, literature in younger children is scarce. Hence, praxis 
abilities of younger autistic children was another focus of the present thesis. 
Study 1 collected and analysed HC data from 31 existing studies of autistic 
participants (N=5,965) and 14 studies of TD participants (N=1,948). For point of comparison, 
eligible studies from the present study were also included in a meta-analysis (n=14). HC was 
concluded to be greater in autistic than TD individuals in the meta-analysis. In contrast, the 
findings of the novel approach highlighted that HC was not different between autistic and TD 
participants at multiple age ranges between birth and nine years. Additionally, extreme head 
size was more common in autistic than TD males between 0 and 20 months of age, and above 
60 months. 
Study 2 compared total brain volume (TBV) and intracranial volume (ICV) between 
autistic and TD individuals. From 34 and 30 studies measuring TBV and ICV, respectively, 
data was obtained from 3,316 autistic participants and 2,744 participants. Autistic males, 
compared to male controls, had larger TBV and ICV during early childhood and adolescence, 
respectively. In males, TBV was also smaller in autistic than TD adults. In contrast, brain 
volume in females was not different between autistic and TD participants. Furthermore, 
extreme brain volume was more likely to be observed in autistic than TD males. 
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Study 3 compared frontal lobe volume between autistic and TD participants. Data was 
obtained from eight studies of autistic (N=487) and TD (N=250) individuals. Mean 
comparisons revealed greater frontal volume in autistic than TD males between two to four 
years. Consequently, comparison of the ASD and TD lines of fit (excluding participants over 
30 years of age) revealed differences in the constant and slopes. Hence, frontal volume is 
dynamic in autistic individuals over age. 
Study 4 compared cerebellar volume and vermal lobule areas VI-VII between autistic 
(N=927) and TD participants (N=660). Data was obtained from 18 studies. While vermal 
lobule areas VI-VII were smaller in autistic than TD males in multiple age ranges below 18 
years, cerebellar volume was greater in autistic than TD participants between two to four 
years. The findings indicate that the abnormally small vermal lobules VI-VII in autistic 
children and adolescents are independent of cerebellar size. Because the review studies of the 
present thesis have confirmed differences in brain areas involved in motor control, it was 
deemed appropriate to investigate the movement patterns (i.e. praxis skills) of autistic 
children in the subsequent experimental chapters.   
Study 5 compared praxis skills between 38 autistic and 38 age and gender matched 
TD children aged between four and 10 years. When controlling for adaptive functioning and 
BMC, most praxis scores were not different between autistic and TD participants. However, 
compared to controls, praxis performance was worse in autistic participants that attended the 
SAS, but not in autistic children from the general community. Hence, praxis abilities vary 
considerably between autistic children. 
Study 6 investigated the cross-sectional and longitudinal relationship between praxis 
abilities and social and adaptive skills in the aforementioned autistic and TD children. Praxis 
skills were not predictive of ASD-related outcomes in autistic participants. For TD children, 
total praxis errors predicted adaptive abilities at the first time point. Consequently, the cross-
xiv 
 
sectional relationship between praxis and adaptive abilities was abnormal in the autistic 
sample relative to controls. 
Collectively, the findings of the present thesis outline the variability of 
neurobiological and developmental presentations within autistic individuals. This should be a 
prominent message for health professionals and researchers working in the space of ASD. 
The findings demonstrate a greater frequency of autistic individuals with extreme HC and 
brain volume than expected, and that smaller vermal lobule areas VI-VII may influence the 
praxis deficits observed in select autistic individuals. Lastly, praxis abilities were not 
predictive of social and adaptive function in autistic children. 
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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) describes a group of pervasive neurodevelopmental 
conditions usually documented in the first three years of life (Bourgeron, 2009). 
Identification at an early age is paramount, allowing early intervention and ultimately 
improving outcomes (Mayes et al., 2009). Coined by Eugen Bleuler in 1910, autism was 
introduced as a symptom of schizophrenia, meaning to focus within (Kuhn & Cahn, 2004). 
Autism however, has existed long before its name was founded. Although not officially 
documented, Ancient Greek literature suggests signs of autism may have existed 2,000 years 
ago (Rose, 2003). Contrary to modern beliefs, people with disabilities were viewed of equal 
importance compared to other societal members 
This sense of equality vanished by around the fifth century A.D. (Rose, 2003), where 
many nations came under the rule of various unstable political structures (J. W. Powell, 
1888), and individuals were deemed responsible for their own actions (Metzler, 2006). 
Disability was therefore seen as a condition a person found themselves in (Metzler, 2006). As 
a result, many individuals with disabilities were actively excluded or persecuted, due to their 
failure to contribute to society (Metzler, 2006). In fact, having a disability sometimes was 
associated with dire consequences. This is evident via Martin Luther’s decision to drown a 
child at a nearby river, who was thought to be contaminated with evil spirits and possess no 
soul (Kanner, 1964). Although Kanner (1964) never labelled the child as autistic, Wing 
(1997) suggests that the child’s behaviour warranted a diagnosis of autism. 
This neglectful and destructive response to disability rapidly shifted between the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth century, where many societies were impacted by a cultural 
movement of intellectuals, known as the enlightenment, emphasising reason rather than 
tradition (Gay, 1996). This rationalistic approach influenced society to regard disability as an 
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instance of misfortune (Kitchin, 1998). As a result, people with disabilities were segregated 
from society (Kitchin, 1998). 
A French physician, Jean Itard, was one of the earlier inspirers of rationalism (Perron, 
1975). During the late eighteenth century, ‘wolf children’, children supposedly raised by 
wolves in the wild, were abandoned for reasons such as impairment (Wolff, 2004). The most 
celebrated of the wolf children was Victor, known now as the ‘wild boy of Averyon’ (Wing, 
1997). The villagers of Averyon, a south-central town of France, would often see Victor 
searching for nuts and acorns (Malson, 1972). In 1799, after a five to six year period of failed 
capture, Victor was successfully seized at age 11 or 12 and introduced to Itard (Wing, 1997). 
When found, Victor was covered in scars and dirt, and displayed most current 
diagnostic signs of autism (Wing, 1997). Victor had very selective attention (Wolff, 2004). If 
interested, Victor was quick and alert. If not, he displayed an expressionless gaze (Wolff, 
2004). Other features included having a good memory and a strong sense of order, leading 
people by the hand to show what he wanted, being quite tactile, although initially sensitive to 
heat and cold, and constantly rocking to and fro (Wing, 1997; Wolff, 2004). In response to 
Victor’s condition, Itard developed a carefully graded behavioural programme, despite any 
previous experience or teaching apparatus to guide him (Wing, 1997). Itard tailored the 
programme to Victor’s needs, taking into account both his good memory, and his obsessive 
and restrictive range of interests (Wing, 1997). 
After nine months, Victor could match the letters of the alphabet (Wolff, 2004). He 
continued to progress over the next five years, in particular, his social behaviour (Wing, 
1997). Although Victor was never able to talk, Victor was capable of engaging with others 
via non-verbal gestures and could understand a number of written instructions (Wing, 1997). 
Further, Victor could identify emotions from different tones of voice (Wolff, 2004). Itard 
however, viewed Victor as normal but uneducated, rather than an idiot, a known condition at 
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the time (Wing, 1997). After Itard realised his reasoning was flawed, he viewed his work as a 
failure (Wing, 1997). As a result, Itard neglected this therapeutical approach, which 
prevented children with a similar condition to Victor from receiving such care (Wing, 1997). 
Rationalism continued to control the perception of disability in the late nineteenth 
century, highlighted by German chancellor Otto von Bismarck, and his development of the 
modern welfare state (Hennock, 2007). Via the introduction of old age pensions, accident 
insurance, medical care and unemployment insurance, Bismarck protected the economic and 
social wellbeing of German citizens, especially the less fortunate (Hennock, 2007). Services 
for impaired individuals continued to improve, evident via the development of asylums to 
cater for people with disabilities. Leo Kanner recognised that many people living in the 
asylums were focused only on themselves, labelling these individuals with having early 
infantile autism (Kanner, 1951). Under resourced and oversubscribed, these asylums 
managed to continue until the 1960’s, giving autism and asylum a negative connotation. 
The term autism was first coined in the twentieth century; characterised as an 
important symptom of schizophrenia (Bleuler, 1910). Autism was later referred to as a 
separate disorder rather than a symptom of schizophrenia (Kanner, 1943). Although 
controversial, Kanner is often referred as the founder of autism as it is known today 
(Verhoeff, 2013). In 1943, Kanner studied the behaviour of 11 children with autistic 
disturbances of affective contact. The participants were either mute (n=3) or had abnormal 
speech with echolalia, pronominal reversal, inflection errors (e.g., questions instead of 
comments) and/or speech that lacked meaning (n=8; Worley & Matson, 2012). As well as 
communication deficits, the participants desired routine. These children functioned best when 
living within a predictable environment, whereby any changes to their routine could only be 
made by them (Kanner, 1951). Variation in the children’s lifestyle due to an external source 
would cause the participant to become upset (Worley & Matson, 2012). The children’s 
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extreme autistic aloneness was another characteristic Kanner believed to be central to autism 
(Kanner, 1943). The children had a desire to be alone, preferring to interact with objects than 
people, as objects remained more consistent and allowed the child to have control (Worley & 
Matson, 2012). This preference for aloneness also resulted in a tendency to be aloof, evident 
by a lack of both eye contact and interest in others conversations (Worley & Matson, 2012). 
This cluster of symptoms was later labelled as early infantile autism (Kanner, 1951). Other 
observations included a skewed gender ratio (approximately 3:1 male-to-female ratio) and 
enlarged heads in five of the 11 cases (Wolff, 2004). 
Unaware of Kanner’s (1943) study, another Viennese paediatrician, Hans Asperger, 
described four boys, aged six to 11 years, with having autistic psychopathy (Asperger, 1944). 
Although these children often displayed both preserved intellectual skills and creative, 
original modes of thinking, they all demonstrated underdeveloped social interaction (Wolff, 
2004). This was evident via oddness in non-verbal communication, where the children had 
difficulty understanding social cues and intellectualising emotions (Wendt, 2004). Although 
language acquisition was not delayed, language use was formalistic and heavily related to 
their special interests (Wolff, 2004). As well as being absorbed in their circumscribed 
interests, these boys had poor motor coordination, and odd posture and gait (Wendt, 2004). 
Experiencing such behavioural difficulties resulted in the children perpetrating acts of 
maliciousness, such as non-compliance and negativism (Wendt, 2004). 
Autistic psychopathy however, had been documented elsewhere. Asperger failed to mention 
the work of Eva Ssucharewa, a Russian scientific assistant in neurology who labelled six pre-
pubescent boys with “schizoid personality disorder” (Ssucharewa, 1926). When Wolff (1996) 
translated this study into English 70 years later, the behaviour of these children appeared to 
be indistinguishable from that of the boys described by Asperger (Wendt, 2004). In an eight 
year follow up study, Ssucharewa managed to differentiate her participants into two age 
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groups: prepubertal-onset (ages 7-12 years) and adolescent onset (ages 12-17 years; Shorter 
& Wachtel, 2013). Prepubertal-onset individuals were heavily autistic while those developing 
these symptoms in adolescence were catatonic (Shorter & Wachtel, 2013). Ssucharewa’s 
work however, is unknown to many historians. Although some conclude Ssucharewa to be 
the founder of autism (Shorter & Wachtel, 2013), others view Asperger as worthy of such 
recognition, due to both his detailed description of the participants’ behaviour (Wing, 1997) 
and his demonstrated empathy towards the children (Wing, 2005). Whether Ssucharewa 
provided enough information to be the discoverer of autism remains inconclusive. 
Asperger’s research did not receive recognition in English speaking countries. In an 
attempt to publicise Asperger’s work, Van Krevelen and Kuipers (1962) differentiated 
autistic psychopathy from Kanner’s autism. It was suggested that Kanner’s autism was a 
developmental disorder while Asperger referred to the symptoms as traits representing 
stability (Van Krevelen & Kuipers). Van Krevelen (1971) further reviewed the differences 
between the disorders presented by Kanner and Asperger. With apparent differences thought 
to exist between age of diagnosis, attainment of developmental milestones, eye contact and 
language, it was concluded that the two aforementioned conditions were nosologically 
different (Van Krevelen, 1971). 
It was not until the release of Lorna Wing’s landmark paper in 1981, that Asperger’s 
work became known to English speaking countries; relabelling autistic psychopathy to 
Asperger’s Disorder (Wing, 1981). Contrary to Asperger and Van Krevelen, Wing (1981) 
believed that Asperger’s Disorder was similar to Kanner’s autism, and that it belonged on the 
autism spectrum. Although she accepted the fact that Kanner’s sample was more 
intellectually impaired than Asperger’s, Wing argued that both disorders demonstrated 
difficulties in social two-way interactions (see Wing, 1981 for a review). Sociality therefore 
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became a core component of autism, rather than just being a condition of gross language 
impairment and a pervasive lack of responsiveness (Verhoeff, 2013). 
1.2 Phenomenology 
Interestingly, autism was not included in diagnostic criteria until 1952. Mentioned 
under Schizophrenic reaction, childhood type 000-x28 in the first version of the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM I), autism was characterised as primarily 
manifesting the schizophrenic reactions occurring before puberty (American Psychiatric 
Association [APA], 1952). These schizophrenic reactions were thought to differ from those 
occurring in other age groups due to the immaturity and plasticity of the individual at time of 
onset (APA, 1952). Upon the release of DSM II (APA, 1968), autism was still thought to 
manifest schizophrenic symptoms before puberty. Atypical and withdrawn behaviour 
however, were added as further factors in characterising schizophrenia (APA, 1968). 
DSM III (APA, 1980) integrated many features of previous clinical descriptions of 
autistic disturbances of affective contact (Kanner, 1943), such as distinguishing autism from 
schizophrenia and classifying the condition as a pervasive developmental disorder (PDD; 
Volkmar et al., 1994). PDD was divided into infantile Autism, Childhood Onset Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder (COPDD), Atypical Autism, and residual states (Worley & Matson, 
2012). Infantile autism and COPDD individuals were differentiated by the age of onset 
criterion (Gupta, 2004). Individuals manifesting autistic symptoms younger than 30 months, 
and between 30 months and 12 years, were diagnosed with infantile autism and COPDD 
respectively (Worley & Matson, 2012). Infantile autism, however, was too heavily 
emphasised (Volkmar, Cicchetti, Cohen, & Bregman, 1992). Consequently, clinicians did not 
properly attend to developmental changes in people with autism after 30 months of age 
(Volkmar et al., 1994). 
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The release of DSM III-R (APA, 1987) brought dramatic changes to the concept of 
autism. COPPD and residual infantile autism were removed (Worley & Matson, 2012), and 
an age of onset before 30 months was no longer a mandatory diagnostic feature of autism 
(Volkmar et al., 1994). To embrace developmental changes, infantile autism was referred to 
as Autistic Disorder (AD; Volkmar et al., 1994). The nature in which autism was defined also 
changed. Rather than simply describing characteristics of the disorder, at least eight out of 16 
criteria in three distinct categories now had to be met to achieve a diagnosis of AD (APA, 
1987). These three areas were: reciprocal social interaction, verbal and nonverbal 
communication and imaginative activity, and restricted repertoire of activities and interests 
(see APA, 1987 for a review). Furthermore, Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not 
Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) was included to describe individuals that had qualitatively 
impaired reciprocal social interaction and communicative skills, but did not meet the criteria 
for AD (APA, 1987). Of the DSM III-R criteria, earlier items were thought to relate to 
younger or more impaired individuals, and thus representing a developmental sequence 
(Volkmar et al., 1992). This different way of perceiving autism however, resulted in a high 
rate of false positive cases, highlighting an urgency to narrow the definition of autism 
(Volkmar et al., 1992). 
To acknowledge the numerous problems evident when adopting the DSM III and 
DSM III-R to the wider population, all proposed changes addressed in the DSM-IV were 
required to undergo a review of empirical evidence (First, 2010). This process involved the 
use of systematic literature reviews, secondary data reanalyses, and focused field trials (First, 
2010). DSM-IV was therefore a more conservative and rigorous diagnostic criteria compared 
to DSM III and DSM III-R (First, 2010).  
According to the DSM-IV, autism was categorised into pervasive developmental 
disorders: AD, Asperger’s Syndrome (AS), Rett’s Disorder, Childhood Disintegrative 
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Disorder (CDD), and PDD-NOS (APA, 1994). To be diagnosed with AD, three categories 
had to be met; qualitative impairment in social interaction, qualitative impairments in 
communication, and restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behaviour, interests, 
and activities (APA, 1994). In addition, a delay in at least one of the core impairments prior 
to three years of age was necessary to be diagnosed (APA, 1994). 
Sparked by Wing’s (1981) rediscovery of Asperger’s work (Wendt, 2004), AS was 
characterised by qualitative impairments in social interaction, restricted and stereotyped 
patterns of behaviour, interests and activities, and no clinically-significant delay in cognitive 
or language development (APA, 1994). Both CDD and Rett’s disorder were relatively rare 
conditions unfamiliar to most American psychiatrists at the time (Volkmar et al., 1994). CDD 
was characterised by typical development for several years followed by regression in 
numerous skills and development of autistic-like traits (Volkmar et al., 1994). Rett’s disorder 
involves a brief period of displaying autistic-like characteristics, dominated however by 
unusual traits unrelated to autism (Volkmar et al., 1994). 
Concerns were raised however regarding the efficacy of AS in being a separate 
disorder. Some believed that AS was part of the autism spectrum (Wing, 1981). Recent 
studies have indicated that those diagnosed with AS are very similar to those with High 
Functioning Autism (HFA; Verhoeff, 2013). Originally, these two conditions were 
distinguished on the basis that unlike AS, HFA was associated with both a clinically 
significant delay in language, as well as a qualitative impairment in communication (APA, 
1994). As language delay is no longer a core feature of HFA, and is questionable that it ever 
was (Manjiviona & Prior, 1999), there tends to be much overlap between the two conditions 
(Verhoeff, 2013). Consequently, AS was removed from DSM-5 (APA, 2013). In comparison 
to DSM-IV criteria, DSM-5 criteria of ASD revealed excellent specificity and good 
sensitivity (Mazurek et al., 2017). Furthermore, autism is now classed as a spectrum of 
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disorders, with a range of severity from mild to severe (APA, 2013). Autism is characterised 
by impairments in social communication and by restricted, repetitive behaviours (Lord & 
Jones, 2012). Social communication can be divided into three sectors; social-emotional 
reciprocity, nonverbal communicative behaviours, and deficits in developing and maintaining 
relationships (Lord & Jones, 2012). For an individual to be diagnosed with ASD, deficits in 
each of these sub-groups need to be apparent (Lord & Jones, 2012). 
Theories describing deficits in social communication of ASD individuals are 
inconsistent over age (Lord & Jones, 2012). One such theory is responsiveness to joint 
attention (RJA), whereby RJA predicted social deficits in adults but not young children with 
ASD (Gillespie-Lynch et al., 2012). Gillespie-Lynch et al. (2012) recruited 70 participants 
whose RJA were measured at four different time periods from early childhood to adulthood. 
Of those who commenced this longitudinal study however, only 20 remained at its 
conclusion. The average IQ of participants lost to follow up was 47.18, compared to 54.65 for 
that of the remaining individuals. Selective attrition, particularly of low functioning 
individuals, therefore may have increased the proportion of subjects with better outcomes. 
Hence, the social communication deficit trajectories in autistic individuals over age is 
currently unclear. 
The DSM-5 criteria involving restricted, repetitive behaviours and interests can be 
best explained by separating these into two categories (Lord & Jones, 2012). The first is 
repetitive behaviours, including repetitive use of objects and unusual sensory interests (Lord 
& Jones, 2012). The second is rituals and insistence on sameness (Lord & Jones, 2012). 
These two domains present differently in light of age (Richler et al., 2010). For instance, 
repetitive behaviours are often more pronounced in very young children, but improve 
somewhat over time (Richler, Huerta, Bishop, & Lord, 2010). Rituals and insistence on 
sameness however, are observed less frequently in children than repetitive behaviours, but 
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remain persistent over time once developed (Richler et al., 2010). It should be noted though 
that Richler et al. (2010) collected data via parent report. The recording of restricted, 
repetitive behaviours and interests in the participants may be influenced by parental 
perception, which may easily over-emphasise behaviours regarded as annoying, or 
underemphasise those practised covertly or with parental sanction. 
Another diagnostic criterion is the International Classifications of Diseases (ICD). 
Although ICD has served as a diagnostic tool for clinical purposes, epidemiology and health 
management since 1900, it was not until 1967 that the ICD-8 mentioned autism (World 
Health Organization [WHO], 1967). ICD-8 and its later editions were released close to the 
date of the DSM. Like DSM II, ICD-8 classified the condition as a subgroup of schizophrenia 
(WHO, 1967). However, the term infantile autism was employed rather than simply, autism 
(WHO, 1967). The ICD-9 continued to associate autism with schizophrenia, describing 
infantile autism as a childhood psychosis (WHO, 1978). 
The ICD-10 (WHO, 1993) recognised the discrepancy between clinical and research 
matters by developing criteria for both purposes (Rutter & Schopler, 1992). In order to 
maximise the quality of clinical practice, the clinical version contains no rigid quantitative 
rules (Rutter & Schopler, 1992). In contrast, the research version is operationalised and 
quantified (Rutter & Schopler, 1992). Definitions are therefore explicitly stated, as well as the 
number of criteria necessary to reach diagnosis (Rutter & Schopler, 1992). ICD-10 labelled a 
number of autism-related conditions as PDD’s (WHO, 1993). Besides some of the labels, the 
PDD’s in the research criteria are identically operationalised to those in the DSM-IV (APA, 
1994). 
Furthermore, a number of criteria have been established in diagnosing individuals 
with AS. This is partly due to the criticism regarding the efficacy of DSM-IV, with studies 
highlighting its criteria for normal development during first three years of life to be too strict 
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(Gillberg, Cederlund, Lamberg, & Zeijlon, 2006). These additional diagnostic tools include 
Gillberg’s six criteria (Gillberg & Gillberg, 1989), Szatmari’s four criteria (Szatmari, 
Bremner, & Nagy, 1989) and Tantam’s five criteria (see Leekam, Libby, Wing, Gould, & 
Gillberg, 2000 for a review; Tantam, 1988). 
1.3 Epidemiology 
Regardless of the ambiguity associated with ASD diagnostic criteria, the 
characteristics of ASD are overwhelming, becoming substantially prevalent in today’s 
society. Table 1.1 provides a summary of 30 papers describing the prevalence of ASD and 




Autism Spectrum Disorder and its Associated Subdomains 
Category Reference Year of Country Area Age Population Diagnostic criteria M:F Prevalence 
  analysis       per 1,000 
AD Icasiano, Hewson, Machet, 
Cooper & Marshall (2004) 
2002 Australia Barwon 2 to 17 45,153 DSM-IV n.r. 2.0 
AD Parner et al. (2011) 2004 Australia Western 
Australia 
5 to 10 152,060 DSM-IV n.r. 3.9 
AD Fombonne, Zakarian, 
Bennett, Meng & 
McLean-Heywood (2006) 
2003 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 27,749 DSM-IV 5.1:1 2.2 
AD Lazoff, Zhong, Piperni & 
Fombonne (2010) 
2008 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 23,635 DSM-IV 5:1 2.5 
AD Huang et al. (2014) 2009 China Tianjin 1.5 to 3 8,000 DSM-IV, CHAT 4.5:1 2.8 
AD Zhang & Ji (2005) 2000 China Tianjin 2 to 6 7,345 DSM-IV, CARS 7.0:1 1.1 
AD Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, 
Gillberg & Gillberg (2007) 
2002 Denmark Faroe Islands 8 to 17 7,689 ICD-10 3:1 1.6 
AD Parner et al. (2011) 2004 Denmark Country-wide 5 to 10 404,816 DSM-IV n.r. 2.2 
AD Baird et al. (2006) 2000 England South Thames 9 to 10 56,496 ICD-10 8.3:1 3.9 
AD Chakrabarti & Fombonne 
(2005) 
2002 England Stafford 4 to 6 10,903 ICD-10 4.0:1 2.2 
AD Tebruegge, Nandini & Ritchie 
(2004) 
2000 England Kent 8 to 9 2,536 ICD-10 All boys 2.4 
AD Williams, Thomas, Sidebotham 
& Emond (2008) 
2003 England Avon 11 14,062 ICD-10 5.0:1 2.2 
AD Samadi, Mahmoodizadeh & 
McConkey (2012) 
2006 to - 
2009 
Iran Country-wide 5 1,320,334 ADI-R 4.0:1 0.6 
AD Kim et al. (2011) 2005 to - 
2006 
South Korea Goyang 7 to 12 55,266 DSM-IV 5.3:1 9.4 
AD Gillberg, Cederlund, Lamberg 
& Zeijlon (2006) 
2001 Sweden Göteborg 7 to 24 102,485 DSM III-R, 
DSM-IV 
2.8:1 2.1 
AD Boyle et al. (2011) 1997 to - 
2008 
USA Country-wide 3 to 17 119,367 Parent-report 3.9:1 4.7 
AD CDC (2012) 2008 USA 14 states 8 337,093 DSM-IV-TR n.r. 3.4 
AD Montiel-Nava & Peña (2008) 2005 to - 
2006 
Venezuala Maracaibo 3 to 9 254,905 DSM-IV-TR 4.1:1 1.1 
AD Latif & Williams (2007) 2003 Wales South Wales 0 to 17 39,220 Kanner 12.4:1 1.3 
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Category Reference Year of Country Area Age Population Diagnostic criteria M:F Prevalence 
  analysis       per 1,000 
AS Icasiano, Hewson, Machet, 
Cooper & Marshall (2004) 
2002 Australia Barwon 2 to 17 45,153 DSM-IV n.r. 1.0 
AS Fombonne, Zakarian, Bennett, 
Meng & McLean-Heywood 
(2006) 
2003 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 27,749 DSM-IV 2.1:1 1.1 
AS Lazoff, Zhong, Piperni & 
Fombonne (2010) 
2008 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 23,635 DSM-IV 4.8:1 1.0 
AS Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, 
Gillberg & Gillberg (2007) 
2002 Denmark Faroe Islands 8 to 17 7,689 Gillberg's criteria 5.7:1 2.6 
AS Chakrabarti & Fombonne 
(2005) 
2002 England Stafford 4 to 6 10,903 ICD-10 All boys 1.1 
AS Tebruegge, Nandini & Ritchie 
(2004) 
2000 England Kent 8 to 9 2,536 ICD-10 n.r. 1.2 
AS Williams, Thomas, Sidebotham 
& Emond (2008) 
2003 England Avon 11 14,062 ICD-10 22.0:1 1.7 
AS Mattila et al. (2007) 2000 Finland Northern 
Ostrobothnia 




AS Gillberg, Cederlund, Lamberg 
& Zeijlon (2006) 
2001 Sweden Göteborg 7 to 24 102,485 Gillberg's criteria 10.4:1 0.9 
AS CDC (2012) 2008 USA 14 states 8 337,093 DSM-IV-TR n.r. 1.2 
AS Latif & Williams (2007) 2003 Wales South Wales 0 to 17 39,220 Gillberg's criteria 7.9:1 3.5 
ASD Lejarraga et al. (2008) 2004 to - 
2005 
Argentina San Isidro 0 to 5 839 DSM-IV n.r. 1.3 
ASD Icasiano, Hewson, Machet, 
Cooper & Marshall (2004) 
2002 Australia Barwon 2 to 17 45,153 DSM-IV 8.3:1 3.9 
ASD Parner et al. (2011) 2004 Australia Western 
Australia 
5 to 10 152,060 DSM-IV n.r. 5.1 
ASD Fombonne, Zakarian, Bennett, 
Meng & McLean-Heywood 
(2006) 
2003 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 27,749 DSM-IV 4.8:1 6.5 
ASD Lazoff, Zhong, Piperni & 
Fombonne (2010) 
2008 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 23,635 DSM-IV 5.4:1 7.9 
ASD Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, 
Gillberg & Gillberg (2007) 
2002 Denmark Faroe Islands 8 to 17 7,689 ICD-10, DSM-IV, 5.6:1 5.3 
ASD Parner et al. (2011) 2004 Denmark Nationwide 5 to 10 404,816 DSM-IV n.r. 6.9 
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Category Reference Year of Country Area Age Population Diagnostic criteria M:F Prevalence 
  analysis       per 1,000 
ASD Baird et al. (2006) 2000 England South Thames 9 to 10 56,496 ICD-10 3.3:1 11.6 
ASD Baron-Cohen et al. (2009) 2003 to - 
2004 
England Cambridge 5 to 9 8,824 ICD-10 3.7:1 15.7 
ASD Chakrabarti & Fombonne 
(2005) 
2002 England Stafford 4 to 6 10,903 ICD-10 6.0:1 5.9 
ASD Scott, Baron-Cohen, Bolton & 
Brayne (2002) 
1999 England Cambridge 5 to 11 33,598 ICD-10 4.0:1 5.8 
ASD Tebruegge, Nandini & Ritchie 
(2004) 
2000 England Kent 8 to 9 2,536 ICD-10 6.0:1 8.3 
ASD Williams, Thomas, Sidebotham 
& Emond (2008) 
2003 England Avon 11 14,062 ICD-10 6.8:1 6.2 
ASD Poovathinal et al. (2016) 2011 to - 
2012 
India Shoranau 1 to 30 18,480 DSM-IV-TR 2.1:1 2.3 
ASD Kawamura, Takahashi & Ishii 
(2008) 
2002 Japan Toyota 5 to 8 12,589 DSM-IV 2.8:1 18.1 
ASD Al-Farsi et al. (2011) 2009 Oman Country-wide 0 to 14 798, 913 DSM-IV-TR 2.9:1 0.1 
ASD Harrison, O'Hare, Campbell, 
Adamson & McNeillage (2006) 
2001 Scotland Lothian 0 to 15 134,661 ICD-10, DSM-IV 7.0:1 4.4 
ASD Kim et al. (2011) 2005 to - 
2006 
South Korea Goyang 7 to 12 55,266 DSM-IV 2.5:1 26.4 
ASD Perera, Wijewardena & 
Aluthwelage (2009) 
2007 Sri Lanka Semi urban area 1.5 to 2 374 DSM-IV, Parent 
report 
All boys 10.7 
ASD Gillberg, Cederlund, Lamberg 
& Zeijlon (2006) 





ASD Idring et al. (2012) 2007 Sweden Stockholm 4 to 23 589,114 ICD-9, ICD-10, 
DSM-IV 
2.6:1 11.5 
ASD Idring et al. (2015) 2011 Sweden Stockholm 0 to 27 735,096 ICD-9, ICD-10, 
DSM-IV 
2.4:1 15.4 
ASD Eapen, Mabrouk, Zoubeidi & 
Yunis (2007) 
2000 UAE Three regions 3 694 DSM-IV 5.1:1 2.9 
ASD Brugha et al. (2011) 2007 UK Country-wide >16 7,461 ADOS-4 9.1:1 9.8 
ASD Baio et al. (2018) 2014 USA 11 states 8 325,483 DSM-5 4.0:1 16.8 
ASD Blumberg et al. (2013) 2011 to - 
2012 





Category Reference Year of Country Area Age Population Diagnostic criteria M:F Prevalence 
  analysis       per 1,000 
ASD Braun et al. (2015) 2010 USA Atlanta 8 n.r. DSM-IV 4.6:1 15.5 
ASD CDC (2007a) 2000 USA Six states 8 187,761 DSM-IV-TR 2.8-5.5:1 6.7 
ASD CDC (2007b) 2002 USA 14 states 8 407,578 DSM-IV-TR 3.4-6.5:1 6.6 
ASD CDC (2012) 2008 USA 14 states 8 337,093 DSM-IV-TR 4.6:1 11.3 
ASD Christensen et al. (2016) 2010 USA 5 states 4 58,467 DSM-IV-TR 3.3:1 13.4 
ASD Durkin et al. (2017) 2002 to - 
2010 
USA 11 states 8 1,308,641 DSM-IV-TR 4.7:1 10.2 
ASD Gurney et al. (2003) 2001 to - 
2002 
USA Minnesota 6 to 11 
 
DSM-IV-TR n.r. 2.7 
ASD Kuzniewicz et al. (2014) 2011 USA North Carolina 3 to 11 195,021 ICD-9, ADOS, 
ADI-R 
4.4:1 12.8 
ASD Thomas, Hovinga, Rai & Lee 
(2017) 
2011 to - 
2012 
USA Country-wide 2 to 17 85,248 Parent report 4.3:1 18.8 
ASD Xu, Strathearn, Liu & Bao 
(2018) 
2014 to - 
2016 
USA Country-wide 3 to 17 30,502 Parent report 3.3:1 23.3 
ASD Kogan et al. (2009) 2007 USA Country-wide 3 to 17 78,037 
 
4.5:1 11.0 
ASD Nicholas et al. (2008) 2000 to - 
2002 
USA South Carolina 8 47,726 DSM-IV-TR 3.1:1 6.2 




HFA Icasiano, Hewson, Machet, 
Cooper & Marshall (2004) 
2002 Australia Barwon 2 to 17 45,153 DSM-IV n.r. 2.3 
HFA Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, 
Gillberg & Gillberg (2007) 
2002 Denmark Faroe Islands 8 to 17 7,689 ICD-10, DSM-IV, 
Gillberg's criteria 
6:1 3.6 
HFA Baird et al. (2006) 2000 England South Thames 9 to 10 56,496 ICD-10 n.r. 5.2 
HFA Kawamura, Takahashi & Ishii 
(2008) 
2002 Japan Toyota 5 to 8 12,589 DSM-IV 2.8:1 11.8 
HFA Kim et al. (2011) 2005 to - 
2006 
South Korea Goyang 7 to 12 55,266 DSM-IV n.r. 10.8 
HFA Idring et al. (2012) 2007 Sweden Stockholm 4 to 23 589,114 ICD-9, ICD-10, 
DSM-IV 
2.4:1 6.6 
HFA Idring et al. (2015) 2011 Sweden Stockholm 0 to 27 n.r. ICD-9, ICD-10, 
DSM-IV 
2.4:1 11.5 
HFA Braun et al. (2015) 2010 USA Atlanta 8 n.r. DSM-IV n.r. 8.6 
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Category Reference Year of Country Area Age Population Diagnostic criteria M:F Prevalence 
  analysis       per 1,000 
HFA CDC (2012) 2008 USA 14 states 8 337,093 DSM-IV-TR n.r. 7.0 


















HFA Nicholas et al. (2008) 2000 to - 
2002 
USA South Carolina 8 47,726 DSM-IV-TR 4.9:1 2.2 
LFA Icasiano, Hewson, Machet, 
Cooper & Marshall (2004) 
2002 Australia Barwon 2 to 17 45,153 DSM-IV n.r. 1.6 
LFA Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, 
Gillberg & Gillberg (2007) 
2002 Denmark Faroe Islands 8 to 17 7,689 ICD-10, DSM-IV, 
Gillberg's criteria 
4.5:1 1.7 
LFA Baird et al. (2006) 2000 England South Thames 9 to 10 56,496 ICD-10 n.r. 6.4 
LFA Kawamura, Takahashi & Ishii 
(2008) 
2002 Japan Toyota 5 to 8 12,589 DSM-IV 3.2:1 6.0 
LFA Kim et al. (2011) 2005 to - 
2006 
South Korea Goyang 7 to 12 55,266 DSM-IV n.r. 15.6 
LFA Idring et al. (2012) 2007 Sweden Göteborg 4 to 23 589,114 ICD-9, ICD-10, 
DSM-IV 
2.6:1 4.9 
LFA Idring et al. (2015) 2011 Sweden Stockholm 0 to 27 n.r. ICD-9, ICD-10, 
DSM-IV 
2.5:1 3.9 
LFA Braun et al. (2015) 2010 USA Atlanta 8 n.r. DSM-IV n.r. 4.9 
LFA CDC (2012) 2008 USA 14 states 8 337,093 DSM-IV-TR n.r. 4.3 
















LFA Nicholas et al. (2008) 2000 to - 
2002 
USA South Carolina 8 47,726 DSM-IV-TR 2.4:1 3.4 
PDD-NOS Icasiano, Hewson, Machet, 
Cooper & Marshall (2004) 
2002 Australia Barwon 2 to 17 45,153 DSM-IV n.r. 0.2 
PDD-NOS Fombonne, Zakarian, Bennett, 
Meng & McLean-Heywood 
(2006) 
2003 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 27,749 DSM-IV 6.6:1 3.3 
PDD-NOS Lazoff, Zhong, Piperni & 
Fombonne (2010) 
2008 Canada Montreal 5 to 17 23,635 DSM-IV 5.9:1 4.4 
PDD-NOS Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, 
Gillberg & Gillberg (2007) 
2002 Denmark Faroe Islands 8 to 17 7,689 DSM-IV n.r. 1.2 
PDD-NOS Baird et al. (2006) 2000 England South Thames 9 to 10 56,496 ICD-10 2.4:1 7.7 
PDD-NOS Chakrabarti & Fombonne 
(2005) 
2002 England Stafford 4 to 6 10,903 DSM-IV 5.8:1 2.5 
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Category Reference Year of Country Area Age Population Diagnostic criteria M:F Prevalence 
  analysis       per 1,000 
PDD-NOS Tebruegge, Nandini & Ritchie 
(2004) 
2000 England Kent 8 to 9 2,536 ICD-10 n.r. 4.7 
PDD-NOS Williams, Thomas, Sidebotham 
& Emond (2008) 
2003 England Avon 11 14,062 ICD-10 5.6:1 2.3 
PDD-NOS Kim et al. (2011) 2005 to - 
2006 
South Korea Goyang 7 to 12 55,266 DSM-IV n.r. 17.0 
PDD-NOS Gillberg, Cederlund, Lamberg 
& Zeijlon (2006) 
2001 Sweden Göteborg 7 to 24 102,485 DSM-IV 3.3:1 2.4 
PDD-NOS CDC (2012) 2008 USA 14 states 8 337,093 DSM-IV-TR n.r. 4.6 
PDD-NOS Latif & Williams (2007) 2003 Wales South Wales 0 to 17 39,220 ICD-10, DSM-IV 4.6:1 1.3 
Note. AD = Autistic Disorder, Age = Age in years, AS = Asperger Syndrome, ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, LFA = Low Functioning Autism, 
HFA = High Functioning Autism, M:F = Male-to-Female prevalence ratio, PDD-NOS = Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified, 





Although studies have previously reported the prevalence rate of autism for decades, 
Lotter (1966) was the first to employ a selection criterion that could be compared to by 
others. Lotter (1966) concluded 0.41 per 1,000 individuals between eight to 10 years old to be 
diagnosed with autism. Autistic behaviour was defined via a 24-item rating scale, measuring 
speech (for speaking children only), social behaviour, movement peculiarity, auditory items 
and repetitive/ritualistic behaviours (Lotter, 1966). Wing, Yeates, Brierley, and Gould (1976) 
later employed the same criteria, concluding similar prevalence findings (0.48 per 1,000 
individuals). Of the studies conducted before the DSM-III revolution, only one other study 
concluded a similar prevalence rate to Lotter (1966; Hoshino, Kumashiro, Yashima, 
Tachibana, & Watanabe, 1982). Other studies however, concluded prevalence rates as high as 
0.56 per 1,000 (Bohman, 1983) and as low as 0.07 per 1,000 (Treffert, 1970). These 
discrepant results may be explained by the country of interest of the aforementioned studies, 
which widely vary. 
Once the DSM-III and DSM-III-R became a commonly used diagnostic criteria, the 
reported prevalence rates of autism exponentially increased (between 0.72 and 1.55 per 1,000 
individuals; Gillberg, Steffenburg, & Schaumann, 1991; Matsuishi et al., 1987; Sugiyama & 
Abe, 1989; Tanoue, Oda, Asano, & Kawashima, 1988; E. Webb, Lobo, Hercas, Scourfield, & 
Fraser, 1997). This rapid rise in the prevalence rate of autism suggests the influence 
diagnostic criteria may have on the established risk of autism. It should be noted though that 
these findings are likely to be affected by cohort effects, as factors such as diagnostic criteria 
has thought to have substantially impacted increasing trends of ASD prevalence (King & 
Bearman, 2009). Furthermore, studies using DSM-III/DSM-III-R criteria conducted in the 
US reported much lower prevalence rates (Burd, Fisher, & Kerbeshian, 1987; Jorde et al., 




The increasing trend of ASD prevalence suggests the prevalence rates reported by 
earlier studies to be a poor indication of the current risk of ASD diagnosis. Therefore, Table 
1.1 only includes articles that undertook analyses post 2000. One exception of this is F. J. 
Scott, Baron-Cohen, Bolton, and Brayne (2002), where Table 1.1 highlights the year of 
analysis to be 1999. It is assumed that this study was conducted in 2000 as the age of 
participants on the 31st December, 1999, was chosen for the purpose of the study. F. J. Scott 
et al. (2002) did not provide any other information regarding the year the study took place. 
The other exception is Boyle et al. (2011), which analysed prevalence rates of AD from 1997 
to 2008. The study was included as the majority of data was collected post 2000. 
As Table 1.1 indicates, approximately 1.0% of the general population is diagnosed 
with ASD, with some studies estimating as high as 2.3% (Xu, Strathearn, Liu, & Bao, 2018) 
and 2.6% (Y. S. Kim et al., 2011). Although some studies reported significantly lower 
prevalence rates, methodological limitations were present. A number of studies conducted 
prior to 2005 report prevalence rates much lower than more recent cohorts using ASD 
(Kogan et al., 2009). In turn, this indicates that these earlier results may be underestimated. 
Nonetheless, two studies conducted after 2005 reported ASD prevalence rates below 1% (Al-
Farsi et al., 2011; Lazoff, Zhong, Piperni, & Fombonne, 2010; Poovathinal et al., 2016). 
Lazoff et al. (2010) however, excluded some special schools in the target population; 
possibly underestimating ASD prevalence. Furthermore, Table 1.1 highlights ASD 
prevalence in countries of the Middle East and surrounding Asian countries to be much lower 
than other parts of the world (Al-Farsi et al., 2011; Eapen, Mabrouk, Zoubeidi, & Yunis, 
2007; Poovathinal et al., 2016). This may explain the low reported ASD prevalence rate 
reported by Al-Farsi et al. (2011) and Poovathinal et al. (2016). 
Another variable influencing ASD prevalence is age. Although some studies highlight 
a reduction in ASD prevalence in light of increasing age (Harrison, O’hare, Campbell, 
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Adamson, & McNeillage, 2006), prevalence appears to be highest in individuals between 4 
and 10 years of age (Al-Farsi et al., 2011; Fombonne, Zakarian, Bennett, Meng, & McLean-
Heywood, 2006; Harrison et al., 2006). ASD prevalence in this age range is thought to 
exceed the 0 to 4 year age group, as a number of ASD individuals remain undiagnosed at four 
years of age. Furthermore, there may be undiagnosed individuals aged over 10 years who 
may have received a diagnosis if born at a later year. This suggestion is prompted by the 
rising ASD prevalence over the years. This specific peak in ASD prevalence however, is 
contradicted by some. More recent studies (Blumberg et al., 2013; Idring et al., 2012; 
Thomas, Hovinga, Rai, & Lee, 2017) reported ASD prevalence to be greater in late childhood 
than between 4 and 10 years of age. Measuring prevalence rates at various years allows the 
influence of cohort effects. It is quite possible that factors such as genetics or diagnostic 
criteria, may have differentiated the children reported by these more recent studies from 
participants of similar age groups recruited in the earlier studies. This would explain a shift in 
the peak of ASD prevalence. 
Table 1.1 also illustrates that most studies observed AD to be two to three times more 
prevalent than AS. Nevertheless, two studies observed AS to be significantly more prevalent 
than AD (Ellefsen, Kampmann, Billstedt, Gillberg, & Gillberg, 2007; Latif & Williams, 
2007). Ellefsen et al. (2007) studied people of Faroe Islands, an isolated area with limited 
genetic diversity (Halling et al., 2005), possibly biasing the findings. In addition, Latif and 
Williams (2007) recruited participants from a case registry that is not based on standardised 
assessment tests. The lack of objective confirmation of diagnoses is therefore concerning. 
The table of prevalence rates also highlights ambiguity when comparing HFA (IQ>70) and 
Low Functioning Autism (LFA; IQ≤70) prevalence. A number of studies observed HFA to 
be slightly more common than LFA (see Table 1.1). LFA prevalence may be underestimated 
however, as some individuals with ASD do not have the intellectual capacity to complete an 
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IQ test. In contrast, two studies observed LFA to be slightly more prevalent than HFA (Baird 
et al., 2006; Y. S. Kim et al., 2011; Nicholas et al., 2008). Baird et al. (2006) however, 
experienced high attrition rates, where only 56 per cent of those without an ASD agreed to 
participate in the study. Similarly, Nicholas et al. (2008) highlights a large number of 
individuals who were excluded due to missing records and/or inadequate documentation. 
Individuals with HFA who have remained undiagnosed may have therefore been overlooked 
(Attwood, 2006). Furthermore, Y. S. Kim et al. (2011) may have failed to eliminate cultural 
factors, leading to them underestimating HFA prevalence. Y. S. Kim et al. (2011) undertook 
their study in South Korea, a country where ASD is a stigmatised hereditary disorder, and 
those with HFA are often untreated, misdiagnosed as attachment disorder, or unreported in 
records (Grinker, 2008). 
The above table also illustrates that AD, PDD-NOS and overall ASD were more 
prevalent in males than females. A 4 to 5:1 male-to-female ratio was the general consensus 
across studies. Four studies however, concluded much lower ASD ratios; 2.9:1 (Al-Farsi et 
al., 2011), 2.5:1 (Y. S. Kim et al., 2011), 2.6:1 (Idring et al., 2012) and 2.8:1 (Kawamura, 
Takahashi, & Ishii, 2008). Furthermore, one study observed a significantly greater AD male-
to-female ratio; 12.4:1 (Latif & Williams, 2007). Interestingly, two studies reported 
discrepant AD compared to PDD-NOS male-to-female ratios (Baird et al., 2006; Latif & 
Williams, 2007). The numerous studies highlighting similar male-to-female ratios between 
the two conditions however, suggest the limitations of these two particular studies may have 
affected the results. 
Table 1.1 also highlights AS to have a greater male-to-female ratio than any other 
ASD-related condition. One exception to this is illustrated by the findings reported by Mattila 
et al. (2007). The inconsistencies in sex ratios of overall ASD, AD and AS may be due to 
little existing research in the countries in which these studies were conducted. Recruiting 
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participants from only Oman (Al-Farsi et al., 2011), Sweden (Idring et al., 2012), South 
Korea (Y. S. Kim et al., 2011), Japan (Kawamura et al., 2008), Wales (Latif & Williams, 
2007) and Finland (Mattila et al., 2007) encourages the investigation of more studies in such 
areas. 
1.4 Aetiology 
As well as changes in diagnostic criteria, genetics is largely responsible for the 
proportion of individuals currently diagnosed with ASD. This is highlighted by the high 
concordance rate of ASD in monozygotic (MZ) twins (0.87 for ASD and 0.94 for best-
estimate diagnosis (BeD)), compared to dizygotic (DZ) twins (0.22 for ASD and 0.46 for 
BeD; Colvert et al., 2015). To take into account population prevalence rates, Colvert et al. 
(2015) also recorded the MZ:DZ ratios of cross-twin within-trait correlations between ASD 
diagnosis/BeD and a number of ASD-related measures (see Colvert et al., 2015 for a review). 
These findings also supported the genetic basis in ASD (Colvert et al., 2015). It should be 
noted though that moderate non-shared environmental influences were also concluded. 
Nonetheless, the role of genetics in ASD has also been supported by sibling studies; 
concluding greater ASD prevalence in siblings of those with ASD. Earlier studies reported 
recurrence rates in siblings of those with ASD to range from 3% to 14% (Chakrabarti & 
Fombonne, 2001; Constantino, Zhang, Frazier, Abbacchi, & Law, 2010; Icasiano, Hewson, 
Machet, Cooper, & Marshall, 2004; Jorde et al., 1991; Lauritsen, Pedersen, & Mortensen, 
2005; Ritvo et al., 1989; Sumi, Taniai, Miyachi, & Tanemura, 2006). Although the risk of 
these siblings varies throughout the literature, studies did not take into account factors such as 
stoppage (the act of halting reproduction in response to the diagnosis of an affected child), 
over reporting of younger siblings and ascertainment biases. Furthermore, most of the studies 
were limited by small sample size. Nonetheless, a larger study (N=664 at-risk siblings), 
taking into account these limitations, highlights 18.7% of at-risk siblings to be diagnosed 
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with ASD by around three years of age (Ozonoff et al., 2011). The risk was further 
exacerbated if the participant was either male or had more than one older affected sibling 
(Ozonoff et al., 2011). 
Overall, the literature has observed links to ASD in a number of autosomes and the X 
chromosome. Studies focusing on de novo mutations, in particular, copy number variations 
(CNVs) conclude several chromosomal regions to relate to ASD. However, findings tend to 
be inconsistent across studies (de la Torre-Ubieta, Won, Stein, & Geschwind, 2016). 
Commonly reported chromosomal abnormalities linked to ASD though include CNVs at 
7q11.23, 15q11-13, 16p11.2, 16p13.2, 22q11.2, as well as a rising number of rare de novo 
mutations (see Chen, Peñagarikano, Belgard, Swarup, & Geschwind, 2015 for a review). In 
contrast, evidence supporting a link between ASD and the Y chromosome is less substantive. 
Nonetheless, the role of the Y chromosome in ASD is underestimated (see Margari, 
Lamanna, Craig, Simone, & Gentile, 2014 for a review). Recent studies concluded that the 
prevalence rates of ASD in XYY samples was 33% (Tartaglia et al., 2017) and 14% (L. 
Joseph et al., 2018). These prevalence rates of ASD exceed the latest statistics in the general 
population (1.68%; Baio et al., 2018). The gene NLGN4Y has been previously associated with 
autistic mannerisms (J. Ross, Tartaglia, Merry, Dalva, & Zinn, 2015). Hence, the role of 
NLGN4Y in ASD should be further explored. 
The genetic architecture of ASD remains a controversial issue (Ma et al., 2009). One 
hypothesis highlights ASD to be the result of fewer but more common mutations (Weiss et 
al., 2008), while another describes ASD as being due to vast numbers of rare mutations (Ma 
et al., 2009). Although more research supports the latter hypothesis (Ma et al., 2009), 
researchers are yet to consistently identify a particular chromosomal region related to ASD. 
The role of epigenetics further complicates the genetic structure of ASD, referring to the 
transfer of non-genetic information to offspring (Waye & Cheng, 2018). Epigenetics is 
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thought to affect ASD due to its central role in single gene disorders comorbid with ASD, 
such as Rett’s Disorder and Fragile X Syndrome (Schanen, 2006; Waye & Cheng, 2018). 
Although genes drive the issue, ASD may be expressed through the brain. Head 
circumference (HC) and brain volume studies report differences between individuals with 
ASD and healthy controls (Sacco, Gabriele, & Persico, 2015). At birth, HC tends to not be 
different between autistic and typically developing (TD) participants (Libero et al., 2016). 
Between one and four years, the literature reveal HC and brain volume to be greater in those 
with ASD than TD individuals (Courchesne, Carper, & Akshoomoff, 2003; Courchesne et al., 
2001). Furthermore, HC and brain volume above five years of age tends to not be different 
between autistic and TD individuals (Courchesne et al., 2001; Valvo et al., 2016). HC and 
brain volume trends in ASD will be covered in greater detail in Study 1 and Study 2. 
1.5 Theories 
1.5.1 Amygdala Theory 
The considerable volume of neurobiological research related to ASD would be 
assisted by a theoretical framework for which ASD can be defined. One such neurobiological 
theory is the amygdala theory of autism, highlighting social dysfunction in those with ASD to 
be due to an atypical amygdala (Baron-Cohen et al., 2000). The amygdala plays a key role in 
the processing and regulation of emotions, which are partly social in nature (Quintin, Bhatara, 
Poissant, Fombonne, & Levitin, 2011). Supporting the amygdala theory, Nuske, Vivanti, and 
Dissanayake (2013) mention several studies that observed dysfunctional brain activity of the 
amygdala in those with ASD. 
Contrastingly, Amaral, Bauman, and Schumann (2003) suggests excessive fear, rather 
than social deficits, to be a result of an impaired amygdala. Due to the high comorbidity 
between maladaptive anxiety and ASD (Simonoff et al., 2008), the amygdala theory of 
autism is still valid. Quintin et al. (2011) though, concluded conflicting findings. After testing 
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emotion recognition in scary and peaceful music between individuals with ASD and those 
with damage to the amygdala, Quintin et al. (2011) found greater emotion recognition in 
those with ASD than participants with damaged amygdalae. It should be noted though that 
knowledge of fear is different to fear itself. The findings though are interesting. 
1.5.2 Neural Connectivity Theory 
Neural connectivity theory suggests that the neural connections, whether functional or 
physical, between brain regions in autistic individuals are abnormal (Mohammad-Rezazadeh, 
Frohlich, Loo, & Jeste, 2016). The literature regarding neural connectivity in ASD has 
exponentially increased in the last few decades (Mohammad-Rezazadeh et al., 2016), and has 
been thoroughly reviewed (Maximo, Cadena, & Kana, 2014; O’Reilly, Lewis, & Elsabbagh, 
2017; Rane et al., 2015; Vissers, Cohen, & Geurts, 2012). Neural connectivity is a complex 
concept, which has previously been measured using multiple approaches: structural brain 
connectivity, measuring the white matter connections between brain areas; functional 
connectivity, measuring the statistical relationship between distinct brain regions; and 
effective connectivity, measuring interactions and causal relationships between connections 
between brain areas (Mohammad-Rezazadeh et al., 2016). 
Autistic individuals tend to have abnormal cerebellar connectivity (Arnold Anteraper 
et al., 2018), abnormal connectivity in the language areas of children and adolescents (Lee, 
Park, James, Kim, & Park, 2017) and adults (L. A. Ross et al., 2017), and decreased 
connectivity in areas associated with mentalising, complex emotional abilities and social 
cognition (Olivito et al., 2017). Additionally, negative correlations have been observed 
between Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale (ADOS) scores and functional connectivity of 
the inferior parietal gyrus (Dinstein et al., 2011), right motor cortex to thalamus (Nair, 
Treiber, Shukla, Shih, & Müller, 2013), precuneus (Assaf et al., 2010), right lateral parietal to 
anterior medial prefrontal cortex (Redcay et al., 2013), fusiform face area (Khan et al., 2013), 
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and the left inferior frontal gyrus and superior temporal gyrus (Lee et al., 2017). Autism 
Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) measure of restricted, repetitive behaviours also is 
negatively related to functional connectivity in the right parahippocampal gyrus (Monk et al., 
2009). 
Earlier fMRI studies support the notion that autistic individuals encounter hypo-
connectivity between distant brain regions and hyper-connectivity between neighbouring 
brain regions (Mohammad-Rezazadeh et al., 2016). However, more recent studies tend to 
disagree with this finding. For instance, Khan et al. (2013) concluded hypo-connectivity, 
rather than hyper-connectivity, to occur between local brain areas in the fusiform face area of 
autistic participants. A number of methodological characteristics have been suggested to 
influence these connectivity findings: type of connectivity measure, age of participants, brain 
regions of interest, the time interval, and the frequency band criteria employed when 
analysing connectivity (Mohammad-Rezazadeh et al., 2016). Future research should continue 
to pursue the extent such methodological characteristics influence the relationship between 
ASD-related symptoms and functional connectivity in autistic individuals. 
1.5.3 Mirror Neuron Theory 
The considerable volume of neurobiological research related to ASD would be 
assisted by a theoretical framework for which ASD can be defined. One such neurobiological 
theory is the presence of mirror neurons (MNs), activated not only when an individual 
engages in a particular action, but when observing a specific movement performed by an 
external source (J. H. Williams, Whiten, Suddendorf, & Perrett, 2001). The brain regions 
activated when a particular movement is performed are the same to those activated when that 
action is observed (J. H. Williams et al., 2001). MNs therefore are thought to connect higher 
visual processing areas and the motor cortex; located in the same area as ordinary motor 
neurons (J. H. Williams et al., 2001). This theory has been reinforced by a study highlighting 
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MNs to exist in a group of monkeys called macaques, specifically in the ventral premotor 
cortex and inferior parietal lobule (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti, 1996). In light of 
the similarities between the brain structure of macaques and humans (Gallese et al., 1996), it 
is hypothesised that humans may have these same MNs. 
Dysfunctional MNs have been associated with certain ASD characteristics, including 
deficits in Theory of Mind (ToM), imitation, and social communication (Dapretto et al., 
2006). These findings have sparked the idea that individuals with ASD may have impaired 
MNs. Although it may seem that the MN system is only responsible for one’s ability to 
imitate, literature has suggested this system to be far more complex (J. H. Williams et al., 
2001). As well as engaging in imitation, monkeys displaying MN activity may also engage in 
social understanding of others (Gallese & Goldman, 1998). This finding indicates a link 
between MNs and ToM. In order to understand others, the ability to get ‘into the mental 
shoes’ of the observed is vital (J. H. Williams et al., 2001). ToM, the ability to attribute 
mental states to self and others (Sodian & Kristen, 2010), tends to be impaired in those with 
ASD (Lind & Williams, 2011). The possibility of ToM influencing MN activity however, is 
yet to be tested (Perkins, Stokes, McGillivray, & Bittar, 2010). Although some studies have 
concluded social communication to link to MN activity, conclusions thus far are speculative 
(Perkins et al., 2010). 
MN impairment in ASD has been investigated via electroencephalographs (EEGs). 
EEGs measure what is called the mu wave, a measure of large amplitude rhythm frequencies 
of sensorimotor neurons (Perkins et al., 2010). The mu wave is blocked when a voluntary 
movement is performed, due to the action of pre-motor neurons (an area where MNs are 
thought to be present; Perkins et al., 2010). Interestingly, the mu wave similarly is suppressed 
or blocked when the individual observes a voluntary movement, also due to the input of pre-
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motor neurons (Perkins et al., 2010). Therefore, suppression of the mu wave is an indicator of 
MN activity. 
It can be suggested that if the mu wave is not suppressed in individuals with ASD, 
abnormal MN activity may be associated with ASD. Oberman et al. (2005) tested this 
hypothesis by comparing the mu wave of those with HFA and TD controls. Three of the 
conditions involved watching visual white noise (control condition), observing a hand 
movement (observation condition) and initiating a hand movement (execution condition). 
Compared to the control condition, the mu wave frequency of TD participants was 
significantly lower after both observing a hand movement and moving their own hand. In 
contrast, the mu wave frequency of individuals with HFA only decreased during performed 
hand movements. Considering the mu wave was not suppressed when participants with HFA 
observed a hand movement, it may be that impaired MN activity is characteristic of ASD. 
However, it should be noted that the mu wave was suppressed in some individuals 
with HFA. This finding should not be overlooked. Furthermore, the pre-motor cortex is only 
thought to house MNs (Perkins et al., 2010). Therefore, although the mu wave is suppressed 
in the pre-motor region, it does not necessarily mean that MNs are responsible for this 
suppression. This calls for future research to measure the causality between the suppression 
of mu waves and MN activity. 
Evidence of the possible existence of MNs in ASD have also been highlighted via the 
use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, observing the blood oxygen 
level dependent (BOLD) signal in areas where MN activity is thought to be present (Perkins, 
Bittar, McGillivray, Cox, & Stokes, 2015). As well as the MN theory, ASD is associated with 
a number of cognitive theories. Although many have been suggested, there are four theories 
that appear superior to the rest; ToM, Executive Dysfunction Hypothesis, Weak Central 
Coherence (WCC) and Extreme Male Brain theory (EMB). 
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1.5.4 Theory of Mind 
An individual that can explain and predict behaviour by assigning mental states to self 
and others, is thought to have a ToM (Premack & Woodruff, 1978). Before ToM is achieved, 
children first learn primary representations, referring to literal perceptions of the world 
(Leslie, 1987). At approximately 18 months of age, TD children form mental representations 
that distinguish rather than coincide with reality; known as M-representations (Leslie, 1987). 
As M-representations develop, and perceptions of other people’s realities are formed, ToM is 
attained; usually by age four years in TD children (Sodian & Kristen, 2010). ToM in ASD 
children however, is often delayed, possibly due to the impaired formation of M-
representations (Lind & Williams, 2011). This perceived lack of ToM has since been labelled 
as impaired mindreading ability (Baron‐Cohen, Campbell, Karmiloff‐Smith, Grant, & 
Walker, 1995) 
Evidence for Theory of Mind 
The landmark Sally-Anne study highlighted issues with ToM in ASD (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, 
& Frith, 1985). The Sally-Anne experiment is a false-belief task that measures ToM, a slight 
variation of the original Maxi task paradigm (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). In order to pass the 
test, participants had to correctly state the location Sally would search for her marble (Baron-
Cohen et al., 1985). To account for logical reasoning and memory, control questions 
measuring these concepts were asked from the outset. Baron-Cohen et al. (1985) concluded a 
significant difference in task performance between those with ASD and controls, (χ²(2)=25.9, 
p<.001). In contrast to the 16 of 20 participants with ASD whom failed this task, 23 out of 27 
TD children and 12 out of 14 children with Down’s syndrome passed. The average mental 
age of the ASD group was 5.5 years, 1.5 years greater than the expected age children grasp 




Furthermore, Baron-Cohen et al. (1985) that autistic individuals who passed the false 
belief test tended to be older; ranging from 10-16 years. ToM may therefore be delayed rather 
than inhibited in ASD. To explain the 20% of participants that passed, second-order belief 
attributions (a more advanced ToM) were measured (Baron‐Cohen, 1989). An individual 
with a second-order belief can interpret how a person may be thinking about the thought 
processes of someone else in a controlled situation (Lind & Williams, 2011). All participants 
with ASD, aged between 11 and 19 years, failed the test, a skill that TD children attain by age 
6 to 7 years. This suggests that all individuals with ASD have a ToM deficit, but that some 
are more severe than others. As well as false beliefs, extensive ToM research has since 
highlighted a number of other mental states to be impaired in ASD (see Lind & Williams, 
2011 for a review). 
Neurobiological evidence also exists that supports ToM. Carrington and Bailey 
(2009) conducted a meta-analysis, highlighting 37 of 40 fMRI studies concluding activity in 
the medial prefrontal cortex while engaging in a ToM task. However, the literature has also 
observed activity in a number of other brain areas (see Carrington & Bailey, 2009 for a 
review). Although similar brain areas were observed in individuals with ASD (Kana, Keller, 
Cherkassky, Minshew, & Just, 2009), neurobiological studies are yet to identify a specific 
brain network responsible for ToM. 
Evidence against Theory of Mind 
Over the past three decades, an abundance of research has challenged ToM relating to 
ASD. For instance, Baron-Cohen et al. (1985) observed that 20% of the ASD group passed 
the false-belief test. Although Baron-Cohen et al. (1985) highlights ToM to possibly be 
delayed in individuals with ASD, this statement is also limited when considering ToM as an 
underlying cause of ASD. Highlighting that ToM improves over time suggests the same 
outcome of ASD symptoms. ASD however, is a pervasive, rather than temporary disorder. 
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Furthermore, Baron-Cohen et al. (1985) was not the only study observing participants with 
ASD to pass the false-belief task. In fact, a meta-analysis did not find one study where all 
individuals with ASD failed (pass rate of participants with ASD varied between 16.6%-60%; 
Happé, 1995). To explain ASD, a good theory should take into account not just the majority 
of results, but all of those with ASD. From this point of view, ToM is not sufficient. 
Furthermore, studies conclude positive associations between performance on ToM 
tasks, and both intellectual capacity (Lind & Williams, 2011) and verbal skills (Scheeren, de 
Rosnay, Koot, & Begeer, 2013; Senju, 2012). Such relationships question the construct 
validity of ToM tasks. As autistic individuals are more likely to have impaired intellectual 
functioning (Matson & Shoemaker, 2009) and verbal ability, particularly during early years 
(B. Morgan, Maybery, & Durkin, 2003), not controlling for such confounds weakens the 
conclusion that ToM is impaired in those with ASD. Begeer, Malle, Nieuwland, and Keysar 
(2010) further supports this argument, concluding ASD diagnosis to not affect ToM during a 
structured communication game. When completing a non-structured narrative task however, 
participants with ASD performed significantly worse than controls. Similar findings have 
been observed in other studies (Begeer, Rieffe, Terwogt, & Stockmann, 2003, 2006; Ponnet, 
Buysse, Roeyers, & De Corte, 2005). 
Another issue with the hypothesis is how severity of ASD symptoms affect ToM. 
Frith and Happé (1994) measured both ToM and the Interactive Sociability subset (measuring 
ability to mentalise) of the Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scale (VABS) in individuals with 
ASD and controls. Although the participants with ASD that passed the ToM test scored 
higher on the interactive items on average than those who failed, the scores in both groups 
varied. Five of the eight individuals with ASD that passed scored between 1 and 8 out of a 
maximum 32 on the Interactive scale, while 7 of 16 that failed scored between 4 and 8. It 
therefore seems that ASD severity does not predict the likelihood of passing the ToM task. 
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Although the Interactive Sociability subset does not precisely reflect ASD severity, this 
finding should not be overlooked. A more valid test would more likely remove this confound. 
1.5.5 Weak Central Coherence 
Weak Central Coherence is a theory that outlines superior abilities to process featural 
information and inferior abilities to process contextual information in individuals with ASD 
(Frith, 1989). This perceived characteristic contrasts from ‘central coherence’, demonstrated 
by TD individuals where an overall message is constructed from smaller, varying information 
(Frith, 1989). However, more recent research has suggested differences in central coherence 
in ASD to be due to a differing cognitive style rather than a cognitive deficit (Happé, 1999). 
Although enhanced local processing in ASD is consistently reported in the literature, studies 
have concluded global processing to not be influenced by ASD diagnosis (Happé & Frith, 
2006). Nevertheless, global processing tends to be limited in those with ASD during open-
ended tasks (Happé & Frith, 2006). Furthermore, WCC has been thought to be related to 
ToM (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). Others though, have highlighted WCC to be a separate 
explanation of ASD (Happé, 2000). 
Evidence for Weak Central Coherence 
A number of studies have demonstrated weak central coherence (WCC) in individuals 
with ASD through visuo-spatial, auditory and verbal tasks (see Happé & Frith, 2006 for a 
review). A popular visuo-spatial task is the block designs test Shah and Frith (1993), 
requiring participants to match different coloured blocks with the picture provided. Shah and 
Frith (1993) observed participants with ASD to perform better in un-segmented but not 
segmented block designs compared to controls. This confirms the WCC, as the segmented 
block design removes the gestalt image; eliminating the advantage of having ASD, regarding 
superior local processing ability. Although Shah and Frith (1993) recruited participants on the 
basis of DSM-III-R, a now superseded criteria, these findings have been supported by more 
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recent diagnostic criteria (DSM-IV; Caron, Mottron, Berthiaume, & Dawson, 2006). 
Furthermore, Bölte, Holtmann, Poustka, Scheurich, and Schmidt (2007) observed local 
processing abilities to not be affected by ASD diagnosis. Bölte et al. (2007) though sampled 
only male participants with ASD. Thus results may not generalise across both genders. 
Further studies highlighting the influence of gender on central coherence is required to 
improve generalisability. 
Auditory tests have also been employed as a measure of WCC in those with ASD and 
TD individuals. More specifically, greater memory of individual tones have been highlighted 
in both individuals with LFA (P. Heaton, Hermelin, & Pring, 1998) and HFA compared to 
controls (P. Heaton, 2003). As well as enhanced memory, studies conclude superior 
categorisation and discrimination of pure tones (Bonnel et al., 2003), and broader auditory 
filters (Plaisted, Saksida, Alcántara, & Weisblatt, 2003) among those with ASD compared to 
TD control participants. These findings illustrate superior local processing in those with 
ASD, providing support for WCC. Furthermore, Eigsti and Fein (2013) found delayed 
language performance to be related to pitch perception; it should be noted that delayed 
language is symptomatic of ASD. However, Eigsti and Fein (2013) also observed current 
language skills to not account for pitch perception. Nevertheless, this finding is interesting, 
highlighting a possible link between local processing ability and language impairments 
evident in ASD. 
The relationship between verbal abilities and WCC is also evident via the homograph 
test (Frith & Snowling, 1983). Studies highlight that when provided with a preceding 
contextual sentence to the homograph (a word that has more than one pronunciations), 
participants with ASD were more likely to make more errors articulating the word than 
controls. This finding has been observed in children (Frith & Snowling, 1983) adolescents 
(Happé, 1997; B. Lopez & Leekam, 2003) and adults (Jolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1999), and is 
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thus consistent in light of age. Failure to take into account the preceding sentence when 
pronouncing words highlights a tendency for those with ASD to focus on individual words 
rather than entire sentences when completing the homograph task (Frith & Snowling, 1983). 
Such a global deficit in ASD supports the WCC. 
Evidence against Weak Central Coherence 
Problems with WCC begin from the core of the theory. WCC emphasises the 
cognitive strengths and weaknesses in ASD rather than explaining the foundational 
symptoms of the disorder, such as emotional impairment (Lartseva, Dijkstra, & Buitelaar, 
2015). Lartseva et al. (2015) highlights emotional meaning of a scenario to be attained when 
processed as a whole. Difficulties in global processing may therefore prevent individuals with 
ASD from grasping such emotional meaning, resulting in emotional dysfunction. However, a 
number of studies have concluded those with ASD to be capable of interpreting spoken 
sentences as emotionally positive or negative (Grossman, Bemis, Skwerer, & Tager-Flusberg, 
2010; Kuchinke, Schneider, Kotz, & Jacobs, 2011; Volden & Sorenson, 2009). Supporters of 
the WCC though, are currently emphasising the superior local processing abilities of 
individuals with ASD, rather than their global processing deficits (Happé & Frith, 2006). 
Nevertheless, the inability of WCC to specifically address the facets of ASD as highlighted in 
current diagnostic criteria (emotional and socio-communicative impairment) is concerning. 
Another dilemma relates to the evidence supporting WCC. For instance, Brock and Bzishvili 
(2013) point out issues with the homograph test, highlighting factors other than WCC, such 
as length of eye-to-voice span, interference of previous trials and their ability to detect errors, 
to contribute to poor performance of those with ASD. Participants however, were typically 
developing, and conveniently sampled from a university psychology course. Brock and 
Bzishvili (2013) though, have illustrated the complexity of homograph test performance. 
Future research needs to test whether this complexity is also evident in individuals with ASD. 
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1.5.6 Executive Dysfunction Hypothesis 
The Executive Dysfunction Hypothesis highlights impaired executive function in 
ASD (Lind & Williams, 2011). Executive function enables future goals to be developed, 
separating the individual from the immediate context (Leung, Vogan, Powell, Anagnostou, & 
Taylor, 2016). Rather than being a global construct, executive function is an umbrella term, 
thought by some to comprise of seven domains: inhibition, set shifting, planning, self-
monitoring, organisation, flexibility, and Working Memory (Akbar, Loomis, & Paul, 2013). 
However, cognitive flexibility and set shifting are often grouped together (Lawson et al., 
2015). Of the mentioned domains, cognitive flexibility/set shifting and planning ability are 
the most consistently impaired in individuals with ASD (Lind & Williams, 2011). 
Evidence for Executive Dysfunction 
The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; Heaton, 1981), which measures cognitive 
flexibility/set-shifting, has been commonly employed in the ASD literature. A high number 
of preservative errors during the task highlights impaired cognitive flexibility. Sergeant, 
Geurts, and Oosterlaan (2002) highlighted 11 of 13 studies to conclude individuals with ASD 
to have impaired cognitive flexibility than controls. The two studies that reported ASD 
diagnosis to not influence cognitive flexibility (Minshew, Goldstein, & Siegel, 1997; 
Minshew, Muenz, Goldstein, & Payton, 1992), tested participants on a substantial number of 
measures. Issues such as fatigue may have therefore influenced performance on the WCST. 
Planning ability is another subset of executive function that has been investigated in 
ASD. Studies employing the Tower of London Task (Shallice, 1982) have highlighted 
impaired planning ability in those with ASD compared to TD individuals (Pellicano, 2007; 
Pellicano, Maybery, Durkin, & Maley, 2006). Variability issues within groups remain a 
concern however, where in both studies, less than half of the individuals with ASD were one 
or more standard deviations below the age of the average TD individual. Although age was 
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not accounted for, studies controlling for age have concluded similar findings. Compared to 
age matched controls with no direct relation to an individual with ASD, planning ability was 
impaired in both siblings (Ozonoff, Rogers, Farnham, & Pennington, 1993) and parents of 
those with ASD (Hughes, Leboyer, & Bouvard, 1997; Hughes, Plumet, & Leboyer, 1999). 
More specifically, executive function has been related to restricted and repetitive 
behaviours. (Lopez, Lincoln, Ozonoff, & Lai, 2005) demonstrated restricted, repetitive 
behaviours to positively correlate with cognitive flexibility (r=+0.63), response inhibition 
(r=+0.54) and working memory (r=-0.56). Although cognitive flexibility was concluded as 
the only facet of executive function to uniquely predict repetitive, restricted behaviours, these 
findings support the executive dysfunction hypothesis. Positive correlations between 
cognitive flexibility and the restricted, repetitive behaviours section of the ADOS (r=+0.67) 
and ADI-R (r=+0.47), have since been replicated (South, Ozonoff, & McMahon, 2007). 
Although planning ability did not significantly correlate with restricted, repetitive 
behaviours (Lopez et al., 2005), R. M. Joseph and Tager-Flusberg (2004) found that planning 
ability correlates with communication as measured by the ADOS (r =-0.54). Communication, 
as well as reciprocal social interaction, are two DSM-IV ASD diagnostic facets that are 
currently grouped as social communication according to the DSM-5 (APA, 2013). As well as 
planning ability, the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Functions (BRIEF) has also 
been associated with social communication (Gilotty, Kenworthy, Sirian, Black, & Wagner, 
2002; Kenworthy, Black, Harrison, Della Rosa, & Wallace, 2009). The BRIEF is an 
executive function test divided into two indices; Behavioral Regulation Index (BRI) and 
Metacognition Index (MCI). The relationship between the BRIEF and ASD symptomatology 
however, is mixed. Although reciprocal social interaction has consistently been found to 
correlate with MCI (Gilotty et al., 2002; Kenworthy et al., 2009), BRI has found to both 
correlate (Kenworthy et al., 2009) and not be associated (Gilotty et al., 2002) with reciprocal 
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social interaction. Furthermore, while Gilotty et al. (2002) highlighted communication to 
correlate with MCI but not BRI, Kenworthy et al. (2009) concluded BRI but not MCI to be 
associated with communication deficits. 
These conflicting results may be due to methodological differences. Diagnostic 
criteria varied between studies, where either the VABS (Gilotty et al., 2002) or a combination 
of ADOS and ADI (Kenworthy et al., 2009) were employed. Interestingly, Leung et al. 
(2016) investigated total ADOS scores and the BRIEF, finding no association between 
indices of the brief and total ADOS score. However, Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) 
significantly correlated with both indices of the BRIEF. As diagnostic criteria of these studies 
(Gilotty et al., 2002; Kenworthy et al., 2009; Leung et al., 2016) were all based on the DSM-
IV, perhaps employing DSM-5 criteria will lead to more consistent results. 
Evidence against Executive Dysfunction 
A dilemma with the executive dysfunction hypothesis is the mixed results studies 
have concluded when comparing executive function to restricted, repetitive behaviours of 
individuals with ASD. Kenworthy et al. (2009) employed the Test of Everyday Attention for 
Children (TEA-ch), a test measuring executive function facets such as working memory, 
inhibition and cognitive flexibility. Kenworthy et al. (2009) concluded that the majority of 
TEA-ch subtests did not correlate with restricted, repetitive behaviours. Although one subtest 
of the TEA-ch (Walk-don’t walk) positively correlated with ASD symptomatology, the 
Walk-don’t Walk subtest failed to predict ASD symptomatology after taking into account 
age. Planning ability and fluency have also failed to significantly correlate with restricted 
repetitive behaviours (Lopez et al., 2005). Even cognitive flexibility, the facet of executive 
function that is thought to most support the executive dysfunction hypothesis, does not relate 
to certain ASD diagnostic criteria (South et al., 2007). The executive dysfunction hypothesis 
therefore needs to be more specific, outlining precisely which aspects of executive function 
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are related to certain ASD symptoms. This is vital to minimise the confusion and 
inconsistencies that currently exist in the literature. 
1.5.7 Extreme Male Brain Theory 
EMB is another explanation of ASD; suggesting individuals with ASD to exhibit vast 
levels of certain male-typical traits (Baron-Cohen, 2002). These male characteristics are 
either cognitive, such as a deficit in empathising in conjunction with vast levels of 
systemising (Baron-Cohen, 2002), or neuroanatomical, including increased overall brain 
volume and decreased brain areas usually enlarged in females (Baron-Cohen et al., 2011). 
The EMB is supported by the high male-female ratio of those with ASD, thought to be due to 
greater foetal testosterone (FT) exposure (Teatero & Netley, 2013). Studies highlight the 
increased FT contributing to such enhanced brain masculinisation to occur during the 8th and 
24th week of gestation (Hauth, de Bruijn, Staal, Buitelaar, & Rommelse, 2014). 
Evidence for Extreme Male Brain Theory 
FT is often indirectly measured via the second-fourth digit ratio (2D:4D), where the 
ratio of the length of the index and ring finger are measured. A low 2D:4D, highlighting the 
two fingers to be of similar length, indicates high FT (Manning, 2011). Reasons for this 
relationship between 2D:4D and FT have been suggested (Forstmeier, Mueller, & 
Kempenaers, 2010). Teatero and Netley (2013) presented effect sizes for eight studies 
employing the 2D:4D in those with ASD and controls. The effect sizes measured the 
relationship between ASD diagnosis and 2D:4D. Teatero and Netley (2013) found the 
majority of research to conclude smaller 2D:4D, and thus greater FT, in participants with 
ASD than TD individuals (Teatero & Netley, 2013). 
One study however, reported a positive effect size between ASD diagnosis and 2D:4D 
(Bejerot et al., 2012). Although Bejerot et al. (2012) only employed white Swedish 
individuals, ethnicity is thought to not change the direction of effect size (Teatero & Netley, 
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2013). Bejerot et al. (2012) though, may be limited due to an unknown third variable 
problem, such as the subjects being more neurotypical compared to individuals with ASD in 
general. For example, an unusually high proportion of participants with ASD experienced 
parenthood and attended university. And, requiring participants to be photographed in their 
underwear may have discouraged individuals with ASD from participating, due to the social 
deficit nature of the disorder. Further research is required to identify more definite 
confounding variables. 
Evidence against Extreme Male Brain Theory 
Although 2D:4D has consistently reported to be lower in those with ASD than TD 
individuals, problems exist in associating 2D:4D with ASD and masculine characteristics. 
After conducting a meta-analysis, Hönekopp (2012) concluded empathising and systemising 
to be unrelated to 2D:4D. Although a slightly updated meta-analysis highlighted measures of 
empathising and systemising to significantly associate with 2D:4D (Teatero & Netley, 2013), 
these correlations were extremely weak (r=+0.01). It has been previously reported that an 
increased 2D:4D ratio in individuals with ASD would ultimately lead to increased masculine 
behaviours (e.g. increased systemising and decreased empathising). However, the previously 
mentioned meta-analyses suggest minimal relationships between both the ability to systemise 
and empathise, and increased 2D:4D; significantly undermining EMB. 
Furthermore, the high male-to-female ratio in individuals with ASD is thought to be 
inflated, due to a number of undiagnosed girls (Dworzynski, Ronald, Bolton, & Happé, 
2012). Dworzynski et al. (2012) recruited children scoring high on the Childhood Autism 
Spectrum Test, comparing diagnosed and undiagnosed participants with ASD. Interestingly, 
girls with ASD demonstrated lower IQ and greater behavioural problems than undiagnosed 
girls. These discrepancies though were not evident in boys. Adapting to social environments 
and hiding ASD characteristics may therefore be enhanced in girls than boys with ASD; an 
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idea supported by other authors (Head, McGillivray, & Stokes, 2014). Increased social 
function may therefore explain why many girls with ASD remain undiagnosed. Although 
Dworzynski et al. (2012) did not employ gold-standard ASD diagnostic instruments, the 
results should not be disregarded. If a number of females with ASD were being missed by 
clinicians, the male-to-female ASD ratio would decrease, making it difficult to support EMB. 
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2.1 Head Circumference in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Although ASD is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder, health professionals value 
strategies to identify ASD in a manner that is feasible, quick and effective. One well-
documented theory relevant to ASD identification is enlarged HC (Courchesne et al., 2003). 
HC has been heavily researched in the ASD literature, however, results have been equivocal. 
Contributing to these equivocal results is evident suggesting the relationship between HC and 
ASD diagnosis is interacted by age (Sacco et al., 2015). 
The exact nature of the association of HC and age with ASD remains unclear. For 
instance, at birth, some studies found smaller HC in autistic than TD individuals (Courchesne 
et al., 2003; Gray, Taffe, Sweeney, Forster, & Tonge, 2012; Mraz, Green, Dumont-Mathieu, 
Makin, & Fein, 2007), while others found autistic individuals to have larger HC than controls 
(C. Gillberg & de Souza, 2002). However, the majority of recent literature concludes that HC 
at birth is not related to ASD diagnosis (Dissanayake, Bui, Huggins, & Loesch, 2006; 
Fukumoto et al., 2011; Libero et al., 2016; Surén et al., 2013; Torrey, Dhavale, Lawlor, & 
Yolken, 2004; Whitehouse, Hickey, Stanley, Newnham, & Pennell, 2011). The studies that 
concluded small HC in autistic participants at birth used normative Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) HC data as a comparison, rather than recruiting relevant 
community control participants (Courchesne et al., 2003). This has led to potentially biased 
conclusions because CDC data overestimates HC of community controls (Raznahan, 
Wallace, et al., 2013). Controlling for the recruitment of TD individuals at birth may help 
untangle the inconsistent HC findings at birth in the ASD literature. 
Between birth and four years of age, an over-acceleration of HC is evident in autistic 
individuals (Dawson et al., 2007; Hazlett et al., 2005). However, the age at which such over-
acceleration of HC commences varies between studies (Courchesne et al., 2003; Dementieva 
et al., 2005). Courchesne et al. (2003) reported over-accelerated HC growth in autistic 
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individuals to commence at approximately two to three months of age, whilst Dementieva et 
al. (2005) reported the larger rate of change to begin earlier, at one to two months of age. 
These findings suggest contrasting HC acceleration trends in autistic than TD individuals 
prior to 12 months, though the precise nature is debated. Further inconsistencies in the 
relationship between HC and ASD diagnosis exist between those aged one to four years. 
While some studies found HC to be greater in autistic males than among TD males aged one 
to four years (Chawarska et al., 2011; Libero et al., 2016; S. J. Webb et al., 2007), other 
studies conclude no relationship between ASD diagnosis and HC for those aged between one 
and four years (Barnard-Brak, Sulak, & Hatz, 2011; Dissanayake et al., 2006; Zwaigenbaum 
et al., 2014). The studies that included no difference in HC between autistic and TD 
participants either included both males and females (e.g.: Barnard-Brak et al., 2011), 
controlled for height (e.g.: Dissanayake et al., 2006), or did both (e.g.: Zwaigenbaum et al., 
2014). In contrast, the studies that concluded greater HC in autistic than TD individuals only 
included males and did not control for height. Thus, HC in ages one to four years only appear 
to be greater in autistic than neurotypical individuals when only males are recruited and 
height is not controlled for. 
By five years of age, the majority of studies report no difference in HC between 
autistic children and controls (Cheon et al., 2011; Prigge et al., 2013; Valvo et al., 2016). 
Although there are exceptions that conclude HC to be greater in autistic than TD individuals 
older than five years of age (Aylward, Minshew, Field, Sparks, & Singh, 2002; C. Gillberg & 
de Souza, 2002), these studies include major flaws. For instance, these studies either 
measured HC to the nearest 0.5cm (e.g.: Aylward et al., 2002), or compared the HC of 
autistic participants to norms developed in the 1970’s (e.g.: C. Gillberg & de Souza, 2002). 
Nonetheless, earlier studies found greater macrocephaly in autistic individuals than expected 
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(e.g.: Anthony Bailey et al., 1993; J. E. Lainhart et al., 1997). These issues and 
inconsistencies warrant deeper examination using a more complete dataset. 
2.2 Brain Volume in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Brain volume is often defined as either: intracranial volume (ICV); sum of the grey 
matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), or total brain volume (TBV); sum of the 
grey and white matter of the brain (Lin, Ni, Lai, Tseng, & Gau, 2015). Autism research has 
investigated trends in brain volume throughout the lifespan, and tends to conclude no 
differences in brain volume between autistic and TD participants (Hardan, Kilpatrick, 
Keshavan, & Minshew, 2003; Lange et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015; Prigge et al., 2013; Turner, 
Greenspan, & van Erp, 2016). Although Kucharsky Hiess et al. (2015) concluded TBV to be 
significantly greater in ASD than neurotypical participants, sample size was large (N=1,112) 
and effect size was small (d=0.186). The significant result was likely due to inflated sample 
size than an actual effect. Conversely, Greimel et al. (2013) found smaller TBV in autistic 
than TD participants, but this finding became non-significant after controlling for IQ and age. 
When brain volume is investigated across the lifespan, brain volume is not different between 
autistic and TD participants. However, studies conclude a significant interaction between age 
and the relationship between ASD diagnosis and brain volume (Sacco et al., 2015). Hence, 
the influence of ASD diagnosis on brain volume should be investigated separately at specific 
age ranges, rather than assessing all participants collectively. 
Brain volume is rarely examined before two years of age in the ASD literature, likely 
due to the invasive nature of MRI scans. One study contributing to this limited area of 
research concluded no difference in brain volume between autistic and TD infants (Libero et 
al., 2016). Although Libero et al. (2016) compared ICV between infants that were and were 
not later diagnosed with ASD, these participants were born very preterm. 
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Autistic participants between two to four years of age have greater brain volume than 
controls (Courchesne et al., 2001; Hazlett et al., 2011). Although Hazlett et al. (2005) 
concluded ASD diagnosis to not influence brain volume in this age group, brain volume was 
adjusted based on the age of the individual. Other studies also concluded no difference in 
brain volume between autistic and TD children (Brun et al., 2016; Pierce & Courchesne, 
2001; Raznahan, Lenroot, et al., 2013; Retico et al., 2016). However, these studies 
additionally included children between five and nine years of age. This suggests that brain 
volume is only greater in autistic than TD individuals during two to four years, followed by a 
non-significant difference between groups between five and nine years. This conclusion is 
only speculative, though, because a study is yet to measure brain volume in ASD specifically 
between five and nine years. 
During late childhood, most studies conclude no significant difference in TBV 
between autistic and TD participants (Aylward et al., 2002; Brix et al., 2015; Courchesne et 
al., 2001; Hong et al., 2011; Mak-Fan, Taylor, Roberts, & Lerch, 2012; Semrud-Clikeman, 
Fine, Bledsoe, & Zhu, 2013; Vidal et al., 2006; D. Y. J. Yang, Beam, Pelphrey, Abdullahi, & 
Jou, 2016). Although some studies conclude greater TBV in autistic than TD individuals 
(Goldman, O'Brien, Filipek, Rapin, & Herbert, 2013; S. Palmen et al., 2005), these studies 
include sampling limitations. For instance, the ASD sample was seven months older than the 
TD sample (e.g.: S. Palmen et al., 2005), and the male-to-female ratio was smaller in the TD 
than the ASD sample (e.g.: Goldman et al., 2013). During late childhood, brain volume 
increases with age (Kucharsky Hiess et al., 2015) and is larger in males than females 
(Courchesne, Campbell, & Solso, 2011). Thus, not effectively controlling for age and gender 
may lead to misleading results. 
Consistent with autism research measuring TBV in late childhood, studies observed 
no difference in ICV between autistic participants and controls (Cheung et al., 2011; 
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Dominick, 2011; Hanaie et al., 2014; Hasan, Walimuni, & Frye, 2013; Mengotti et al., 2011; 
Say et al., 2014). However, these conclusions cannot be generalised to older children as most 
of these studies also included adolescents. Kucharsky Hiess et al. (2015) observed the largest 
difference in ASD and TD brain volume data to occur at approximately ten years of age, 
however this finding should be interpreted with caution. Because this difference was 
concluded by comparing lines of fit, the brain volume discrepancy between ASD and TD 
may not have met statistical significance. Additionally, effect sizes of these lines of fit were 
not provided. The relationship between ICV and ASD diagnosis in older children therefore 
remains ambiguous given the sampling and analysis issues described. 
A number of studies conclude no difference in brain volume between autistic and TD 
participants in samples of adolescents (Aylward et al., 2002; Dominick, 2011; Groen, Teluij, 
Buitelaar, & Tendolkar, 2010; Lim et al., 2015), adults (Aylward et al., 2002; Corden, 2006; 
Ecker et al., 2012; Hallahan et al., 2009; Haznedar et al., 2000; Kosaka et al., 2010; Lewis et 
al., 2013; Maier et al., 2015; Rojas et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2013; Tepest et al., 2010; 
Watanabe et al., 2014; Yamasaki et al., 2010), and both adolescents and adults (Radeloff et 
al., 2014; Waiter et al., 2004). Although Moseley et al. (2016) concluded smaller TBV in 
autistic than TD adults, a greater portion of females existed in the ASD than TD group. 
Because brain volume is smaller in female than male adults (Tepest et al., 2010), the 
significant effect observed is likely explained by the participants’ gender rather than ASD 
diagnosis. Further, although other studies have concluded larger brain volume in autistic than 
TD samples of adolescents (Jou et al., 2011) and both adolescents and adults (Sjmc Palmen et 
al., 2004; Piven, Arndt, Bailey, & Andreasen, 1996), these studies either included older 
children (e.g.: Jou et al., 2011), used outdated diagnostic criteria (e.g.: Piven et al., 1996), or 
did not include chromosomal abnormalities in the exclusion criteria of ASD (e.g.: Sjmc 
Palmen et al., 2004). Nonetheless, we can only speculate whether these limitations affected 
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the past research findings. This ambiguity encourages a collaboration of the datasets to form 
more generalised conclusions. 
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Chapter 3. Literature Review of Frontal Lobe and Cerebellum in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
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3.1 Literature Review 
A number of brain areas have been concluded as more abnormal in volume among 
autistic individuals than among controls. These include the cerebellum, in particular vermal 
lobules VI to VII, and the frontal lobe. The cerebellum is associated with motor coordination 
and ASD-related characteristics such as emotion; damage to it is associated with impaired 
motor coordination (Moberget & Ivry, 2016), and emotional processing (Allin, 2016). 
Vermal lobule areas VI and VII of the cerebellum contribute to higher-order processes 
(Stoodley, 2016), and the frontal lobe assists in fine motor coordination, social cognition and 
motor planning (B. Miller & Cummings, 2017). Complex cognitions (D. L. Williams, 
Minshew, & Goldstein, 2015), motor abilities (Fournier, Hass, Naik, Lodha, & Cauraugh, 
2010), and emotional development (Fridenson-Hayo et al., 2016) are all related impairments 
to ASD. Hence, the frontal lobe, cerebellum, and vermal lobules VI to VII are likely to be 
abnormal in autistic individuals. Although research exists in this space, the narrative 
concerning both frontal and cerebellar volume in ASD remains unclear. 
Compared to controls, cerebellar volume is larger in autistic participants aged 
between three to four years (S. J. Webb et al., 2009), and smaller in autistic participants 
during adulthood (Hallahan et al., 2009). Between childhood and early adulthood, most 
studies conclude ASD diagnosis to not affect cerebellar volume (Cleavinger et al., 2008; 
Courchesne et al., 2001; Hanaie et al., 2014; Hazlett et al., 2005; Hodge et al., 2010; Piven, 
Saliba, Bailey, & Arndt, 1997; J. A. Scott, Schumann, Goodlin-Jones, & Amaral, 2009). 
However, some studies conclude larger cerebellar volume in autistic than TD participants 
within this age range (S. Palmen et al., 2005; Sjmc Palmen et al., 2004). Limitations such as 
unmatched age between groups may explain some of the discrepancies. For instance, among 
Palmen et al.’s (2005) participants the ASD group was seven months older than TD group 
and individuals with chromosomal abnormalities were not excluded (e.g.: Sjmc Palmen et al., 
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2004). Nonetheless, these contrasting findings are interesting and warrant further 
investigation. 
Studies measuring the vermian lobules VI to VII in ASD throughout the lifespan 
conclude no differences compared to controls (Cleavinger et al., 2008; Hardan, Minshew, 
Harenski, & Keshavan, 2001; Piven et al., 1992; Piven et al., 1997). Although Courchesne, 
Yeung-Courchesne, Hesselink, and Jernigan (1988) concluded that there was a smaller VI to 
VII area among autistic than TD individuals, this study used outdated diagnostic criteria 
(DSM-III) while the TD group were older than the ASD group by an average of four years. 
Of the three studies that have investigated vermal lobules VI to VII among autistic 
participants below nine years of age, two concluded smaller vermian lobules VI to VII among 
autistic than TD children (Kaufmarm et al., 2003; S. J. Webb et al., 2009). The other study 
concluded non-significant differences in the VI and VII area between one and nine year old 
autistic and TD participants (Hashimoto et al., 1995). However, as male brains are larger than 
those of females (Tepest et al., 2010), a higher proportion of males in the ASD than TD group 
likely affected the results. Nonetheless, this is only speculative and requires a comprehensive 
analysis of data controlling for age. Studies that included children and adolescent participants 
collectively conclude areas VI to VII area to be smaller in autistic participants than in 
controls (Courchesne et al., 2001), or conclude no significant difference between groups (J. 
A. Scott et al., 2009). Differences in findings may be attributed to whether participants 
between two and six years of age were included (e.g.: Courchesne et al., 2001) or not (e.g.: J. 
A. Scott et al., 2009). Hence, it seems that areas VI to VII are smaller in autistic than TD 
individuals during early childhood but not adolescence. Future research should investigate 
trends in the vermian lobules VI to VII during late childhood in ASD.  
Conflicting findings also exist in the ASD literature measuring frontal lobe volume. In 
general, studies conclude frontal lobe volume to be greater in autistic than TD participants 
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aged between two and four years (Carper, Moses, Tigue, & Courchesne, 2002; Nordahl et al., 
2013); after this, frontal lobe volume tends to not be different between ASD and TD groups 
(Carper et al., 2002; Hallahan et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009; Piven et al., 1996). Although 
Hazlett et al. (2011) included participants between two and four years of age and concluded 
no differences in frontal lobe volume between ASD and TD groups, participants as old as six 
years were included in the study. Conflicting findings of other studies cannot be as easily 
explained; for instance, Sjmc Palmen et al. (2004) concluded frontal lobe volume to be 
greater in autistic than TD individuals aged between 15 and 24 years. Those with 
chromosomal abnormalities were excluded in Palmen et al.’s study, but it is unclear whether 
such a limitation would influence the findings. 
3.2 Conclusion 
The consequences of the identified cerebellar and frontal volume abnormalities in 
ASD compared to typical development should be explored. The frontal lobe and cerebellum 
are both involved in motor development, hence, it can be speculated that the volume of these 
brain regions are an indicator of the motor deficits that are prevalent in ASD (Fournier et al., 
2010). This is particularly evident between five to eight years of age. Despite HC, brain 
volume, and cerebellar volume not differing between autistic and TD children between five to 
eight years of age, vermal lobule areas VI and VII are smaller in autistic compared to TD 
children. These vermian lobules may therefore explain the motor deficits evident in autistic 
children (Fournier et al., 2010). 
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An abundance of literature highlights the motor coordination deficits evident in 
autistic individuals (see Fournier et al., 2010 for a review). In spite of this overwhelming 
evidence, the diagnostic criteria of ASD (APA, 2013) does not include motor deficits. 
Because motor abilities are simple and feasible to measure and assess, they are an appealing 
outcome to target for early intervention (Dowell, Mahone, & Mostofsky, 2009). Various 
movement skills correlate with social skills (Craig et al., 2018; Green et al., 2009; Hirata et 
al., 2014; J. L. Powell, Pringle, & Greig, 2017) and adaptive abilities (Green et al., 2009; 
Hedvall et al., 2013; Nevill, Hedley, Uljarević, Butter, & Mulick, 2017; Travers et al., 2017). 
Consequently, researching motor impairment may lead to a further understanding of the 
neurobiology of ASD (Dowell et al., 2009). Nonetheless, a less researched area of motor 
skills are generalised praxis abilities; skilled motor gestures that cannot be explained by 
fundamental movement (Steinman, Mostofsky, & Denckla, 2010). 
In the ASD literature, poor praxis abilities is sometimes referred to as developmental 
dyspraxia (often referred to as just ‘dyspraxia’); derived from apraxia, which is a deficit 
acquired later in life due to traumatic brain injury (Dowell et al., 2009). Apraxia specifically 
refers to an acquired inability to execute learned skilled movements that cannot be attributed 
to fundamental motor, sensorimotor, or cognitive deficits (Steinman et al., 2010). Rather, 
these deficits are attributed to an impaired praxis system. The praxis system is responsible for 
memory representations of purposeful actions (Rothi, Raymer, & Heilman, 1997). Compared 
to apraxia, dyspraxia is a more mild congenital, developmental impairment (M. Miller, 
Chukoskie, Zinni, Townsend, & Trauner, 2014; Steinman et al., 2010). The prefixes of 
dyspraxia and apraxia further differentiate the two terms (Steinman et al., 2010): a-, refers to 
a ‘lack of’, while dys-, refers to ‘abnormal’ (Steinman et al., 2010). The term dyspraxia, 
rather than apraxia, is therefore used in relation to ASD (Mostofsky et al., 2006).  
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Dyspraxia is inconsistently defined among authors (Mostofsky et al., 2006). Earlier 
investigators associated dyspraxia with developmental coordination disorder (Mostofsky et 
al., 2006). Dyspraxic children were viewed as clumsy: displaying motor deficits but typically 
performing on a standard neurological examination (Gubbay, 1975). In contrast, recent ASD 
literature tends to define dyspraxia consistent with ideomotor apraxia: deficits of skilled 
gestures not caused by perceptual or basic motor deficit (Dowell et al., 2009; Rogers, 
Bennetto, McEvoy, & Pennington, 1996; Rogers, Hepburn, Stackhouse, & Wehner, 2003). 
Steinman et al. (2010), however, believe dyspraxia should be more loosely defined than 
apraxia. As comorbidity is prevalent in developmental disorders, motor skills may often 
influence learned skilled movements (Steinman et al., 2010). Dyspraxia was therefore 
assigned to individuals presenting greater difficulties in executing learned skilled movements 
than underlying motor deficits (Steinman et al., 2010). This definition has also been 
employed in recent literature (Gizzonio et al., 2015). However, researchers are yet to 
objectively define dyspraxia in regards to praxis ability. Because of this, the present thesis 
will describe dyspraxia as generalised praxis deficits.  
4.2 Mapping Review 
 A mapping review of the literature was undertaken to investigate praxis abilities in the 
ASD population. Literature was extracted from the databases CINAHL, PsychINFO, 
MEDLINE, Scopus, Web of Science, PubMed and INFORMIT, using the following search 
terms: (praxi* OR dyspraxi*) AND (autis* OR Asperger* OR ASD OR ASC). 
4.2.1 Screening Protocol 
The systematic search was undertaken in September, 2018, which produced 1,631 
records. Once 564 duplicates were removed, 1,067 titles and abstracts were screened on 
specific exclusion criteria: outcome variable not of interest, sample did not include autistic 
participants, review or theoretical study, and missing title or abstract. After which, 106 
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articles were examined in full-text. Studies were excluded for not having an available full-
text to access (n=9), not written in English (n=1), conference abstract (n=19), not measuring 
praxis abilities (n=29), measuring praxis abilities but not providing sufficient information 
(n=5), and measuring praxis abilities but not analysing relevant research questions (n=6). 
This resulted in 35 eligible studies (see Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 4.1 PRISMA Flow Chart 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder 
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4.3 Qualitative Synthesis and Discussion 
The purpose of this mapping review was to highlight the gaps in the literature relating 
to praxis abilities in ASD. Additionally, limitations of conflicting findings and directions for 
future research will be addressed. Research in ASD investigating motor imitation and praxis, 
as well as the cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between praxis and ASD-related 
characteristics, will be discussed. 
4.3.1 Description of Included Studies 
 The mapping review included 35 studies, which measured praxis abilities in autistic 
individuals. These studies are detailed in Table 4.1. The majority of these studies recruited 
participants from the United States of America (n=21, 60%), followed by Belgium  
(n=3, 9%), the United Kingdom (n=2, 6%), China (n=2, 6%), France (n=2, 6%), Canada 
(n=2, 6%), Italy (n=1, 3%) and Australia (n=1, 3%). Additionally, the studies used the 
following measures of praxis abilities: Sensory Integration and Praxis Test (SIPT; n=7, 20%), 
Florida Apraxia Battery–Revised (FAB-R; n=7, 20%), Preschool Imitation and Praxis Scale 
(PIPS; n=1, 3%), Gestures Test (n=1, 3%), Fingerspelling test (n=1, 3%), modified version of 
the Verbal Motor Production Assessment for Children (VMPAC; n=1, 3%), Imitation of 
Gestures Test and Dynamic Body Movement (n=1, 3%), Evaluation de la Motricité 
Gnosopraxique (Evaluation of Gnosopraxic Motor Skills; EMG; n=1, 3%), Referent-
identifying gesture task (n=1, 3%), Gestural Imitation Test (n=1, 3%), The Sensory 
Processing Measure (SPM; n=1, 3%), an intervention assessing imitation and joint attention 




Summary of Included Praxis Studies 
Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 






n = 22 
DASD (n = 11) 9 m, 2 f 
M(SD) = 10.0(2.4) years 
Deaf (n = 11) 5 m, 6 f 
M(SD) = 9.8(1.9) years 






Errors correlated with 
ADOS-2 total, but not 
ADOS-2 SA or ADOS-2 
RRB 
Only non-verbal IQ was reported 
Only deaf children were recruited 
The M:F ratio was different between groups 
A participant scored below the ADOS cut-off 
score 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Bodison 2015 
USA 
n = 32 
ASD (n = 32) 25 m, 7 f 





Errors: Postural and oral 
praxis below -1.0 z score 
and both correlated with 
Vineland-II Play 
SIPT normative data is only designed for 
children aged up to eight years  
IQ was not measured 
Medication status of participants not reported 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Dalton, Crais and 
Velleman (2017) 
USA 
n = 22 
ASD (n = 10) 6 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 57.3(6.1) months 
TD (n = 6) 2 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 44.8(6.0) months 
SRS VMPAC 
(imitation) 
Joint attention NS for non-verbal oral, 
verbal motor and 
concurrent verbal motor 
imitation. 
Joint attention correlated 
with nonverbal oral 
imitation, but not verbal 
motor imitation 
Age was different between groups 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
TD criteria and comorbidities of ASD relied 
on parent report 
Medication status of participants not reported 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Dewey, Cantell and 
Crawford (2007) 
Canada 
n = 127 
ASD (n = 49) 43 m, 6 f 
M(SD) = 10.3(1.7) years 
TD (n = 78) 59 m, 19 f 





Gestures Test - Errors: ASD>TD for 
command and imitation 
Correct: ASD<TD for 
command and imitation 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
A participant did not meet CARS criteria 
TD criteria relied on parent report 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
criteria of ASD 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 




Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 






n = 87 
AS/HFA (n = 37) 32 m, 5 f 
M(SD) = 10.2(3.4) years 
TD (n = 50) 41 m, 9 f 




FAB-R ADOS-G Errors: ASD>TD 
Errors correlated with 
ADOS-G in ASD group 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Only PRI was reported 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=8) 
Dziuk et al. (2007) 
USA 
n = 94 
AS/HFA (n = 47) 43 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 10.6(1.8) years 
TD (n = 47) 41 m, 6 f 




ADI-R and  
ADOS-G 
FAB-R ADOS-G Errors: ASD>TD 
Errors significantly 
predicted ADOS-G score 
and sub-sections. ADOS-
G score correlated with 
sub-sections of FAB-R 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was different between groups 
Diagnosis of participants was only confirmed 
based on clinical impression (n=3) 
Exclusion criteria did not included comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Ewen et al. (2016) 
USA 
n = 58 
HFA (n = 25) 19 m, 6 f 
M(SD) = 10.7(1.4) years 
TD (n = 33) 25 m, 8 f 







FAB-R - Correct: ASD<TD Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=8) 
Autistic participants also had ADHD (n=17) 
and anxiety disorder (n=8) 
Participants that met criteria for simple phobia 
were included in TD sample 
Gabriels et al. 
(2012) 
USA 
n = 42 
ASD1 (n = 26) 21 m, 5 f 
Age: 5 to 16 years 
ASD2 (n = 16) 15 m, 1 f 




SCQ and ADOS 
SIPT - Verbal and postural: 
ASD2>ASD1 post 
intervention 
SIPT normative data is only designed for 
children aged up to eight years  
M:F ratio was different between sample and 
normative data 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=14) 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
Gizzonio et al. 
(2015) 
Italy 
n = 58 
HFA (n = 27) 23 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 10.2(2.8) years 
TD (n = 24) 21 m, 3 f 





FAB-R ADOS Errors: ASD>TD for VC, 
imitation and TU 
Errors correlated with 
Social Interaction 
component of ADOS. All 
other correlations were not 
significant 
IQ was different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities  
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Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 






n = 29 
HFA (n = 15) 
M(SD) = 29.1(6.2) months 
TD (n = 8) 
M(SD) = 28.6(7.4) months 
Non-ASD (n = 6) 










CARS2 Correct: ASD<TD 
Imitation correlated with 
CARS2 
Gender of participants not reported 
DQ of TD participants was not reported 
TD participants were screened for disorders 
other than ASD 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
Ham et al. (2011) 
USA 
n = 58 
HFA (n = 19) 17 m, 2 f 
M(SD) = 12.1(2.3) years 
TD (n = 23) 21 m, 2 f 










Correct: ASD<TD for all 
recognition and imitation 
sub groups 
Higher ADOS scores 
positively correlated with 
imitation. SCQ did not 
correlate with imitation 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Medication status of participants not reported 






n = 27 
ASD (n = 14) 13 m, 1 f 
M(SD) = 10.5(1.7) years 
TD (n = 13) 10 m, 3 f 






FAB-R - Verbal command and tool 
use was poorer in ASD 
than TD. 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders 
TD criteria is not reported 
Jones and Prior 
(1985) 
Australia 
n = 30 
ASD (n = 10) 5 m, 5 f 
Age: 5.8 to 10.5 years 
TD1 (n = 10) 
Age: 5.8 to 10.5 years 
TD2 (n = 10) 
Age: 3.3 to 4.5 years 





- Correct: ASD<TD1 and 
ASD<TD2 for gestures 
and dynamic movement 
Gender of TD participants is not reported 
Verbal IQ was different between groups 
Only verbal IQ was reported 
Outdated criteria was used (DSM-III) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders 
TD criteria is not reported 




Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
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n = 6 
ASD (n = 6) 6 m 
M(SD) = 79.7(6.6) months 
ASDS and 
Sensory Profile 
SIPT - Postural and 
constructional praxis 
improved post- compared 
to pre-intervention. Oral 
praxis did not change 
M:F ratio was different between sample and 
normative data 
Medication status of participants not reported 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
All autistic individuals had sensory 
integration deficits 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 




n = 162 
ASD (n = 162) 134 m, 28 f 
Age: 2.2 to 13.5 years 
- SPM Play Correlated praxis with 
play 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Laine, Rauzy, 
Tardif and Gepner 
(2011) 
France 
n = 56 
AD (n = 19) 15 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 11.8(3.8) years  
TD1 (n = 19) 15 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 4.7(1.9) years  
TD2 (n = 18) 13 m, 5 f 
M(SD) = 6.8(2.4) years 





- Correct: AD<TD1 and 
AD<TD2 
Age was different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 





n = 48 
AS/HFA (n = 24) 19 m, 5 f 
M(SD) = 9.7(1.6) years  
TD (n = 24) 19 m, 5 f 
M(SD) = 10.3(1.4) years 
DSM-IV FAB-R - Correct: ASD<TD Only PRI was reported 
Some autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication 







n = 50 
ASD (n = 25) 20 m, 5 f 
M(SD) = 11.8(3.8) years  
TD2 (n = 25) 16 m, 9 f 









- Correct: ASD<TD Age was different between groups 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
IQ was different between groups 




Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 




and Trauner (2014) 
USA 
n = 40 
AD (n = 20) 17 m, 3 f 
M(SD) = 12.1(2.2) years  
TD (n = 20) 14 m, 6 f 


















correlated with SRS and 
ADOS-G 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Verbal IQ was different between groups 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
 
Mostofsky et al. 
(2006) 
USA 
n = 45 
AS/HFA (n = 21) 21 m 
M(SD) = 10.6(2.0) years  
TD (n = 24) 24 m 
M(SD) = 10.7(1.6) years 
ADI-R and 
ADOS-G 
FAB-R - Errors: ASD>TD 
Correct: ASD<TD 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was different between groups 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=8) 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
Page and Boucher 
(1998) 
United Kingdom 
n = 33 
ASD (n = 33) 25 m, 8 f 
M(SD) = 10.6(3.2) years 
DSM-IV Items developed 
by authors 
- 33% of children had 50% 
+ negative rating 
Medication status of participants not reported 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Autistic participants had comorbid disorders 
(n=10)  
Paquet, Olliac, 




n = 34 
ASD (n = 34) 31 m, 3 f 
M(SD) = 89.0(28.0) months 
DSM-IV-TR EMG: gesture 
imitation 
- Errors: Extreme scores 
more likely in participants 
than expected 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Medication status of participants not reported 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 





n = 39 
AD (n = 24) 20 m, 4 f 
M(SD) = 34.2(3.6) months  
TD (n = 15) 6 m, 9 f 
M(SD) = 21.3(1.5) months 
Met criteria for at 










Correct: ASD<TD for 
imitation, object imitation 
and oral imitation. NS for 
manual imitation 
NS in praxis between 
ASD and TD 
Imitation (except for 
manual praxis) correlated 
with ADOS and joint 
attention. Play did not 
correlate with imitation 
battery 
Age was different between groups 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Mental age was different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
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Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
  
Roley et al. (2015) 
USA 
n = 89 
ASD (n = 34) 78 m, 11 f 
M(SD) = 7.0(2.0) years 
Clinical diagnosis SIPT SPM z>+1.0 SD for postural, 
oral and verbal command 
praxis 
Social participation 
correlated with imitation 
and verbal command 
praxis 
SIPT normative data is only designed for 
children aged up to eight years  
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
Shoener, Kinnealey 
and Koenig (2008) 
USA 
n = 1 
PDD-NOS (n = 1) 1 m 
Age = 18 years  
Clinical diagnosis SIPT - -3.0 SD for postural 
praxis, sequencing praxis, 
oral praxis, and praxis on 
verbal command 
SIPT normative data is only designed for 
children aged up to eight years  
M:F ratio was different between sample and 
normative data 
Medication status of participant not reported 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD  
Siaperas et al. 
(2012) 
United Kingdom 
n = 100 
AS (n = 50) 50 m 
M(SD) = 10.7(2.6) years  
TD (n = 50) 50 m 






SIPT - Performance: ASD<TD 
for postural and 
sequencing praxis 
SIPT normative data is only designed for 
children aged up to eight years  
Only males included in sample 
IQ was not reported 
Medication status of autistic participants not 
reported 
ADI-R was not used to confirm diagnosis 
(n=8) 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include some developmental disorders 
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Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 




n = 40 
ASD (n = 20) 17 m, 3 f 
M(SD) = 11.3(3.5) years  
TD (n = 20) 17 m, 3 f 
M(SD) = 6.5(3.3) years 
DSM-III-R,  





ASD<TD for imitation of 
all postures and 
symmetrical postures. NS 
for imitation of 
asymmetrical postures and 
simple sequence postures. 
NS for following errors: 
posture, left-right reversal, 
symmetry, rotation, 
perseverative, posture 
change and sequencing. 
Symbolic 
ASD<TD for using tools 
when a photo was shown 
and when imitating. NS 
when using tools after 
verbal command. 
Unconventional actions 
using objects: NS for 
imitation, convention 
action, blended action and 
unrecognisable action. 
NS for communicative 
gestures during verbal 
command and imitation. 
Age was different between groups 
Sample not representative of ASD M:F ratio 
in the general population 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 103 
Smith and Bryson 
(2007) 
Canada 
n = 40 
ASD (n = 20) 17 m, 3 f 
M(SD) = 11.3(3.5) years  
TD (n = 20) 17 m, 3 f 
M(SD) = 6.5(3.3) years 
DSM-IV Items developed 
by authors 
- ASD<TD for using tools 
when a photo was shown 
and when imitating. NS 
when using tools after 
verbal command. 
Unconventional actions 
using objects: NS for 
imitation, convention 
action, blended action and 
unrecognisable action. 
NS for communicative 
gestures during verbal 
command and imitation. 
Age was different between groups 
Sample not representative of ASD M:F ratio 
in the general population 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
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Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
  
So, Lui, Wong and 
Sit (2014) 
China 
n = 30 
ASD (n = 17) 15 m, 2 f 
M(SD) = 8.8(1.2) years  
TD (n = 13) 7 m, 6 f 





- Praxis score: ASD<TD Sample not representative of ASD M:F ratio 
in the general population 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
So, Wong, Lui and 
Yip (2015) 
China 
n = 30 
ASD (n = 16) 14 m, 2 f 
M(SD) = 8.7(1.3) years  
TD (n = 14) 6 m, 8 f 
M(SD) = 9.0(1.8) years 
ADOS-2 Items described 
by authors 
(6-12 years) 
- Praxis score: ASD<TD Sample not representative of ASD M:F ratio 
in the general population 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
Srinivasan et al. 
(2015) 
USA 
n = 36 
ASD1 (n = 12) 10 m, 2 f 
M(SD) = 7.9(2.6) years 
ASD2 (n = 12) 11 m, 1 f 
M(SD) = 7.5(2.2) years 
ASD3 (n = 12) 11 m, 1 f 
M(SD) = 7.4(2.0) years 
ADOS-2 Imitation of 
items developed 
by authors 
- From post- compared to 
pre-intervention, imitation 
errors reduced for ASD1, 
and performance 
improved for ASD2 and 
ASD3. 
Sample not representative of ASD M:F ratio 
in the general population 
Medication status of participants not reported 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
Srinivasan, Lynch, 
Bubela, Gifford and 
Bhat (2013) 
USA 
n = 16 
LFA (n = 1) 1 m 
Age = 7.0 years  
TD (n = 15) 9 m, 6 f 






SIPT - Postural praxis: ASD<TD Age was different between groups 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Medication status of participants not reported 
DSM or ICD not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
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Author and country 
  






ASD outcome  Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
  




n = 85 
ASD (n = 85) 68 m, 17 f 
Age = 22 to 75 months 




















No significant interaction 
between intervention type 
and progress. 
From post- compared to 
pre-intervention, 
imitation, pretend play, 
receptive language, 
expressive language and 
imitation of joint attention 
improved. ADOS severity 
score also reduced. 
Initiating behaviour 
request and response to 
joint attention did not 
change. 
Medication status of participants not reported 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
Vanvuchelen, 
Roeyers and Weerdt 
(2007) 
Belgium 
n = 42 
HFA (n = 17) 17 m 
M(SD) = 8.8(0.9) years 
LFA (n = 8) 8 m 
M(SD) = 6.2(0.6) years  
TD (n = 17) 17 m 
M(SD) = 8.7(1.0) years 
DSM-IV-TR Gestural 
Imitation Test 
- Errors: LFA>TD. NS 
between HFA and TD 
except for non-meaningful 
gestures, where HFA>TD 
Age was different between LFA and TD 
groups 
Only males included in sample 
Medication status of participants not reported 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
diagnosis 
Vanvuchelen, 
Roeyers and Weerdt 
(2011) 
Belgium 
n = 86 
ASD (n = 68) 50 m, 18 f 
M(SD) = 40.8(8.4) months  
Non-ASD (n = 18) 12 m, 6 f 





PIPS - Procedural imitation 
delay: ASD>Non-ASD 
M:F ratio was different between groups 
Comparison group were at risk of ASD 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
ADI-R = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, AD = Autistic Disorder, ADHD = Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, ADOS = Autism 
Diagnostic Observation Scale, ADOS-G = Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale-Generic, AS = Asperger’s Syndrome, ASD = Autism Spectrum 
Disorder, ASDS, CARS = Childhood Autism Rating Scale, DASD = Deaf individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder, DQ = Developmental 
Quotient, DSM = Diagnostic Statistics of Manual, EMG = Evaluation de la Motricité Gnosopraxique, FAB-R = Florida Apraxia Battery-
Revised, HFA = High Functioning Autism, ICD = International Classification of Diseases, LFA = Low Functioning Autism, M:F = Male-to-
female ratio, NS = Non-significant difference, PDD-NOS = Pervasive Development Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified, PRI = Perceptual 
Reasoning Index, RRB = Restricted Repetitive Behaviours, SA = Social Affect, SCQ = Social Communication Questionnaire, SIPT = Sensory 
Integration and Praxis Test, SPM = Sensory Processing Measure, SRS = Social Responsiveness Scale, TD = Typically Developing, TU = Tool 
Use, USA = United States of America, VMPAC = Verbal Motor Production Assessment for Children, VC = Verbal Command 
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4.3.2 Imitation between Autistic and Typically Developing Individuals 
 Numerous studies have investigated imitation in ASD throughout the lifespan. During 
infancy, autistic participants had worse imitation skills than controls (Gonsiorowski, 
Williamson, & Robins, 2016; Rogers et al., 2003). Interestingly, manual imitation during 
infancy was not different between ASD and TD groups (Rogers et al., 2003). During 
childhood, autistic participants had impaired imitation skills (Jones & Prior, 1985; Paquet, 
Olliac, Bouvard, Golse, & Vaivre-Douret, 2016; So, Lui, Wong, & Sit, 2015; So, Wong, Lui, 
& Yip, 2015; Vanvuchelen, Roeyers, & De Weerdt, 2007). However, Dalton, Crais, and 
Velleman (2017) did not conclude differences in imitation between groups. Although Dalton 
et al. (2017) recruited controls that were significantly younger than the ASD group, another 
study with this limitation concluded worse imitative skills in the ASD than TD group (Jones 
& Prior, 1985). Dalton et al. (2017) had a very small sample, and so the results may have 
lacked sufficient power to highlight the significant difference. Furthermore, Vanvuchelen et 
al. (2007) observed impaired imitation in LFA but not HFA participants. However, non-
meaningful gestures were performed worse in HFA than TD participants. This highlights the 
role of intelligence when imitating meaningful gestures. During late childhood and 
adolescence, studies broadly conclude imitation abilities to be poorer in autistic than control 
groups (Dewey, Cantell, & Crawford, 2007; Ham et al., 2011; Lainé, Rauzy, Tardif, & 
Gepner, 2011; McAuliffe, Pillai, Tiedemann, Mostofsky, & Ewen, 2017). 
4.3.3 Praxis between Autistic and Typically Developing Individuals 
 The literature suggests impaired skilled motor gestures in autistic individuals extend 
beyond motor imitation, particularly in response to verbal command and whilst using tools 
(Mostofsky et al., 2006). Difficulties in these tasks are assessed as evidence of praxis deficits, 
and these studies conclude praxis abilities to be worse in autistic than TD participants (Bhat, 
Srinivasan, Woxholdt, & Shield, 2018; Dewey et al., 2007; Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 
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2007; Ewen et al., 2016; Gizzonio et al., 2015; Haswell, Izawa, Dowell, Mostofsky, & 
Shadmehr, 2009; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012; M. Miller et al., 2014; Mostofsky et al., 2006; 
Page & Boucher, 1998; Siaperas et al., 2012). Although some studies conclude praxis 
abilities to not be different between autistic and TD participants, the autistic samples of these 
studies were five years older on average than controls (Smith, 1996; Smith & Bryson, 2007). 
Had the autistic participants been a similar age to the recruited controls, praxis abilities would 
have likely been worse in the ASD than TD group. Compared to late childhood and 
adolescence, praxis abilities during childhood is less researched in the ASD literature. This is 
concerning considering the significance of early intervention in assisting the quality of life of 
autistic individuals (Mayes et al., 2009). Studies during childhood conclude poorer praxis 
skills in autistic than TD individuals (Bodison, 2015; Roley et al., 2015; So, Lui, et al., 2015; 
So, Wong, et al., 2015; Srinivasan, Lynch, Bubela, Gifford, & Bhat, 2013). These studies 
either used the SIPT (Bodison, 2015; Klyczek, 2009; Roley et al., 2015; Srinivasan et al., 
2013) or a praxis test known as the referent identifying gesture task (So, Lui, et al., 2015; So, 
Wong, et al., 2015); tests that have not been validated for autistic individuals. The FAB-R is a 
test validated for autistic individuals. Although the FAB-R was validated for older children 
and young adolescents, comparing praxis performance between autistic and TD children 
using the FAB-R will conclude findings that are relative to children. Fortunately, a published 
study has addressed this gap since the mapping review, concluding varied praxis abilities in 
younger autistic children relative to TD controls (Crucitti, Hyde, & Stokes, in-press). These 
findings will be discussed further in Study 5 of this dissertation. 
4.3.4 Cross-Sectional Relationship between Praxis and Characteristics Related to 
Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Studies have observed praxis abilities of older children and adolescents to correlate 
with a variety of ASD-related characteristics: total ADOS score (Bhat et al., 2018; Dowell et 
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al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; Ham et al., 2011; M. Miller et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2003), 
Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS) score (Gonsiorowski et al., 2016), and SRS score 
(M. Miller et al., 2014). In contrast, imitative abilities did not correlate with the Social 
Communication Questionnaire score (SCQ; Ham et al., 2011) and the Vineland-II Play score 
(Rogers et al., 2003). When investigating the relationship between praxis abilities and sub-
scores of the ADOS, findings were mixed. Studies variously conclude that praxis correlates 
with all sub-domains (Dziuk et al., 2007), or with social interaction only (Gizzonio et al., 
2015) or that praxis is not related to any sub-domains at all (Bhat et al., 2018). Using only 
deaf autistic and TD participants (e.g.: Bhat et al., 2018), and including meaningless gestures 
to the imitation section of the FAB-R (e.g.: Gizzonio et al., 2015), may have influenced these 
findings. 
Research correlating imitation and praxis abilities with ASD-related characteristics in 
children is less comprehensive. Nonverbal, but not verbal imitation, was correlated with joint 
attention (Dalton et al., 2017). Additionally, SIPT score correlated with the Vineland-II play 
score (Bodison, 2015) and with social participation (Kuhaneck, 2012; Roley et al., 2015). 
However, the SIPT is based on a normative sample of the typical population and so may not 
be applicable to autistic individuals for a few reasons. Firstly, the male-to-female ratio of the 
normative sample used to validate the SIPT is 1:1. Although ASD is not as dominated by 
males as it was once thought to be (Lai et al., 2017), it is still more common in males than 
females (Baio et al., 2018). This is an issue considering praxis abilities are affected by gender 
in children (Lewicki, Franze, Gottschling-Lang, & Hoffmann, 2018). Secondly, the SIPT was 
only designed for children up until eight years of age. This leads to a ceiling effect in LFA 
children older than eight years. Lastly, unlike other tests (e.g: FAB-R), the SIPT has not been 
validated for an ASD population. Autistic individuals have specific needs that influence their 
performance on psychological instruments. Hence, future research should investigate the 
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cross-sectional relationship between ASD-related outcomes and praxis tests designed for 
autistic individuals (e.g.: FAB-R) in children. 
4.3.5 Longitudinal Relationship between Praxis and Characteristic Related to Autism 
Spectrum Disorder 
To date, research is yet to specifically test the longitudinal relationship between praxis 
abilities, as defined by previous authors (Steinman et al., 2010), and ASD-related outcomes. 
However, interventions focusing on similar concepts have been investigated in autistic 
children (Klyczek, 2009; Srinivasan et al., 2015; Van der Paelt, Warreyn, & Roeyers, 2016). 
Imitation skills improved in autistic participants who received an eight week intervention 
designed to engage in activities which promote social communication (Srinivasan et al., 
2015). Additionally, Klyczek (2009) concluded a small sample of autistic participants to 
improve their praxis skills, via their SIPT score, after a ten week sensory integration therapy 
intervention. This suggests a relationship exists between sensory integration and praxis skills, 
although a control group was not used. Lastly, Van der Paelt et al. (2016) observed an 
intervention focusing on imitation and joint attention to similarly influence a number of 
ASD-related characteristics compared to applied behaviour analysis. Interestingly, outcome 
variability between participants was high for both interventions. Nonetheless, before 
intervention research in praxis is pursued further, a longitudinal relationship between praxis 
abilities and ASD-related outcomes must first be established. 
4.4 Conclusion 
 Imitation and generalised praxis have extensively been compared between autistic and 
TD older children and adolescents. The cross-sectional relationships between ASD-related 
characteristics and both imitation and generalised praxis have also been heavily studied in 
older children and adolescents. In contrast, fewer studies have investigated generalised praxis 
in younger children. With the benefits of early intervention considered, it is vital to 
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investigate generalised praxis, and its relationship with ASD-related characteristics, in 
younger children. Nonetheless, identifying a deficit of praxis and a relationship with ASD-
related characteristics is not directly applicable to interventions designed to assist autistic 
individuals by means of improving praxis. Rather, the longitudinal relationship between 
praxis abilities and ASD-related characteristics in autistic individuals should first be 
measured. Unfortunately, the longitudinal research of praxis in ASD is lacking. Future 
research should therefore thoroughly investigate the longitudinal relationship between ASD-
related outcomes and praxis abilities in autistic young children. Such studies will provide an 
evidence-based foundation for future praxis interventions designed to improve the quality of 
life of autistic individuals. 
4.5 Research Questions for this Thesis 
In light of the increasing prevalence rates of ASD (Baio et al., 2018), a large volume 
of research has been devoted to ASD in the last three decades (Amaral et al., 2017). 
Nonetheless, the neurobiology of ASD remains complex with many research questions 
unanswered. The mapping review herein highlights praxis abilities to be impaired in autistic 
individuals. However, it is important that the state of the art of ASD is understood first to be 
able to assist efforts in improving the quality of life of autistic individuals. Investigating 
trends in areas such as HC, brain volume, and specific brain regions responsible for praxis 
abilities, will warrant further investigations to explain any possible abnormalities in autistic 
individuals. This thesis will systematically search the literature pertaining to these 
neurobiological features in the following experimental chapters. Analysing available data is 
essential as findings are sometimes inconsistent, and are often based on small to moderate 
sample sizes. The areas of interest are also dynamic in light of age. Hence, this thesis will 
consider age during its investigation. 
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Research relating praxis skills to ASD-related outcomes have mostly been conducted 
in adolescents. Furthermore, past research that has investigated the relationship between 
praxis skills and ASD-related outcomes is mostly cross-sectional. Not focusing on the 
longitudinal relationship between praxis and ASD-related abilities, such as social and 
adaptive skills, provides limited insight into the efficacy of related interventions. 
Additionally, such longitudinal research should be investigated in children, as early 
intervention is paramount to improving quality of life in autistic individuals (Mayes et al., 
2009). Hence, this thesis will investigate (a) head circumference trends in ASD; (b) brain 
volume trends in ASD; (c) frontal lobe volume trends in ASD; (d) cerebellar trends in ASD; 
(e) the praxis deficit in autistic children; and (f) the cross-sectional and longitudinal 
relationship between praxis skills and social and adaptive abilities in autistic children. 
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ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder, characterised by two domains; restricted and 
repetitive behaviours, and impaired social communication. Numerous reports have 
highlighted the rising global prevalence rate of ASD in recent years (Baio et al., 2018). 
Consequently, researchers have sought early identification and treatment of ASD diagnoses. 
One such method has been to measure HC, where enlarged HC during early years of life was 
thought to be an early marker of ASD (Sacco et al., 2015). Several theories exist relating to 
the causes of large HC in ASD, including abnormal cell characteristics, nerve fibres, synaptic 
pruning, levels of proteins and chemicals, and genetic structure (for a comprehensive review, 
see Sacco et al., 2015). While debate surrounds the neurobiological bases of a putative 
increase in HC in ASD, this potential indicator of ASD is appealing for clinicians, as it is 
simple and inexpensive to assess (Fein, 2011). Although HC has been heavily researched in 
the ASD literature, results have been equivocal. 
A recent meta-analysis concluded that age moderated the relationship between ASD 
diagnosis and HC (Sacco et al., 2015). However, comparisons of HC between ASD and TD 
groups were not analysed at distinct age ranges. It is important for clinicians to understand 
the age groups in which autistic children will likely have larger HC than controls, should such 
an effect exist. The literature tends to conclude HC at birth is not different between autistic 
and TD individuals (Dissanayake et al., 2006; Fukumoto et al., 2011; Libero et al., 2016; 
Nordahl et al., 2011; Surén et al., 2013; Torrey et al., 2004; Whitehouse et al., 2011). 
Between one and four years of age, larger HC is evident in autistic than TD males when not 
controlling for height (Chawarska et al., 2011; Libero et al., 2016; S. J. Webb et al., 2007). 
For studies that either included both males and females (e.g.: Barnard-Brak et al., 2011), 
controlled for height (e.g.: Dissanayake et al., 2006) or did both (e.g.: Zwaigenbaum et al., 
2014), no relationship between ASD diagnosis and HC was found between ages one and four 
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years. Hence, between one to four years of age, HC is greater in autistic than TD individuals 
given height is not controlled for and only males are investigated. Otherwise, HC is not 
different between ASD and TD groups at ages one to four years. After five years of age, HC 
in ASD tends to be similar to neurotypical controls (Cheon et al., 2011; Prigge et al., 2013; 
Valvo et al., 2016). 
Unfortunately, the matter of HC is not clear. Methodological issues have been noted 
in some of the HC findings. Raznahan, Wallace, et al. (2013) pointed out that several studies 
have relied upon normative HC data for TD individuals obtained from the CDC. Much of this 
CDC data is considerably out-of-date, particularly the data between 1929-1975 (Hamill, 
Drizd, Johnson, Reed, & Roche, 1977), 1971-1994 (Kuczmarski, 2002), and 2003-2006 
(McDowell, Fryar, Ogden, & Flegal, 2008). Looking at the CDC data year by year over an 80 
year period reveals HC has increased by 11mm for boys and 7 mm for girls (Chaste et al., 
2013). Hence, reliance upon the CDC normative data provides a downwardly biased standard 
for comparison to those with ASD in several early studies (e.g.: Courchesne et al., 2003; 
Dawson et al., 2007; S. J. Webb et al., 2007), leading to the conclusion that those with ASD 
have larger HC, not because they do or don’t, but because the standard to which they were 
compared was inappropriate. 
In short, HC studies in the ASD literature are often piecemeal, and largely based upon 
small to moderate samples. Hence, the findings of these studies may not explain overall 
trends in HC among those with ASD. A meta-analysis of this data has advantages, and some 
disadvantages. Typically, a meta-analysis reduces a study to a few statements of effect size, 
which largely reflects a measure of central tendency. While meta-analyses have taken this 
collective approach (Raznahan, Wallace, et al., 2013; Sacco et al., 2015), a meta-analysis 
does not accurately depict extreme cases, which is precisely the matter at hand. Meta-
analyses summarise effect sizes based on standard error, mean and sample size of individual 
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studies. Because a meta-analysis relies on standard error, the predicted variance in the data 
does not properly account for outliers (Baker & Jackson, 2008). This is concerning 
considering extreme head size is more common in autistic individuals than expected (Sacco 
et al., 2015), and large heads may be expected to be found among outliers. Additionally, 
meta-analyses cannot comprehensively describe the influence of confounding variables. 
Because age significantly confounds the relationship between ASD diagnosis and HC (Sacco 
et al., 2015), a simple meta-analytic approach in this context is problematic. 
Greater understanding of HC in ASD may be obtained by collectively analysing data. 
For instance, collection and re-analysis of raw data, rather than effect sizes of individual 
studies, and presentation in a consistent format, is likely to improve our understanding of HC 
in ASD. The present study has developed this approach, collecting raw HC and age data from 
many studies of HC among autistic participants and comparing these against each other, and 
against studies of neurotypical individuals. HC trends of autistic and TD participants are 
plotted in light of age for: males and females, male separately, and females separately. HC is 
then compared between groups at varying age ranges. To explicitly illustrate the advantages 
of this data re-analysis approach in the present study, eligible studies were also incorporated 
into a meta-analysis for comparison. And lastly, extreme head size has been reported to be 
more common in ASD than expected, especially during early childhood (Sacco et al., 2015). 
Amaral et al. (2017) suggest this may indicate a specific phenotype of ASD. Consequently, 
we examined the rate of extreme head size in the ASD and TD data. The proportion of head 
size cases above and below 1.5 SD were compared between ASD and TD groups in the 
present study. 
In summary, the HC literature in ASD suggests HC size to be greater in autistic males 
than TD males between ages one to four years when height is not controlled for. Otherwise, 
HC is not different between ASD and TD groups. Considering this predicted confounding 
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influence of age on HC in ASD, it is imperative to consider a data re-analysis approach rather 
than solely relying on meta-analytic outputs. Hence, it is hypothesised that HC will not differ 
by diagnosis (ASD versus control) within gender between birth to one year of age, and 
between five to nine years of age. Furthermore, it is expected that between one to four years 
of age, HC will be greater in autistic males than male controls, but HC will not be different 
between autistic females and female controls. We also predict the meta-analysis to replicate 
past research: larger HC in autistic than TD individuals (Sacco et al., 2015). Lastly, more 
frequent extreme head size cases are hypothesised to be evident in autistic than TD 
participants during early childhood. 
5.2 Method 
The literature was systematically searched for all studies measuring HC in autistic 
participants. In circumstances where these studies measured HC in neurotypical controls, this 
data was also collected. Sources included books, peer-reviewed journal articles, and theses of 
varying methodological quality. All sources were written in English, with no restrictions on 
publication date and status. 
5.2.1 Study Eligibility Criteria 
Criteria for inclusion in to the present study involved studies that measured brain 
volume of any sort in autistic individuals. Inclusion criteria was not restrictive in regards to 
age, sex or ASD diagnostic criteria. Criteria also necessitated that the authors provide raw HC 
and age data via email (n=7), or that it could be obtained from a publication using data 
capture techniques (n=3; Tummers, van der Laan, & Huyser, 2006). The data capture 
approach involved transferring figures from publications to be viewed via DataThief vIII ™. 
In this program, we manually defined the axes and then recorded the coordinates of each data 
point in the figure. In some studies, authors provided data upon request (e.g.: Dissanayake et 
al., 2006; Libero et al., 2016; Mills et al., 2007; Rommelse et al., 2011; Tsuchiya et al., 2007; 
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Valvo et al., 2016; Whitehouse et al., 2011). In other studies, data sets were provided in the 
publication. Hence, we used data capture techniques to harvest the original data (e.g.: 
Courchesne et al., 2003; Dawson et al., 2007; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2014). Where possible, the 
data of each study included was then re-analysed to confirm that we could obtain findings 
consistent with the original research, and thereby assure ourselves that the harvested data was 
not biased. In no instance were we unable to replicate the original results. In a number of 
studies, authors did not provide a graphical representation of the data, nor did they provide a 
copy of the data upon request. In these cases we included data based upon the reported 
means, SDs, and sample sizes (n=22). 
A number of studies were based upon data sets utilised multiple times. To remove 
bias of these repeated datasets, the study used included raw data that could be obtained or 
captured. Where more than one study utilising largely the same data was published, the one 
using the largest sample was used. Where raw data of a particular sample was not available, 
the study that split mean data into smaller groups was selected, as this gave a better 
approximation of the data through multiple means. For those studies that did not split mean 
data, the study with the largest sample was included. For repeated publications that could not 
be differentiated on these criteria, the publication that best outlined the recruitment method, 
measurement of HC and source of data was used. 
5.2.2 Information Sources 
A systematic database search was conducted on CINAHL Complete, Cochrane 
Library, CogPrints, Embase, INFORMIT, OAIster, OpenGrey, MEDLINE Complete, 
Proquest Dissertations and Theses Global, PsycEXTRA, PsycINFO, PubMed, PubMed 
Clinical Enquiries, Scopus, and Web of Science to retrieve all relevant publications and 
theses. Databases were searched using the following search string: [(“head circumference” 
OR “brain volume” OR “head size” OR “brain size” OR “cerebral volume” OR “cerebral 
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cortex volume” OR “cerebral hemisphere*”) AND (Autis* OR ASD OR ASC OR 
Asperger*) AND (farkas OR “measuring tape” OR “plastic tape” OR “occipital-frontal 
circumference” OR “occipitofrontal circumference” OR “occipital frontal circumference” OR 
“occipital frontal head” OR “occipital-frontal head” OR “occipitofrontal head” OR “medical 
record*” OR “growth record*” OR MRI OR “magnetic resonance*”)]. 
In addition, Google Scholar and reference lists of included sources, and review 
articles obtained in the systematic search, were searched for further journal articles and grey 
literature. Sources were obtained by scanning titles that included words relating to ‘Autism 
Spectrum Disorder’ and ‘Head Circumference.’ 
The systematic search was undertaken in January, 2017. All decisions concerning 
which papers to include or exclude were made and confirmed by two authors (J.C. & C.H.). 
Agreement between authors was strong (r=1.00) from a random subset of 361 articles. 
Though, some articles were either initially disagreed upon before discussion between authors 
(n=13), or were only agreed upon after the contribution of a third member (M.S.; n=1). 
5.2.3 Study Selection and Data Extraction 
Each identified source was screened and then examined via full text for inclusion. 
Sources at the title and abstract stage were screened based on specific exclusion criteria: 
animal study, outcome variable not of interest, conference abstract, genetics or pharmacology 
study, study based on methodology or an intervention, included only TD participants, 
included only participants with another disorder or ASD participants with comorbid 
disorders, review or theoretical study, and missing title or abstract. The exception to this 
criteria were abstracts which highlighted variables related to HC (e.g.: macrocephaly), or 
brain volume (e.g.: measures of brain activity). These abstracts were read at full-text as HC or 
brain volume may have been measured and reported in these studies. From each paper that 
met eligibility criteria, the first author manually extracted the data to be included. All relevant 
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descriptive information, demographic characteristics, study results, and effect size data were 
summarised in tabular form (Table 5.1). All study search, selection, and data extraction 
methods and results were reviewed by two of the authors independently. 
5.2.4 Summary Measures and Statistic Analysis 
All analyses related to the meta-analysis were calculated using RevMan software 
version 5.3 (2014). A random-effects model was selected. The standardised mean difference 
(SMD) was calculated for each study and subgroup as an adjusted Hedges g. Overall SMD 
was then converted to Cohen’s d; interpreted according to the size conventions of small=0.20, 
medium=0.50, and large=0.80 (Cohen, 1992). Homogeneity of variance was measured using 
Cochrane’s Q (reported as χ2) and I2 statistic for heterogeneity. Significant differences 
between mean scores of studies are interpreted when Cochrane’s Q statistic rejects the null 
hypothesis of homogeneity (p<.10). Further, I2 values describe the degree of heterogeneity 
between studies as either small (>25 %), moderate (>50 %), or high (>75 %; Higgins, 
Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003). 
Where only sample sizes, and the means of HC and age, were reported, we 
statistically modelled the data in two ways. First, we model the data with each point 
represented as the mean point reported. Each mean point is weighted by the number of cases. 
In a second procedure, where only means were reported, we statistically inferred a random 
sample within 1 SD of the reported mean for either or both age of participant and HC. 
Findings of the second procedure were consistent with the first method of modelling the data. 
Hence, only findings of the first procedure will be discussed. Circles in the figures highlight 
raw data, while means are represented by triangles. Model fits were also included for the best 
fitting models. Furthermore, all age data had a value of 0.1 months added to enable the use of 
loglinear based model fits. Using only raw data, analyses were then performed to compare 
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mean HC, as well as extreme HC, between autistic and TD participants at multiple age 
groups. 
5.3 Results 
The systematic search conducted produced 11,587 records, with an additional 
119 retrieved through hand searching (see Figure 5.1). Once 2,575 duplicates were removed, 
titles and abstracts were screened, resulting in exclusion of 8,411 papers. After which, 720 
articles were examined in full-text. Studies were excluded for not having an available full-
text to access (n=32), not measuring brain volume or HC, or not testing ASD participants 
(n=299), measuring region of interest but not providing sufficient information to be included 
in the present study (n=106), and analysing a dataset that was used in another study included 
in the present study (n=177). As the search also encompassed studies measuring brain 
volume, to be discussed in a future paper, the remaining sources measuring only brain 
volume (n=74) were removed. While brain volume and HC are highly correlated, they are 
different measurements nonetheless. Studies were then excluded for only including premature 
participants (n=1). This resulted in 31 studies to be included in the present study. Raw data, 
or the means and standard deviations of HC and age, were obtained from 31 studies of 
autistic participants (N=5,965) and 14 studies of TD participants (N=1,948). The meta-






Figure 5.1 PRISMA Flow Chart 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorders, HC = Head Circumference, TD = Typically Developing 
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All autistic individuals received a formal diagnosis before participating in the 
included studies. Each study’s initial diagnostic criteria for participants is presented in Table 
5.1. Diagnoses were made by mental health or medical professionals using either DSM-IV 
(n=20) or DSM-IV-TR (n=7). Four studies did not specify the initial diagnostic criteria 
participants underwent to receive their formal ASD diagnosis. 
TD participants were also screened for inclusion in the present study. TD data from 
normative sources were excluded, due to the potential biases present in normative data due to 
it being an odd, and recognisably smaller estimate of HC (see Raznahan, Wallace, et al., 
2013, for a review). Of the 15 studies with TD participants, 12 screened participants for 
psychiatric and neurologic disorders, while three studies did not. These three did not specify 
that any of the TD participants had disorders, and so were included in the present study. One 
of these was a twin study (Claassen, Naudé, Pretorius, & Bosman, 2008), one did not specify 
whether TD participants were screened for comorbid conditions (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2014), 
and the other included participants that performed lower than 1.5 standard deviation below a 
mean cognitive test (Raznahan, Wallace, et al., 2013). 
Of the studies that reported technique used to measure HC, 10 received HC data from 
medical records, eight measured maximum occipital-frontal head circumference (OFC) with 
a non-stretchable measuring tape, one measured maximum OFC in line with the Farkas 
technique, one measured HC according to criteria by Gordon, Chumlea, and Roche (1988), 





Summary of Included Head Circumference Studies 
No. 
 
Author and country 
 






Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
 
1a Aylward, Minshew, 
Field, Sparks and 
Singh (2002) 
USA 
n = 150 
HFA (n = 67) 58 m, 9 f 
   M(SD) = 18.8(10.0) years 
TD (n = 83) 76 m, 7 f 











Farkas HC: HFA>TD for 8-12 
(d=0.8934), 12-18 (d=0.669) 
and 18-48 years (d=0.680) 
No report of whether participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 
Precision of HC was only 0.5cm 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ measurement not reported 
PIQ was significantly different between  
groups in the 18-48 year age group 
Medication status of participants not reported 
2 Bailey et al. (1998) 
United Kingdom 
n = 2 
AD (n = 2) 2 m 







n.r. No comparison to report Head circumference technique not reported 
No report of whether participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 
Precision of HC was only 0.5cm 
Small, all male sample 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used (ADI) 
IQ was not controlled 
Participants both on medication during 
assessment 
One participant had a seizure history 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
3a Bejerot et al. (2012) 
Sweden 
n = 103 
HFA (n = 50) 26 m, 24 f 
   M(SD) = 31.8(7.8) years (m) 
   M(SD) = 28.1(6.3) years (f) 
TD (n = 52) 28 m, 25 f 
   M(SD) = 32.9(7.4) years (m) 





ADOS, AQ, and 
Reading the Mind 
in the Eyes 
Tape measure Males: NS (d = 0.4198) 
Females: ASD>TD 
(d = 0.6019) 
Intra-rater reliability of HC measurement not 
reported 





Author and country 
 






Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
 
4 Cederlund and 
Gillberg (2004) 
Sweden 
n = 85 
AS (n = 85) 85 m 




n.r. No comparison to report Head circumference technique not reported 
Only males included in sample 
Some participants did not meet all DSM-IV 
criteria; though met Gillberg's criteria 
A number of participants had neonatal 
problems 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
5 Cederlund, Miniscalco 
and Gillberg (2014) 
Sweden 
n = 33 
AD (n = 19) 17 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) = 35.8(5.1) months       
   (m) 
PDD-NOS (n = 14) 11 m, 3 f 
   M(SD) = 38.3(3.5) months  
   (f) 







n.r. during study 
Medical records 
at birth 
No comparison to report Head circumference technique not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
DQ was measured, rather than IQ 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
disorders not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
6 Chaste et al. (2013) 
USA 
n = 1889 
ASD (n = 1889) 1642 m, 247 f 
   M(SD) = 8.9(3.5) years (m) 






Maximal OFC No comparison to report Preterm infants (36 weeks gestation) were 
included 
Inter-rater reliability of HC measurement not 
Reported 
7a Cheon et al. (2011) 
South Korea 
n = 34 
ASD (n = 17) 17 m 
   M(SD) = 11.0(2.1) years 
TD (n = 17) 17 m 






n.r. NS (d = 0.0738) Participants with ASD either had previously 
(n = 1) or were taking medication (n = 8) 
during study 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Only males included in sample 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 




n = 15 







Medical records ASD<TDb (d = n.r.) Head circumference technique not reported 
Some participants did not receive Fragile X 
test 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 





Author and country 
 






Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
 
9 Dawson et al. (2007) 
USA 
n = 28 
ASD (n = 28) 28 m 








ASD>TDb at 6 months 
(d = 1.2432) and at 12 
months (d = 1.5704) 
NSb at birth (d = n.r.) 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Only males included in sample 
Medication status of participants not reported 
IQ was not controlled 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
disorders not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
10a Dean et al. (2016) 
USA 
n = 135 
ASD (n = 92) 92 m 
   M(SD) = 13.99(7.94) years 
TD (n = 43) 43 m 






n.r. ASD<TD (d = 0.4084) Head circumference technique not reported 
Only males included in sample 
FSIQ was significantly different between 
groups 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
Family history of ASD in TD participants 
not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
11a DeVito (2007) 
Canada 
n = 55 
ASD (n = 26) 26 m 
   M(SD) = 9.8(3.2) years 
TD (n = 29) 29 m 






n.r. NS (d = 0.5205) Twelve participants were taking medication 
Only males included in sample 
VIQ was significantly different between 
groups 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
12a Dissanayake, Bui, 
Huggins and Loesch 
(2006) 
Australia 
n = 47 
AS (n = 12) 12 m 
   Age: Birth to 3 years 
HFA (n = 16) 16 m 
   Age: Birth to 3 years 
TD (n = 19) 19 m 







Measuring tape At birth: NS (d = n.r.) Differences in FSIQ between groups not 
reported 
Medication status of participants with ASD 
not reported 
Family history of disorders in TD participants 
not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
13 Fukumoto et al. (2008) 
Japan 
n = 85 
ASD (n = 85) 64 m, 21 f 
   Age: Birth 
DSM-IV Non-stretchable 
measuring tape 
No comparison to report Authors did not confirm ASD diagnosis 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
disorders not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 





Author and country 
 






Findings and Effect Size 
(Cohen's d) 
Risk of bias 
 
14a Fukumoto et al. (2011) 
Japan 
n = 889 
ASD (n = 280) 211 m, 69 f 
   Age: Birth to 456.6 days 
TD (n = 609) 303 m, 306 f 
   Age: Birth to 456.6 days 
DSM-IV Non-stretchable 
measuring tape 
Males: NS (d = 0.0745) 
Females: NS (d = 0.0000) 
Authors did not confirm ASD diagnosis 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Preterm infants were not excluded 
Difference in FSIQ between groups not 
reported 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
disorders not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
15 Gillberg and de Souza 
Sweden 
n = 100 
AD (n = 50) 45 m, 5 f 
   Age: Birth 
AS (n = 50) 45 m, 5 f 
   Age: Birth 
DSM-IV 
AS participants 







AD>TDb (d = n.r.) and 
AS>TDb (d = n.r.) 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Gender ratio of normative sample not reported 
18 participants with AD had a severe learning 
disability 
Difference in FSIQ between groups not 
reported 
16a Hall (2001) 
Canada 
n = 16 
ASD (n = 8) 8 m 
   M = 23.5 years 
   Range: 20 to 30 years 
TD (n = 8) 8 m 
   M = 27.6 years 
   Range: 20 to 33 years 
DSM-IV n.r. NS (d = 0.4029) Only males included in sample 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Authors did not confirm ASD diagnosis 
FSIQ was not controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
17 Hara (2007) 
Japan 
n = 97 
ASD (n = 97) 81 m, 16 f 
   Age: Birth 
DSM-IV Medical records No comparison to report HC technique was not reported 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC was not 
reported 
18a Hiraishi et al. (2015) 
Japan 
n = 76 
ASD (n = 38) 38 m 
   M = 67.2 months 
   Range: 38 to 92 months 
TD (n = 38) 38 m 
   M = 67.4 months 
   Range: 36 to 97 months 
DSM-IV, DISCO 
and ADOS-G 
n.r. NS (d = 0.0688) 10 participants did not meet ADOS-G criteria 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid not 
reported 
IQ was not controlled 
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19a Libero et al. (2016) 
USA 
n = 178 
ASD1 (n = 110) 110 m 
   Range: 25.7 to 75.8 months 
ASD2 (n = 19) 19 m 
   Range: 26.0 to 74.0 months 
TD (n = 49) 49 m 










ASD>TD (d = 0.4883) at 3 
Years 
Only males included in sample 
HC technique was not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
disorders not reported 
DQ was measured, rather than IQ 
20a Mills et al. (2007) 
USA 
n = 130 
AD (n = 71) 71 m 
   M(SD) = 6.6(1.5) years 
TD (n = 59) 59 m 









ASD>TD (d = 0.3898) Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
disorders not reported 
Only males were included 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC not 
reported 
At least 29 participants with ASD were 
taking medication during the study 
IQ was not controlled 
21a Raznahan et al. (2013) 
Australia 
n = 57 
AD (n = 35) 35 m 
   Age: 0 to 18 months 
TD (n = 22) 22 m 




ADI-R and ADOS 
Medical records NS at birth (d = 0.1566), 
2 months (d = 0.2142), 
4 months (d = 0.0844), 
6 months (d = 0.4363), 
9 months (d = 0.1428), 
12 months (d = 0.5240), 
15 months (d = 0.3453) and 
18 months (d = 0.4419) 
Only males were included 
TD participants had cognitive scores greater 
than 1.5 SD below standardised test means 
DQ was measured, rather than IQ 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
22 Rommelse et al. 
(2011) 
Netherlands 
n = 129 
ASD (n = 129) 109 m, 20 f 









No comparison to report Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Some participants had comorbid disorders 
23 Starkstein et al. (2000) 
Argentina 
n = 30 
AD (n = 30) 21 m, 9 f 




ADI and CARS 
n.r. No comparison to report AD participants had a seizure disorder (n=2) 
Head circumference technique not reported 
FSIQ was not controlled 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used (ADI) 
Intra- and inter-rater reliability of HC 
measurement not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
24 Surén et al. (2013) 
Norway 
n = 369 
ASD (n = 369) 304 m, 65 f 




ADI-R and ADOS 
Medical records NSb for males (d = 0.0451) 
and females (d = 0.1745) 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
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25 Torrey, Dhavale, 
Lawlor and Yolken 
(2004) 
America 
n = 15 
ASD (n = 15) 11 m, 4 f 




n.r. NSb (d = 0.1775) IQ was not controlled 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Diagnostic criteria not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Difference in FSIQ between groups not 
reported 
26 Tsuchiya et al. (2007) 
Japan 
n = 17 
HFA (n = 17) 17 m 





Medical records No comparison to report Only males included in sample 
HC technique was not reported 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
not reported 
27 Valvo et al. (2016) 
Italy 
n = 220 
ASD (n = 220) 185 m, 35 f 





(n = 173) 
n.r. No comparison to report Only 78% of participants had diagnosis 
confirmed by ADOS-G 
Some participants had a history of seizures 
and a familial history of epilepsy 
Standardised tests of cognitive development 
only used on 71% of participants 
Head circumference technique not reported 
28 Wassink et al. (2007) 
America 
n = 44 
ASD1 (n = 29) 29 m 
   M(SD) = 2.7(0.3) years 
ASD2 (n = 15) 15 m 






MR image No comparison to report Only males included in sample 
Medication status of participants not reported 
IQ was not controlled 
29 Webb et al. (2007) 
USA 
n = 20 
ASD (n = 20) 20 m 








No comparison to report Those with AD who scored 2 points below 
ADI-R cut-off score were included 
IQ was not controlled 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Only males included in sample 
30a Whitehouse, Hickey, 
Stanley, Newnham and 
Pennell (2011) 
Australia 
n = 70 
ASD (n = 13) 12 m, 2 f 
   Age: Birth 
TD (n = 55) 48 m, 8 f 
   Age: Birth 
DSM-IV Maximal OFC NS (d = 0.1765) Precision of HC was only 0.1cm 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
ASD diagnosis confirmed by Child Behavior 
Checklist and Infant Monitoring 
Questionnaire 
IQ was not controlled 
Family history of ASD in TD participants 
not reported 
Exclusion of participants with comorbid 
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Zwaigenbaum et al. 
(2014) 
USA and Canada 
 
n = 192 
ASD (n = 77) 56 m, 21 f 
   Age: 0 to 36 months 
TD (n = 253) 136 m, 117 f 










NS for males (d = 0.2742) 
and females (d = 0.3224) 
 
Gender not controlled for between groups 
IQ was not controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Precision of age was only 1 month 
Head circumference technique not reported 
Note. a Studies were also included in the meta-analysis. b ASD participants were compared to TD normative data. AD = Autistic Disorder, ADI = 
Autism Diagnostic Interview, ADI-R = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, ADI-R-K = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised-Korean 
version, ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, ADOS-G = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic, ADOS-K = Autism 
Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Korean version, AS = Asperger's Disorder, ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, CARS = Childhood Autism 
Rating Scale, DISCO = Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication Disorders, DQ = Developmental Quotient, DSM = Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, f = female, FSIQ = Full-Scale IQ, HC = Head Circumference, HFA = High Functioning Autism, ICD = 
International Classification of Diseases, m = male, n.r. = not reported, NS = Non-Significant difference, OFC = Occipital Frontal Circumference, 
PDD-NOS = Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified, PIQ = Performance IQ, SRS = Social Responsiveness Scale, TD = 
Typically Developing, VIQ = Verbal IQ
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 The random-effects model of the meta-analysis reported greater HC in ASD than TD 
individuals (d=0.21; p<.05; 95 % CI 0.04 to 0.39; k=17). Studies that compared HC between 
the entire ASD and TD samples concluded either greater HC in autistic than TD participants 
(Aylward et al., 2002; Mills et al., 2007), no difference in HC between groups (Cheon et al., 
2011; DeVito, 2007; Dissanayake et al., 2006; Hall, 2001; Hiraishi et al., 2015; Raznahan, 
Wallace, et al., 2013; Whitehouse et al., 2011), or smaller HC in autistic than TD participants 
(Dean et al., 2016). Studies that compared HC between autistic and TD participants within 
gender found that HC was either greater in autistic than TD females but not different between 
autistic and TD males (Bejerot et al., 2012), or no difference in HC between autistic and TD 
participants within gender (Fukumoto et al., 2011; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2014). Lastly, Libero 
et al. (2016) concluded that, compared to controls, HC was greater in autistic participants 
with and without disproportionate megalencephaly. Homogeneity analysis (using χ2) detected 
significant heterogeneity (p<.10). The I2 of 71% indicates a moderate to high degree of 
inconsistency between studies. Some might say that the heterogeneity was high, and that the 
collection of data was wrong. However, this does not necessarily violate a statistical 
assumption, and it reveals that autistic individuals may be more variable in HC than 
previously thought in both directions. Nonetheless, these results should be interpreted 










Figure 5.2 Forest plot of head circumference comparison: ASD vs TD 
Note. Head circumference was compared between either: ASD and TD participants as a 
whole sample (n=10), sex subgroups of ASD and TD (n=3), or ASD-DM and ASD-N, and 
TD participants (n=1); ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, ASD-DM = Autism Spectrum 
Disorder with Disproportionate Megalenchepaly, ASD-N = Autism Spectrum Disorder 
without Disproportionate Megalencephaly, TD = Typically developing 
 
 
Captured and supplied data were plotted into separate figures for autistic and TD 
participants over age (see Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.9). Data sets are identified by number, as 
detailed in Table 5.1. A figure of each dataset of raw data can be seen in the supplementary 
materials. Loglinear model fits (see Table 5.2) were found to be stronger than linear, 
quadratic or cubic alternatives, having larger effect sizes and more centrally fitting the data 
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than the other options. Results described in Table 5.2 reveal a relationship between age and 
HC for both ASD data (Figure 5.3A) and TD data (Figure 5.3B). Upon comparison, the ASD 
and TD fits appear similar (Figure 5.3C). This is confirmed by the similar slopes and 
intercepts between the lines of fit after accounting for multiple comparisons (Table 5.2). 
When splitting the data into males and females (Figure 5.4), the fits for both genders had a 
strong effect size, and were similar between diagnostic groups (Table 5.2). 
Despite the strong effect sizes found in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, the lines of fit in 
these figures do not adequately fit the data. When examining the data collectively, and when 
separating them into males and females, these figures appear to have a discontinuity at or 
near one month of age, suggesting there may be separate trends below one month from that 
above one month of age. Consequently, we re-analysed the data, splitting data by this age cut-
















Loglinear fits R² and Differences between Autism Spectrum Disorder and Typically 
Developing Lines of Fit for Head Circumference Data 
Age group Gender R2ASD R2TD tSlope tIntercept 
All ages Males and Females 0.9573 0.9685 2.0320* 1.8251 
Males 0.9570 0.9636 1.9360 0.2500 
Females 0.9525 0.9684 2.9310* 2.1000* 
0 to 1 
month 
Males and Females 0.2852 0.5089 0.1090 0.0010 
Males 0.2943 0.5423 0.0820 0.7812 
Females 0.2661 0.4141 0.0550 1.0735 
>1 month Males and Females 0.9464 0.9218 11.9580* 0.1084 
Males 0.9497 0.9307 2.1800* 6.3416* 
Females 0.9567 0.8503 13.3130* 1.8343 
Note. * Significant difference before Bonferroni adjustment (p<.05); shaded cell indicates 
significant difference following Bonferroni adjustment (p<.006); ASD = Autism Spectrum 






Figure 5.3 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age with loglinear fits: (A) for ASD; 






Figure 5.4 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age with loglinear fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison between male ASD and 
TD models; (D) comparison between female ASD and TD models 
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Figure 5.5C compares lines of fit of HC for autistic and TD participants between birth 
and one month of age. Although the intercepts and slopes of these lines of fit were not 
different to each other (see Table 5.2), Figure 5.5C reveals the fit for TD to be lower than 
ASD at birth, and higher by one month of age. At birth (see time = 0.1 months), while the TD 
line of fit intersects the birth data below its median data point (Figure 5.5B), the ASD line of 
fit intersects this data point near its median value (Figure 5.5A). The difference between these 
two intersections will have dragged the lines of fit strongly in varying directions. 
Consequently, the line of fit for the TD group may differ from that for the ASD group due to 
this single measurement time. Because measurements reported at time of birth may not have 
occurred at this exact age, introducing uncontrolled time related variance, we examined the 
fits with this time point removed (Figure 5.6). Excluding participants measured at birth 
reduced the discrepancy between the ASD and TD lines of fit (tslope=0.090). These lines of 
fit had moderate effect sizes (R²ASD=0.362, R²TD=0.393). Although removing data at birth 
reduced the strength of the TD line of fit, the line more centrally fits the data (Figure 5.6B) 
compared to when participants at birth were included (Figure 5.5B). 
Male and female data provide a similar trend (Figure 5.7). However, the inflection 
point where the two lines of fit cross appears earlier in female data (Figure 5.7D) than in male 
data (Figure 5.7C). Furthermore, as would be expected, females have smaller HC than males 
(Figures 5.7A & 5.7B). The lines of fit in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 should be 




































Figure 5.5 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age younger than one month with 





































Figure 5.6 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age excluding birth with loglinear 






























Figure 5.7 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age younger than one month with loglinear fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) 
comparison between ASD and TD models; and (D) comparison between female ASD and TD models 
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For those older than one month, The ASD and TD fit models are located more 
centrally through the data, providing a more balanced description, though the fit values are 
slightly weaker (see Table 5.2, Figure 5.8A & Figure 5.8B). The fits for ASD and TD older 
than one month of age appear similar (Figure 5.8C), however, the intercepts were different 
between the fits (Table 5.2). Figure 5.9 presents data for males and females older than 1 
month. Effect sizes were strong (Table 5.2), and examination of the fit models suggests a 
more centrally located fit model (Figures 5.9A & 5.9B). Figure 5.9C and Figure 5.9D 
respectively reveal differences between autistic and TD males, and autistic and TD females 
for those older than one month. Although slight differences in the ASD and TD lines of fit are 
evident in females older than one month (Figure 5.9D), this is likely due to the lack of female 
TD data. As would be expected, females consistently had smaller HC than males (Figures 


































































Figure 5.8 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age older than one month with 






Figure 5.9 Mean-weighted head circumference data by age older than one month with loglinear fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison 
between ASD and TD loglinear models; and (D) comparison between female ASD and TD models
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Differences between autistic and TD participants for males and females are reported 
in Table 5.3. Between one and six months of age compared to TD data, HC was smaller in 
autistic males (F(1,853)=7.89, p<.05, η
2=0.009), and in autistic females  
(F(1,152)=9.90, p<.05, η
2=0.06). Additionally, compared to TD data, significantly smaller HC 
was noted in autistic females between six to 12 months (F(1,142)=15.01, p<.05, η
2=0.10), and 
those aged one to two years (F(1,108)=11.62, p<.05, η
2=0.10) also had significantly smaller 
HC. However, age of each of these cohorts was significantly different between groups. After 




















Assessment of Differences in Head Circumference between Diagnostic Groups 
Gender Age group No. of participants Effect sizea 

















































































a Effect size calculated by partial eta squared. b Age was significantly different between 
groups. c Analysis controlled for age within age bracket. d Controlling for age was not 
applicable as the age of both group were equivalent (e.g.: 0 months).  
*<0.05, ** <0.005, *** <0.001; ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, N/A = Not Applicable, 
TD = Typically Developing 
 
 
Given that the logistic model fits and the assessment of differences between groups 
may have hidden differences in numbers of cases who were extreme (extreme high scores 
that are balanced by extreme low scores do not affect the mean and other central measures), it 
was decided to explore the frequency of extreme cases, in line with results reported elsewhere 
(Amaral et al., 2017). The frequency of autistic and TD participants with normal and extreme 
HC at various age groups can be seen in Table 5.4. Consistent with past research (Amaral et 
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al., 2017), we defined extreme HC as 1.5 SD above the mean. HC 1.5 SD below the mean 
was also investigated. Because we did not control for height, these analyses are a proxy of 
that described previously (Amaral et al., 2017). Separate mean HC were calculated for each 
age group. Compared to previous autistic female samples in the HC literature, the sample size 
of autistic female participants in the present study is large (n=310). However, this sample size 
was insufficient to calculate separate mean HC for each age group. Hence, only males were 
included in these analyses. The odds ratio for each comparison was obtained. One-tailed tests 
of significance were assessed for specific groups: the frequency of those with ASD>1.5 SD, 
and ASD<1.5 SD. Among those aged between birth and 20 months, compared to controls, 
those with ASD were 1.52 more likely to have a HC greater than 1.5 SD below the mean. 
Additionally, autistic individuals older than 60 months were 5.45 and 5.19 times more likely 




Comparison of Extreme Head Size between Autistic and Typically Developing Males 
Month N(ASD) N(TD) n(ASD above) n(ASD below) n(TD above) n(TD below) OR 























































a To address the issue of one cell containing zero cases, the number of cases included in each cell was increased by one. 




The aim of this analysis was to collect and compare as much raw HC and age data as 
could be collected in order to contrast the HCs of autistic and TD individuals. Consequently, 
the variance of HC in autistic participants can be more effectively compared to the 
neurotypical population than previous meta-analytic methods (Sacco et al., 2015). In the 
meta-analysis, HC was greater in autistic than TD individuals. In contrast, the alternative 
approach found that autistic and TD participants did not differ in HC. Although autistic 
females aged one month to two years, and males aged one to six months, were found to have 
smaller HC than controls, these differences did not remain after controlling for age. However, 
the alternative approach enabled assessment of the frequency of extreme head size, which 
was found to be more common in autistic than TD participants above 60 months, and aged 
between birth and 20 months. We conclude that the variability of HC, rather than mean HC, 
is different in autistic individuals compared to controls, and that future research should 
emphasise the variability of HC in ASD, rather than comparing mean data. 
The contrasting findings between the meta-analysis and the alternative approach 
highlight the limitations of meta-analyses. When calculating effect sizes, a meta-analysis 
relies solely on standard error, mean and sample size. This approach does not account for the 
entire variance in the data, as outliers affect standard deviation, and thus standard error 
(Baker & Jackson, 2008). The alternative approach avoids this issue by including raw data of 
age and HC. Although the alternative approach included mean-weighted data, which 
eliminates variance for that particular sample, the conclusions were consistent with the 
statistically generated approach, not reported in this study. The mean-weighted data also 
accounted for a relatively small proportion of the entire sample. Hence, although Sacco et al. 
(2015) previously concluded larger HC in autistic than TD participants, the findings were 
biased by the meta-analytic approach employed. 
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The similar mean HC observed in the alternative approach between diagnostic groups 
contradict the theory of enlarged HC in autistic individuals. Although the meta-analysis of the 
present study concluded larger HC in autistic than TD participants, the reported effect size 
was lower than a previous meta-analysis (Sacco et al., 2015). It is likely these discrepancies 
resulted from the reliance upon community recruited TD participants in the present analysis 
rather than comparison to normative data, as used by other studies. This is in agreement with 
Raznahan, Wallace, et al. (2013), who observed that generally, compared to those using 
normative data, studies that recruited TD participants found smaller differences in HC 
compared to autistic individuals. 
In the present study, unlike the mean group comparisons, extreme head size cases 
varied between autistic and TD participants aged between birth and 20 months. Autistic 
participants younger than 20 months compared to controls were more likely to have 
extremely small head size. The present study has shown that rather than focusing on mean 
HC in autistic infants below 20 months, the focus needs to shift to extreme head size. Future 
research should investigate the phenotype of these autistic infants with extremely small head 
size. This investigation may provide clinicians with a feasible technique to identify a specific 
phenotype of ASD. Although S. J. Webb et al. (2007) did not observe microcephaly in a 
small sample of autistic boys (N=28), HC was measured in these participants after 16 months 
of age. The present study also did not observe greater frequency of macrocephaly in autistic 
than TD participants between birth and 20 months. Past studies have concluded greater 
frequency of macrocephaly in autistic than TD infants (Chawarska et al., 2011; van Daalen, 
Swinkels, Dietz, van Engeland, & Buitelaar, 2007), however, rates of macrocephaly was not 
different between autistic and TD participants when accounting for height (van Daalen et al., 
2007). Hence, it can be assumed that unlike past studies (Chawarska et al., 2011; van Daalen 
et al., 2007), the height of autistic participants aged between birth and 20 months in the 
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present study was similar to that of controls. We aim to control for height in future analyses 
to clarify this proposition. 
Between 20 and 60 months, the frequency of extreme HC was not different between 
autistic and TD participants in the present study. Reports of past studies regarding 
macrocephaly in autistic participants in this age range are inconsistent. While some studies 
report similar macrocephaly rates in autistic participants than controls, consistent with the 
present study (Cederlund, Miniscalco, & Gillberg, 2014; Davidovitch, Golan, Vardi, Lev, & 
Lerman-Sagie, 2011; Torrey et al., 2004), other past studies concluded a greater frequency of 
macrocephaly in autistic than TD children (Fombonne, Rogé, Claverie, Courty, & Frémolle, 
1999; Janet E Lainhart et al., 2006). These past studies measuring macrocephaly in autistic 
children between 20 to 60 months, as well as the present study, did not control for height. 
Hence, these discrepant findings may be attributed to the height of the participants. Future 
studies should control for height when measuring macrocephaly in autistic individuals 
between 20 and 60 months. 
Extreme head size was also disproportionate in the ASD than TD group for 
participants older than 60 months. Compared to controls, autistic individuals older than 60 
months were more likely to have both extremely large, and extremely small, HC. These 
findings highlight an important abnormality in ASD that would not have been noted had only 
means been compared (aka traditional meta-analysis). The findings of extremely large HC 
confirm previous reports that macrocephaly is more common in ASD than expected (Sacco et 
al., 2015). However, the literature does not suggest extremely small head size to be more 
prevalent in autistic than TD participants. Because the present study did not control for 
height, perhaps we included a disproportionately large number of short autistic participants 
above five years of age. Nonetheless, the literature consistently concludes no mean difference 
in HC between ASD and TD (Cheon et al., 2011; Prigge et al., 2013; Valvo et al., 2016) 
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despite increased rates of macrocephaly in autistic than TD individuals (Sacco et al., 2015). 
The finding of the present study regarding increased rates of extremely small HC in autistic 
individuals therefore fits with the literature. These findings may expand on the phenotype of 
ASD macrocephaly previously identified at three years, and in five and six year old children 
(Amaral et al., 2017). Future research should, if possible, investigate the phenotype of autistic 
participants with extremely small heads in this age group, as well as the phenotype of older 
autistic individuals with extremely small and large head size. 
The present study identified excessive variance in HC data at birth above the 
calculated line of fit. Various explanations come to mind to address this issue. Firstly, whilst 
the majority of the studies excluded premature infants, none of the studies mentioned 
exclusion criteria for infants born late. It is likely that these late infants would have larger HC 
at birth due to continued development (Willows, Sanou, & Bell, 2011), and perhaps late 
births were more frequent among those with autism. Secondly, it is possible that HC 
measurements were not taken at birth, but at some delay following birth. This would increase 
the HC measured in these individuals. The presence of this unbalanced variance highlighted 
the need to split the analyses into separate age ranges: below and above one month of age. 
This course of action provided fit models that were better descriptions of the data. 
Limitations 
In spite of the comprehensive nature of this data set, it is limited by a lack of control 
for some important confounding variables. Past research suggests that height, weight, cultural 
identity and IQ may also be important variables to take into account when describing the 
relationship between HC and ASD status (Chaste et al., 2013). Consequently, we could not: 
replicate research (Amaral et al., 2017) when comparing rates of extreme HC between ASD 
and TD data (i.e. control for height), use gestational age for participants at birth, investigate 
the presence of LFA in autistic children with large HC, or match autistic cases by their 
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population. Furthermore, data was lacking in some areas. For instance, due to an absence of 
raw data, analyses could not be conducted for participants over nine years of age. Again due 
to a lack of sufficient data, the fits to female TD data over one month of age could not be 
interpreted with confidence. It is hoped that further data will be available in the near future. 
Secondly, of the 14 studies included in the meta-analysis of the present study, seven did not 
screen participants for genetic disorders. Considering that we identified heterogeneity in our 
analyses, it is likely that participants with genetic disorders associated with enlarged HC were 
included in the meta-analytic sample of the present study. Thirdly, brain volume data from 
three studies were collected through Data thief (Tummers et al., 2006). Although this 
approach might favour outliers, since we were able to replicate analyses, we believe the data 
captured fairly represented the original data. Lastly, some past studies measuring HC in 
autistic individuals were not included in the present study for two reasons: other studies have 
been published since the systematic search (e.g.: Dinstein, Haar, Atsmon, & Schtaerman, 
2017), and relevant age and brain volume data of some studies were not available; despite 
requesting for this information via email. Although the impact of these missing studies on the 
present findings is likely minimal due to the large sample size of the present study, this bias 
should not be neglected. It is hoped that provision of raw data upon request in line with an 
open science approach will become a more widely adopted standard in the future. 
The present study also did not investigate the influence ASD-related genetic disorders 
may have on HC. Studies have found autistic individuals with disorders such as DYRK1A and 
PTEN mutations to more likely be outliers of HC than expected (Butler et al., 2005; O’Roak 
et al., 2012). As familial studies conclude siblings and parents of autistic individuals to have 
larger HC than expected (Elder, Dawson, Toth, Fein, & Munson, 2008; Fidler, Bailey, & 
Smalley, 2000), exploring the role of these genetic mutations is crucial when explaining HC 
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trends in ASD. Whether these genetic mutations fully mediate the relationship between ASD 
diagnosis and HC remains to be known, and should be further pursued in future research. 
Conclusion 
The alternative approach presented in the current study captures the variance in the 
data more effectively than traditional meta-analytic methods. As opposed to summarising 
effect sizes, collecting raw HC data ensures outliers are properly accounted for. The present 
study cannot confirm HC to be greater in autistic than TD participants. Rather, we can 
conclude there exists a disproportionate frequency of extreme cases of HC in autistic than TD 
males between birth to 20 months, and above 60 months of age. Controlling for the 
confounding variables mentioned above will enable this ongoing project to test more complex 
concepts within the relationship between HC and ASD diagnosis. As more data is collected, it 
is hoped to build on the findings of the present study. The relationship between HC and ASD 
diagnosis appears to be complex, with a number of demographic and genetic variables 
thought to mediate and moderate the relationship. In the meantime though, we conclude that 

















ASD is a pervasive neurodevelopmental disorder that is prevalent in today’s society; 
accounting for up to 2.93% of the general population (Baio et al., 2018). In turn, ASD has 
been heavily researched over the last three decades (Amaral et al., 2017). One area of interest 
is brain volume, commonly referred to in the literature as either ICV, the sum of the grey 
matter, white matter and CSF; or TBV, the sum of grey and white matter (Lin et al., 2015). 
Most individual studies measuring brain volume across the life span in ASD report no 
differences in brain volume between autistic and TD participants (Hardan et al., 2003; Lange 
et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015; Prigge et al., 2013; Turner et al., 2016). In contrast, a recent 
meta-analysis concluded brain volume to be greater in autistic than TD individuals across the 
lifespan (Sacco et al., 2015). This observed discrepancy requires further investigation. 
The relationship between brain volume and ASD diagnosis is moderated by age 
(Sacco et al., 2015). Hence, rather than assessing participants of all ages collectively, brain 
volume should be investigated separately within specific age ranges. Before two years of age, 
brain volume is not different between autistic and TD individuals (Ure et al., 2016). Between 
two to four years of age, findings are mixed. While some studies concluded greater brain 
volume in autistic than TD participants (Courchesne et al., 2001; Hazlett et al., 2011), other 
studies found no difference in brain volume between autistic and TD children (Brun et al., 
2016; Pierce & Courchesne, 2001; Raznahan, Lenroot, et al., 2013; Retico et al., 2016). 
Interestingly, these studies that observed no difference in brain volume between ASD and TD 
groups also recruited children between five and nine years. Hence, it can be concluded that 
brain volume is greater in autistic than TD infants aged between two to four years, and 
speculated that ASD diagnosis does not affect brain volume during five to nine years of age. 
As well as mean brain size, extreme size was more prevalent in autistic young children, 
specifically between three to six years of age, than would be expected based upon the 
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distributional properties of the TD data (Libero et al., 2016). It is yet to be determined 
whether these extreme cases are the result of brain volume being greater in autistic than TD 
participants during early childhood. These observed differences in brain volume between 
autistic and TD young children dissipate with age. For instance, studies tend to conclude no 
difference in brain volume between autistic and TD individuals during late childhood 
(Aylward et al., 2002; Courchesne et al., 2001; D. Y. J. Yang et al., 2016), adolescence 
(Aylward et al., 2002; Groen et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2015) and adulthood (Aylward et al., 
2002; Ecker et al., 2012; Maier et al., 2015). 
When investigating the relationship between brain volume and ASD diagnosis at 
specific age groups, gender is another important variable to consider. Studies measuring 
participants at various age groups conclude larger brain volumes in males than females 
(Piven et al., 1996; Retico et al., 2016; Tepest et al., 2010). In spite of the male to female 
ratio in autistic individuals to be as low as 1.65:1 (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2012), the majority of 
brain volume studies in autism focus only on males. This bias also needs to be addressed as 
recent studies have not properly investigated the relationship between ASD diagnosis and 
brain volume within gender. Hence, although it has previously documented that brain volume 
is larger in autistic than TD individuals during early childhood, it is important to clarify 
whether this trend is evident in males, females, or both genders. 
Brain volume studies in the ASD literature are often piecemeal, and largely based 
upon small to moderate samples. It is difficult to explain the entire variance of brain volume 
among autistic individuals from studies with inadequate data. Although these issues are often 
resolved via a meta-analytic approach, such a design is accompanied with limitations (i.e.: 
not properly accounting for outliers or comprehensively explaining the influence of third 
variables). For a more thorough outline of these issues, see Chapter 5.  
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To properly account for brain volume in ASD, the data re-analysis approach described 
in the previous chapter was used in the present study. Using mostly individual data points 
from many studies measuring brain volume in autistic participants, as well as neurotypical 
controls if such data was available, brain volume was compared between ASD and TD 
groups at varying age ranges. This technique allows a comprehensive comparison of large 
numbers of cases to controls, better facilitating the analysis of neurophysiological parameters, 
rather than reliance upon published norms (Raznahan, Lenroot, et al., 2013), predicted 
distributions, or small sample comparisons. 
Given the findings discussed above, where some do not account for age and gender, 
or are based upon small samples, the present study was necessary to facilitate these 
comparisons. Hence, we aimed to establish the mean of TBV and ICV data and the frequency 
of extreme cases among those with and without ASD over age. It is hypothesised that ICV 
and TBV will be greater in autistic than TD participants within gender between two to four 
years of age. Furthermore, it is expected that TBV and ICV will not differ by diagnosis (ASD 
versus control) within gender at ages older than five years, and younger than two years. 
Lastly, frequency of extreme brain volume is predicted to be greater in autistic than among 
TD participants aged between three and six years. 
6.2 Method 
The literature was systematically searched for all studies measuring brain volume in 
autistic individuals. This approach was consistent with that previously described in Chapter 5. 
6.2.1 Study Eligibility Criteria 
Criteria for inclusion in to the present study necessitated that the authors provide raw 
brain volume and age data via email (n=12), or that it could be obtained from a publication 
using data capture techniques (n=8; Tummers et al., 2006). The data capture approach 
involved viewing relevant figures via DataThief vIII ™. In this program, we manually 
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defined the axes and then recorded the coordinates of each data point in the figure. In some 
studies, authors provided data upon request (e.g.: Brun et al., 2016; Hanaie et al., 2014; Kates 
et al., 2004; Kucharsky Hiess et al., 2015; Maier et al., 2015; Moseley et al., 2016; Predescu, 
Sipos, Sipos, Iftene, & Balázsi, 2010; Riva et al., 2013; Saleh, Nashaat, Fahim, Ibrahim, & 
Meguid, 2015; Waiter et al., 2004; Yamasaki et al., 2010; D. Y. J. Yang et al., 2016). In other 
studies, data sets were provided in the publication (Aylward et al., 2002; Courchesne et al., 
2011; Hazlett et al., 2017; Hazlett et al., 2012; Lange et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015; Mak-Fan 
et al., 2012; S. Palmen et al., 2005). Hence, we used data capture techniques to harvest the 
original data. Where possible, the data of each study included was then re-analysed to 
confirm that we could obtain findings consistent with the original research, and thereby 
assure ourselves that the harvested data was not biased. We were able to replicate the original 
results in all instances but one. In contrast to the non-significant difference in ICV between 
autistic and TD participants observed in a past study (Lin et al., 2015), its harvested data used 
in the present study found greater ICV in autistic than TD participants. However, the 
difference in mean brain volume data between the original data and the data harvested from 
Lin et al. (2015) was minimal; less than two units. Therefore, the harvested data was included 
in the present study. In a number of studies, authors did not provide a graphical 
representation of the data, nor did they provide a copy of the data upon request. In these cases 
we included data based upon the reported means, SDs, and sample sizes (n=38). 
Bias of repeated datasets was also addressed. For an outline of the methods used to 
reduce the risk of multiple included studies with the same dataset, see Chapter 5.  
6.2.2 Information Sources 
A systematic database search was conducted, and included articles were confirmed by 
two authors (J.C. and C.H.; previously described in Chapter 5). In addition, Google Scholar 
and reference lists of included sources, and review articles obtained in the systematic search, 
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were searched for further journal articles and grey literature. Sources were obtained by 
scanning titles that included words relating to ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder’ and ‘Total Brain 
Volume’, ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder’ and ‘Intracranial Volume’, and ‘Autism Spectrum 
Disorder’ and ‘Cerebral Volume.’ 
6.2.3 Study Selection and Data Extraction 
Each identified source was screened and then examined via full text for inclusion. 
Sources at the title and abstract stage were screened based on specific exclusion criteria, 
which were previously described in Chapter 5. The sources that were not excluded at the title 
and abstract stage were read at full-text. From each paper that met eligibility criteria, the first 
author manually extracted the data to be included. All relevant descriptive information, 
demographic characteristics, study results, and effect size data were summarised in tabular 
form (Table 6.1). All study search, selection, and data extraction methods and results were 
reviewed by two of the authors independently. 
6.2.4 Summary Measures and Statistic Analysis 
Where only sample sizes, and the means of brain volume and age, were reported, we 
have statistically modelled the data. We model the data with each point represented as the 
mean point reported, with each data point weighted by the number of cases. Circles in the 
figures highlight raw data, while means are represented by triangles. Model fits were also 
included for the best fitting models. Consistent with Chapter 5, additional analyses were then 
performed using only raw data; comparison of mean brain volume, as well as extreme brain 
volume, between autistic and TD participants at multiple age groups. 
6.3 Results 
The systematic search produced 11,587 records, with an additional 210 retrieved 
through hand searching (see Figure 6.1). Once 2,575 duplicates were removed, titles and 
abstracts were screened, resulting in exclusion of 8,453 papers. After which, 769 articles 
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were examined in full-text. Studies were excluded for not having an available full-text to 
access (n=33), not measuring brain volume or HC, or not testing autistic participants (n=360), 
measuring the region of interest but not providing means, SD and sample size, or raw data, to 
be included in the present study (n=99), and for using a dataset that was used in another study 
included in the present study (n=180). As the search also encompassed studies measuring 
HC, discussed in the previous chapter, the remaining sources measuring only HC (n=23) 
were removed. While brain volume and HC are highly correlated, they are different 
measurements nonetheless. Although cerebral volume was considered to be included in the 
present study, the amount of data was not sufficient to perform the appropriate analyses. 
Hence, studies that only measured cerebral volume were also excluded (n=14). Two 
additional studies were excluded as either participants were an outlier of brain volume (e.g.: 
Riva et al., 2013) or all participants were born very preterm (e.g.: Ure et al., 2016; <30 
weeks). This resulted in 58 studies that were included in the present study. Raw data, or the 
means and standard deviations of TBV and age, were obtained from 34 studies of autistic 
(N=1,588) and 29 studies of TD participants (N=1,279). Raw data, or the means and standard 
deviations of ICV and age, were obtained from 30 studies of autistic participants (N=1,728) 






Figure 6.1 PRISMA Flow Chart 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, BV = Brain Volume, TD = Typically Developing 
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All autistic individuals received a formal diagnosis before participating in the 
included studies. Each study’s initial diagnostic criteria for participants is presented in Table 
6.1. Diagnoses were made by mental health or medical professionals using either DSM-III-R 
(n=2), DSM-IV (n=31), DSM-IV-TR (n=9), DSM-5 (n=1), ICD-10 (n=5), ICD-10 and 
DSM-IV (n=2), ICD-10 and DSM-IV-TR (n=1), or ADI-R and ADOS (n=1). Six studies did 
not specify the initial diagnostic criteria participants underwent to receive their formal ASD 
diagnosis. Autistic participants with a formal diagnosis were only excluded if they were born 
very preterm (e.g.: Ure et al., 2016). 
TD participants were also screened for inclusion in the present study. TD data were 
excluded if they were born very preterm (e.g.: Ure et al., 2016). Of the 52 studies with TD 
participants, 45 screened participants for psychiatric and neurologic disorders, while seven 
studies did not. These seven studies did not specify that any of the TD participants had 
disorders, and so were included in the present study. 
Of the studies that reported their technique used to measure brain volume, a 1.5-T 
scanner (n=35), 3.0-T scanner (n=20), or both a 1.5-T and 3.0-T scanner (n=1) were 
employed. The types of 1.5-T scanners either were General Electric (GE) Signa (n=19), GE 
unnamed scanner (n=1), Siemens Avanto (n=1), Siemens Sonata (n=2), Siemens Symphony 
(n=2), Phillips Gyroscan (n=4), Philips Intera (n=1), Philips NT (n=1), Philips unnamed 
scanner (n=2), GE Signa and Siemens Symphony (n=1), or not reported (n=1). The types of 
3.0-T scanners either were GE Signa (n=7), Siemens Allegra (n=1), Siemens TrioTrim (n=6), 
Siemens Verio (n=1), Philips Intera (n=2), IMRIS scanner (n=1), or GE Signa and Siemens 
TrioTrim (n=1). Studies that used both 1.5-T and 3.0-T scanners were Siemens Avanto and 
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Risk of bias 
 
1 Aylward, Minshew, 




HFA (n=67) 58 m, 9 f 
   M(SD)=18.8(10.0) years 
TD (n=83) 76 m, 7 f 










GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
TBV: NS for 8-12 (d=0.5347), 
12-18 (d=0.1059) and >18 
years (d=0.0270) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Only males included in sample 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ measurement not reported 
PIQ was significantly different between  
groups (18-48 year age group) 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
No report of how participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 




AS (n=2) 2 m 






Zero comparisons to report 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Type of MRI scanner not reported 
A participant failed to reach cut-off in two 
ADI-R domains 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
No report of how participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 
3 Brix et al. (2015) 
Norway 
n=38 
HFA (n=14) 14 m 
   M(SD)=10.2(1.9) years 
TD (n=24) 24 m 
   M(SD)=10.2(1.8) years 
DSM-5 GE Signa 3.0-T 
3D SPGR 
TBV: NS (d=0.3535) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=5) 
Only males included in sample 
IQ data was missing (n=3) 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Some participants had comorbid disorders 
4 Brun et al. (2016) 
France 
n=102 
AD (n=59) 59 m 
   M(SD)=57.5(19.3) months 
PDD-NOS (n=21) 21 m 
   M(SD)=64.9(18.8) months 
TD (n=22) 22 m 









TBV: NS for AD (d=0.0415) 
and PDD-NOS (d=0.0937) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was not controlled for 
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(n=25) 25 m 
   M(SD)=13.7(2.5) years 
TD (n=25) 25 m 





GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSPGR 
TBV: NS (d=0.1215) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
6 Cheung et al. (2011) 
China 
n=91 
ASD (n=36) 30 m, 6 f 
   M(SD)=11.4(2.7) years 
TD (n=55) 47 m, 8 f 





GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSE 
ICV: NS (d=0.0926) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only verbal IQ was reported 
VIQ data was missing (n=4) 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
No report of how participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 
7 Corden (2006) 
United Kingdom 
n=30 
HFA (n=15) 13 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=31.4(12.9) years 
TD (n=15) 13 m, 2 f 








ICV: NS (d=0.3374) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
No report of how participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 
8a Courchesne, Campbell 




   Age: 2 to 50 years 
TD (n=327) 








TBV: ASD>TDb (d=0.5738) Medication status of participants not reported 
Some participants were sedated 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
9 Dominick (2011) 
America 
n=110 
ASD1 (n=30) 26 m, 4 f 
   M(SD)=9.5(1.2) years 
ASD2 (n=26) 23 m, 3 f 
   M(SD)=15.2(2.3) years 
TD1 (n=23) 20 m, 3 f 
   M(SD)=9.6(1.5) years 
TD2 (n=31) 26 m, 5 f 









ICV: NS for ASD1 vs TD1 
(d=0.1589) and ASD2 vs TD2 
(d=0.0399) 
Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported, 
though those taking seizure medications 
were excluded 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
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10 Ecker et al. (2012) 
United Kingdom 
n=178 
HFA/AS (n=89) 89 m 
   M(SD)=26.0(7.0) years 
TD (n=89) 89 m 









TBV: NS (d=0.2308) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Only males included in sample 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Some participants failed to reach cut-off in 
one ADI-R domain by one point 
11 Goldman, O'Brien, 




AD (n=31) 26 m, 5 f 
   M(SD)=9.1(1.4) years 
TD (n=30) 15 m, 15 f 





GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
 
TBV: AD>TD (d=0.7046) No report if head motion was controlled 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
IQ data of TD participants was missing 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used 
(DSM-III-R) 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 




(n=47) 47 m 
   M(SD)=21.4(10.1) years 
TD (n=51) 51 m 













TBV: ASD<TD (d=0.4590) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=9) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
PIQ was significantly different between 
groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T (n=88) 
Autistic participants had comorbid disorders 
(n=8) 
13 Groen, Teluij, 




AD (n=23) 20 m, 3 f 
   M(SD)=15.2(1.9) years 
TD (n=29) 24 m, 5 f 








ICV: NS (d=0.2258) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=7) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Neurological examination of controls 
based only on teacher and parent report 
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14 Hallahan et al. (2009) 
United Kingdom 
n=174 
ASD (n=114) 96 m, 18 f 
   M(SD)=32.0(11.0) years 
AS (n=80) 71 m, 9 f 
   M(SD)=33.0(11.0) years 
AD (n=28) 21 m, 7 f 
   M(SD)=29.0(7.0) years 
PDD-NOS (n=6) 4 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=30.0(9.0) years 
TD (n=60) 53 m, 7 f 




ADI (n=69) or 
ADOS (n=18) 
GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
ICV: NS for ASD 
(d= 0.0509), AS (d=0.0494), 
AD, (d=0.2225), PDD-NOS 
(d=0.3964) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
(n=27) 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used (ADI) 
15 Hanaie et al. (2014) 
Japan 
n=30 
HFA (n=18) 17 m, 1 f 
   M(SD)=9.5(2.6) years 
TD (n=12) 11 m, 1 f 





GE Signa 3.0-T 
3D SPGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.2523) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=2) 
Autistic participants were sedated (n=3) 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was significantly different between groups 




ASD (n=10) 9 m, 1 f 
   M(SD)=10.9(2.4) years 
TD (n=10) 9 m, 1 f 
   M(SD)=11.4(2.0) years 
DSM-IV Philips Intera 
3.0-T 
3D FSE 
ICV: NS (d=0.5817) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
17 Hazlett et al. (2005) 
America 
n=65 
AD (n=51) 46 m, 5 f 
   M(SD)=2.7(0.3) years 
TD (n=14) 10 m, 4 f 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSE 
TBV: NS (d=0.3798) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
TD participants not screened for disorders 





Author and country 
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LFA (n=68) 68 m 
   M(SD)=2.8(0.4) years 
TD (n=31) 31 m 
   M(SD)=2.6(0.6) years 
Time 2 
LFA (n=44) 44 m 
   M(SD)=5.0(0.4) years 
TD (n=19) 19 m 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSE 
ICV: n.r. Medication status of participants not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
TD participants not screened for disorders 
other than ASD and Fragile X 
19a Hazlett et al. (2017) 
America and Canada 
n=15 
ASD (n=45) 13 m, 2 f 





Zero comparisons to report 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
20 Haznedar et al. (2000) 
America 
n=34 
ASD (n=17) 15 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=27.7(11.3) years 
TD (n=17) 15 m, 2 f 




ADI (n=13) or 
clinical interview 
(n=4) 
GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
TBV: NS for ASD 
(d=0.0636), AS (d=0.0058) 
and AD (d=0.2022) 
An autistic participant was previously 
prescribed medication 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was not controlled for 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI not used to confirm diagnosis (n=4) 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used (ADI) 
21 Hong et al. (2011) 
China 
n=34 
HFA (n=18) 18 m 
   M(SD)=8.7(2.2) years 
TD (n=16) 16 m 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
TBV: NS (d=0.2231) No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
22 Juranek et al. (2006) 
America 
n=42 
AD (n=42) 35 m, 7 f 
   M(SD)=93.0(31.1) months 
Confirmed using 





Zero comparisons to report 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Diagnosis not based on DSM or ICD 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
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23 Kates et al. (2004) 
America 
n=23 
ASD (n=23) 20 m, 3 f 
TD (n=25) 22 m, 3 f 




ADI-R and ADOS 
GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
ICV: NSb (d=0.1439) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ data was missing (n=14) 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Diagnosis not based on DSM or ICD 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
24 Kosaka et al. (2010) 
Japan 
n=32 
AS/HFA (n=32) 32 m 
   M(SD)=23.8(4.2) years 
TD (n=40) 40 m 





GE Signa 3.0-T 
3D FSPGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.3782) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 




ASD (n=486) 426 m, 60 f 
   M(SD)=17.5(3.9) years 
AD (n=315) 281 m, 34 f 
   M(SD)=17.1(7.1) years 
AS (n=86) 74 m, 12 f 
   M(SD)=19.8(11.3) years 
PDD-NOS (n=32) 27 m, 5 f 
   M(SD)=18.8(12.2) years 
TD (n=549) 454 m, 95 f 
   M(SD)=17.2(7.8) years 
DSM-IV Varied among 
20 sites 
ICV: ASD>TD (d=0.1859), 
AD>TD (d=0.1838), 
AS>TD (d=0.1866) and 
PDD-NOS>TD (d=0.2320) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Some participants were medicated 
No report if participants were sedated 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Some participants had comorbid disorders 
26 Kurth et al. (2011) 
America 
n=104 
ASD (n=52) 38 m, 14 f 
   M(SD)=11.2(4.0) years 
TD (n=52) 38 m, 14 f 
   M(SD)=11.1(3.6) years 
DSM-IV Siemens Sonata 
1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.1965) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
27a Lange et al. (2015) 
America 
n=156 
ASD (n=100) 100 m 
   M(SD)=16.4(7.7) years 
TD (n=56) 56 m 








TBV: NS (d=0.1870) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated (n=26) 
Only males included in sample 
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28 Langen et al. (2009) 
The Netherlands 
n=188 
ASD (n=99) 91 m, 8 f 
   M(SD)=12.9(4.5) years 
TD (n=89) 82 m, 7 f 








ICV: NS (d=0.1735) Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=12) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
29 Lewis et al. (2013) 
America 
n=42 
ASD (n=20) 20 m 
   M(SD)=31.7(9.5) years 
TD (n=22) 22 m 









ICV: NS (d=0.1195) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ data of TD participants was missing 
TD criteria was not provided 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
30 Lim et al. (2015) 
United Kingdom 
n=52 
AS/HFA (n=19) 19 m 
   M(SD)=14.9(1.9) years 
TD (n=33) 33 m 








TBV: NS (d=0.1271) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD (except ADHD) 
31 Lin, Ni, Lai, Tseng 
and Gau (2015) 
Taiwan 
n=176 
HFA (n=86) 86 m 
   M(SD)=15.0(4.6) years 
TD (n=90) 90 m 









TBV: NS (d=0.2123) 
ICV: NS (d=0.2880) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=5) 
No report if participants were sedated 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Autistic participants had comorbid disorders 
(n=13) 
32 Maier et al. (2015) 
Germany 
n=60 
HFA (n=30) 19 m, 11 f 
   M(SD)=35.4(9.1) years 
TD (n=30) 19 m, 11 f 









TBV: NS (d=0.3871) 
ICV: NS (d=0.2335) 
No report if head motion was controlled 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
ADI-R and ADOS only confirmed diagnosis 
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33 Mak-Fan, Taylor, 




ASD (n=25) 25 m 
   M(SD)=10.9(2.7) years 
TD (n=63) 63 m 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSPGR 
TBV: NSb (d=0.0475) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
An autistic participant had previously been 
prescribed medication 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
No report of how participants received a 
formal ASD diagnosis 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
(n=1) 
Autistic participants had comorbid disorders 
(n=3) 
Autistic participants had seizure history (n=2) 
34 Mengotti et al. (2011) 
Italy 
n=42 
ASD (n=20) 18 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=7.0(2.8) years 
TD (n=22) 20 m, 2 f 








ICV: NS (d=0.0464) Some participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ data was not reported 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Vague exclusion criteria for comorbid 
disorders 
35 Moseley et al. (2016) 
United Kingdom 
n=32 
AS/HFA (n=18) 10 m, 8 f 
   M(SD)=30.4(10.0) years 
TD (n=14) 10 m, 4 f 






Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
36 Palmen et al. (2004) 
The Netherlands 
n=42 
HFA (n=21) 19 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=20.1(3.1) years 
TD (n=21) 20 m, 1 f 








TBV: HFA>TD (d=0.6113) No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Some participants failed to reach cutoff in 
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37 Palmen et al. (2005) 
The Netherlands 
n=42 
HFA (n=21) 21 m 
   M(SD)=11.1(2.2) years 
TD (n=21) 21 m 








TBV: HFA>TD (d=0.8106) No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Some participants failed to reach cutoff in 
one ADI-R domain (n=4) 
ASD-related chromosomal abnormalities were 
not controlled for 
38 Piven, Arndt, Bailey 
and Andreasen (1996) 
America 
n=71 
AD (n=35) 26 m and 9 f 
   M(SD)=18.0(4.5) years 
TD (n=36) 20 m and 16 f 







ICV: AD>TD for males 
(d=0.8153) and NS for 
females (d=0.4186) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Only PIQ was reported 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Type of MRI scanner not reported 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Outdated diagnostic instruments used 
(ADI and DSM-III-R) 
Brief exclusion criteria for comorbid disorders 
39 Predescu, Sipos, Sipos 




ASD (n=15) 10 m, 5 f 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSPGR 
ICV: 
Zero comparisons to report 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Some autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication 
Autistic participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
40 Qiu, Adler, Crocetti, 




AS/HFA (n=32) 32 m 
   M(SD)=10.2(1.7) years 
TD (n=45) 45 m 








TBV: NS (d=0.2257) Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=8) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria for participants not reported 




(n=34) 31 m, 3 f 
   M(SD)=19.1(5.1) years 
TD (n=26) 22 m, 4 f 
   M(SD)=19.5(3.5) years 
ICD-10 
Confirmed using 





TBV: NS (d=0.1175) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=2) 
No report if participants were sedated 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
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42 Raznahan et al. (2013) 
America 
n=95 
AD (n=66) 66 m 
   M(SD)=3.8(1.0) years 
TD (n=29) 29 m 







GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.1594) 
TBV: NS (d=0.1389) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
DQ was significantly different between 
groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
TD participants had cognitive scores more 
than 1.5 SD below standardised means 
43 Retico et al. (2016) 
Italy 
n=114 
LFA1 (n=19) 19 m 
   M(SD)=55.0(16.0) months 
LFA2 (n=19) 19 f 
   M(SD)=47.0(18.0) months 
HFA1 (n=19) 19 m 
   M(SD)=52.0(16.0) months 
HFA2 (n=19) 19 f 
   M(SD)=59.0(16.0) months 
TD1 (n=19) 19 m 
   M(SD)=54.0(21.0) months 
TD2 (n=19) 19 f 
   M(SD)=56.0(20.0) months 
DSM-IV-TR GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSPGR 
ICV: NS for LFA1 vs TD1 
(d=0.3057), HFA1 vs TD2 
(d=0.3216), LFA2 vs TD2 
(d=0.1556) and HFA2 vs TD2 
(d=0.4661) 
Participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
Only PIQ was reported 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
44 Rojas et al. (2004) 
America 
n=32 
AD (n=15) 13 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=30.3(9.1) years 
TD (n=17) 8 m, 9 f 








TBV: NS (d=0.1505) No report if head motion was controlled 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
An autistic participant had a seizure disorder 
An autistic participant had previously been 
prescribed medication 
ASD-related chromosomal abnormalities were 
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45 Saleh, Nasheet, Fahim 




ASD (n=25) 20 m, 5 f 
   M(SD)=7.0(2.4) years 
TD (n=22) 17 m, 5 f 








TBV: ASD>TDb (d=0.7879) 
ICV: ASD>TDb (d=0.8974) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
46 Say et al. (2014) 
Turkey 
n=30 
AS (n=15) 15 m 
   M(SD)=11.6(3.8) years 
TD (n=15) 15 m 











ICV: NS (d=0.1460) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
47 Semrud-Clikeman, 
Fine, Bledsoe and Zhu 
(2013) 
America and Canada 
n=60 
AS (n=29) 27 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=12.8(2.6) years 
TD (n=31) 17 m, 14 f 








TBV: NS (d=0.0287) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
No report if participants were sedated 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
PIQ was significantly different between 
groups 
ADOS not used as inclusion criteria 
Autistic participants also had ADHD (n=5) 
48 Suzuki et al. (2013) 
Japan 
n=40 
HFA (n=20) 20 m 
   M(SD)=23.3(4.0) years 
TD (n=20) 20 m 




ADI-R and ADOS 
GE Signa 3.0-T 
3D FSPGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.4631) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
An autistic participant had family history of 
major depression 
49 Tamura, Kitamura, 




AD (n=12) 10 m, 2 f 
   M(SD)=13.1(4.3) years 
AS (n=15) 12 m, 3 f 
   M(SD)=13.3(2.8) years 
PDD-NOS (n=11) 10 m, 1 f 
   M(SD)=12.0(4.5) years 
TD (n=16) 10 m, 6 f 
   M(SD)=11.5(4.2) years 
DSM-IV GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FSPGR 
ICV: NS for AD (d=0.7434), 
AS (d=0.1128) and PDD-NOS 
(d=0.0919) 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=3) 
No report if participants were sedated 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
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50 Tepest et al. (2010) 
Germany 
n=58 
HFA (n=29) 18 m, 11 f 
   M(SD)=33.2(9.5) years 
TD (n=29) 18 m, 11 f 




TBV: NS for N (d=0.0550), 
males (d=0.0835) and females 
(d=0.3548) 
Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria for participants not reported 
51 Tsatsanis (2000) 
America 
n=24 
HFA (n=12) 12 m 
   M(SD)=21.0(10.4) years 
TD (n=12) 12 m 




ADI-R and ADOS 
GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
TBV: NS (d=0.1553) Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=10) 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
52 Vidal et al. (2006) 
Canada 
n=50 
ASD (n=24) 24 m 
   M(SD)=10.0(3.3) years 
TD (n=26) 26 m 








TBV: NS (d=0.1094) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=16) 
Autistic participants were sedated (n=16) 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include developmental disabilities 
53 Waiter et al. (2004) 
United Kingdom 
n=32 
AS/HFA (n=16) 16 m 
   M(SD)=15.4(2.2) years 
TD (n=16) 16 m 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D sequence 
TBV: NS (d=0.3893) Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
54 Watanabe et al. (2014) 
Japan 
n=106 
HFA (n=51) 51 m 
   M(SD)=30.9(8.2) years 
TD (n=55) 55 m 
   M(SD)=32.0(7.1) years 
DSM-IV GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.0639) Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=16) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Brief exclusion criteria for comorbid disorders 
55 Xiao et al. (2014) 
China 
n=50 
ASD (n=50) 42 m, 8 f 









Zero comparisons to report 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
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56 Yamasaki et al. (2010) 
Japan 
n=24 
AS/HFA (n=13) 13 m 
   M(SD)=28.5(10.2) years 
TD (n=11) 11 m 





GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D FTSGR 
ICV: NS (d=0.1246) Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=6) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
57 Yang, Beam, Pelphery, 





(n=60) 60 m 
   M(SD)=8.4(2.1) years 
TD (n=41) 41 m 








ICV: NS (d=0.0733) 
TBV: NSb (d=0.0501) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Only males included in sample 
58 Zeegers et al. (2009) 
The Netherlands 
n=34 
ASD (n=34) 31 m and 3 f 









ICV and TBV: 
Zero comparisons to report 
Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=3) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
DQ was not measured in some participants 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
a Data is longitudinal. b Finding was concluded from raw data either provided by the author or captured from DataThief vIII ™. All other 
Cohen’s d effect sizes were derived from information reported in the original study and were calculated by hand. AD = Autistic Disorder, 
ADHD = Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, ADI = Autism Diagnostic Interview, ADI-R = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, ADOS 
= Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, ADOS-G = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic, AS = Asperger’s Disorder, ASD = 
Autism Spectrum Disorder, CARS = Childhood Autism Rating Scale, DISCO = Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication Disorders, 
DQ = Developmental Quotient, DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, f = female, FFE = Fast Field Echo, FLASH = 
Spoiled Fast Low Angle Shot, FSE = Fast Spin Echo, FSGPR = Fast spoiled gradient recalled echo, FTSGR = Fourier-Transform Spoiled 
Gradient Recalled, GE = General Electric, HFA = High Functioning Autism, ICD = International Classification of Diseases, ICV = Intracranial 
volume, IMRIS = Intraoperative Magnetic Resonance Imaging Systems, KID-SCID = Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Disorders, LFA = 
Low Functioning Autism, m = male, M:F Male-to-Female ratio, MDEFT = Modified Driven Equilibrium Fourier Transform, MPRAGE = 
Magnetisation Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo, MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, n.r. = not reported, NS = Non-significant difference, PDD-
NOS = Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified, PIQ = Performance IQ, SPGR = Spoiled gradient recalled echo, TBV = 




Captured and supplied data were plotted into separate figures for autistic and TD 
participants (see Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.6). Data sets are identified by number, as detailed in 
Table 6.1. Quadratic model fits (see Table 6.2) were found to be stronger than loglinear, 
linear or cubic alternatives, having larger effect sizes and more centrally fitting the data than 
the other options. Differences between the constant and two coefficients of each ASD and TD 
quadratic lines of fit were also calculated (Table 6.2). To counter the risk of Type I error, 
Bonferroni’s correction was applied. 
Findings reveal a weak relationship between age and TBV for both ASD data (Figure 
6.2A) and TD data (Figure 6.2B). The relationship between age and ICV was weak to 
moderate for ASD data (Figure 6.3A) and weak for TD data (Figure 6.3B). In comparison, 
the ASD and TD fits were similar up until approximately 20 years of age for TBV data 
(Figure 6.2C) and ICV data (Figure 6.3C). After 20 years of age, different trends were 
observed between the TBV and ICV data. Whilst the TD fit of the TBV data remained above 
the ASD fit, the ASD and TD lines of fit remained similar in light of age. Nonetheless, the 
properties of the ASD and TD lines of fit were similar for TBV and ICV data (Table 6.2). 
The fits of TBV and ICV data after 20 years of age should be interpreted with caution 
because of the limited raw brain volume data of participants older than 40 years 
(NASD(TBV)=17, NTD(TBV)=32, NASD(ICV)=28, NTD(ICV)=18). Hence, we excluded 
participants above 40 years of age (Figure 6.4). These lines of fit had small to moderate effect 
sizes for TBV data (R²ASD=0.154, R²TD=0.203) and ICV data (R²ASD=0.193, 
R²TD=0.140). Compared to when all age groups were considered, excluding participants 
above 40 years influenced the lines of fit. For TBV data, the ASD fit is closer to the TD fit 
after 20 years (Figure 6.4A). For ICV data, the ASD fit is further above the TD fit during 
adolescence, and is further below the TD fit after 30 years (Figure 6.4B). Because similar 
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conclusions were drawn when excluding participants above 30 years of age, these figures are 
not included in text. 
For male data, the lines of fit are equivalent up until 10 years of age for TBV data 
(Figure 6.5C) and ICV data (Figure 6.6C). For the remaining years, the ASD fit of male TBV 
data is below the TD fit (Figure 6.5C). After 10 years of age, the ASD line of fit for ICV data 
is above the TD line of fit (Figure 6.6C). For female data, similar differences were evident 
between the ASD and TD fits for TBV and ICV data (Figures 6.5D and 6.6D). The ASD fit is 
above the TD fit up until approximately 12 years of age. The fits then cross, diverge, and 
cross again at approximately 45 years of age. Nonetheless, the properties of the ASD and TD 



















Quadratic Fits R² and Differences between Autism Spectrum Disorder and Typically 
Developing Lines of Fit for Brain Volume Data 
    aa b1
b b2
c 
Contrast Group N R2d b SE B SE b SE 
TBV All ASD 1634 0.126 1129.633 8.528 18.034 1.187 -0.450 0.032 
TD 1359 0.168 1112.145 9.447 18.601 1.140 -0.411 0.028 
TBV 
Males 
ASD 1227 0.088 1157.697 10.910 15.721 1.461 -0.392 0.040 
TD 1077 0.126 1149.842 11.288 17.039 1.383 -0.400 0.036 
TBV 
Females 
ASD 84 0.081 1109.856* 29.192 6.041 4.874 -0.192 0.114 
TD 126 0.130 1034.166* 15.695 13.731 3.197 -0.324 0.077 
ICV All ASD 1732 0.164 1312.351 10.194 17.046 1.146 -0.288 0.027 
TD 1465 0.110 1307.166 14.383 15.992 1.510 -0.256 0.034 
ICV Males ASD 1173 0.283 1303.390 11.128 19.358 1.210 -0.279 0.028 
TD 982 0.206 1311.481 16.050 16.554 1.630 -0.230 0.036 
ICV 
Females 
ASD 143 0.085 1217.664 30.775 11.814 3.732 -0.216 0.085 
TD 159 0.202 1145.862 31.121 18.341 3.239 -0.320 0.071 
Note. a The constant of the quadratic line of fit. b The first order slope of the quadratic line of 
fit. c The second order slope of the quadratic line of fit. d Each R2 measured the relationship 
between brain volume and age. 
* Significant difference before but not after Bonferroni adjustment (.05>p>.008); ASD = 






Figure 6.2 Mean-weighted total brain volume data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; 






Figure 6.3 Mean-weighted intracranial volume data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; 







Figure 6.4 Mean-weighted data by age excluding over 40 years with quadratic fits: (A) for 
comparison between ASD and TD quadratic models of total brain volume ASD; (B) for 





Figure 6.5 Mean-weighted total brain volume data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison between male ASD and 




Figure 6.6 Mean-weighted intracranial volume data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison between male ASD and 
TD models; (D) comparison between female ASD and TD models
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Differences in TBV between autistic and TD participants for males and females are 
reported in Table 6.3. Compared to TD data, TBV was larger in autistic males between nine 
and 12 years (F(1,317)=4.969, p<.05, η
2=0.018), and in autistic females between two and four 
years (F(1,76)=10.229, p<.05, η
2=0.119). Additionally, compared to TD data, TBV was 
significantly smaller in autistic males between birth and one year (F(1,88)=7.974, p<.05, 
η2=0.083) and in those above 25 years (F(1,178)=4.591, p<.05, η
2=0.025). It should be noted 
that age distribution within age group was significantly different between ASD and TD 
groups for males between birth and one year (F(1,88)=13.385, p<.05, η
2=0.136), and for 
females between two and four years (F(1,76)=10.490, p<.05, η
2=0.121). Age was not different 
between autistic and TD males between nine and 12 years, and in those older than 25 years 
(p>.05). All TBV comparisons between ASD and TD participants were non-significant after 















Assessment of Differences in Total Brain Volume between Diagnostic Groups 
Gender Age group No. of participants Effect sizea 
ASD TD Uncontrolled Age Controlledc 






































































a Effect size calculated by partial eta squared. b Age was significantly different between 
groups. c Analysis controlled for age within age bracket. d Controlling for age was not 
applicable as the age of both group were equivalent (e.g.: 0 months).  
* <0.05, ** <.01, *** <0.005; ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, N/A = Not Applicable, TD 
= Typically Developing 
 
Differences in ICV between autistic and TD participants for males and females are 
reported in Table 6.4. When not controlling for age, ICV was larger in autistic than TD males 
between 13 and 17 years (F(1,349)=7.813, p<.05, η
2=0.022). Age was not different between 
autistic and TD males aged 13 and 17 years (p>.05). After controlling for age, only ASD 
males between five to eight years had larger ICV than controls  
(F(3,183)=4.828, p<.05, η
2=0.029). However, the relationship between ASD diagnosis and ICV 




Hence, the main effect of ASD diagnosis for males aged five to eight years should be 
interpreted cautiously. 
Table 6.4 
Assessment of Intracranial Volume Differences between Diagnostic Groups 
Gender Age group No. of participants Effect sizea 
ASD TD Uncontrolled Age Controlledc 






































































a Effect size calculated by partial eta squared. b Age was significantly different between 
groups. c Analysis controlled for age within age bracket. d Controlling for age was not 
applicable as the age of both group were equivalent (e.g.: 0 months). e Significant interaction 
between age and diagnosis (p<.05).  
* <0.05, ** <.01; ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, N/A = Not Applicable, TD = Typically 
Developing 
 
Given that the model fits and the assessment of differences between groups may have 
hidden differences in numbers of cases who were extreme (extreme high scores that are 
balanced by extreme low scores do not affect the mean and other central measures), it was 
decided to explore the frequency of extreme cases, in line with results reported elsewhere 
(Amaral et al., 2017). The frequency of autistic and TD participants with normal and extreme 
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brain volume at various age groups can be seen in Table 6.5. Consistent with past research 
(Amaral et al., 2017), we defined extreme brain volume as 1.5 SD above the mean. Brain 
volume 1.5 SD below the mean was also investigated. Because we did not control for height, 
these analyses are a proxy of that previously described (Amaral et al., 2017). Separate mean 
brain volume were calculated for each age group. Compared to previous autistic female 
samples in the HC literature, the sample size of autistic female participants in the present 
study is large (n=310). However, this sample size was insufficient to calculate separate mean 
HC for each age group. Hence, only males were included in these analyses. Data of adult 
participants were also limited. Consequently, mean brain volume above 25 years were 
calculated in five year intervals. The odds ratio for each comparison was obtained. One-tailed 
tests of significance were assessed for specific groups: the frequency of those with ASD>1.5 
SD, and those with ASD<1.5 SD. Among participants aged between two to four years, 
compared to controls, those with ASD were 7.17 and 3.11 times more likely to have an 
extremely large TBV, and an extremely small TBV, respectively. Extremely large TBV was 
3.73 times more likely to be evident in autistic than TD participants aged between three and 
six years. Autistic individuals aged nine to 12 years were 2.87 times more likely to have an 
extremely large TBV than controls. Among those between 13 and 17 years, compared to TD, 
those with ASD were 6.02 times more likely to have an extremely large ICV. Extremely 
small TBV was 3.41 times more prevalent in autistic than TD participants aged between 18 
and 24 years. Lastly, compared to controls, autistic participants older than 25 years were 
14.38 and 4.04 times more likely to have extremely large ICV, and extremely small TBV, 






Comparison of Extreme Brain Volume between Autistic and Typically Developing Participants 
Brain type Age N(ASD) N(TD) n(ASD above) n(ASD below) n(TD above) n(TD below) OR 

















































































































































a To address the issue of zero values in cells, a value of 1 was added to all cells for this analysis. 














Figure 6.7 Frequency of extreme brain volume in ASD compared to TD participants 
Note. An overlapping age group is included in the x-axis (3-6 years) to replicate the sample 
of past research (Amaral et al., 2017); ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; ICV = Intracranial 




The aim of the present study was to investigate the relationship between brain volume 
and ASD diagnosis over age and gender. After accounting for multiple comparisons, the 
properties of the ASD and TD lines of fit of the TBV and ICV data were not different. 
However, extremely small, and extremely large, TBV was more common in autistic than TD 
males aged two to four years. Between nine to 12 years, autistic males had larger TBV and 
were more likely to have extremely large TBV than TD males. From 13 to 17 years, the mean 
of ICV was larger in autistic males and the frequency of those with large ICV was greater in 
autistic males, compared to TD males. During adulthood, compared to controls, autistic males 
were more likely to have extremely small TBV and had smaller TBV over 25 years of age. 
While in contrast, autistic adults over 25 years were more likely to have extremely large ICV 
than controls. These findings, though interesting, should not be generalised to trends in CSF. 
We did not specifically measure CSF in the same participants longitudinally, and hence, CSF 
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trends over age in autistic individuals can only be implied from the findings of the present 
study. Additionally, although ICV was greater in autistic males than TD males aged five to 
eight years after controlling for age, the relationship between ASD diagnosis and ICV was 
significantly interacted by age. Lastly, brain volume did not differ between autistic and TD 
females. We conclude that the frequency of extreme brain volume, and to a lesser extent 
mean brain volume, is abnormal in autistic individuals across the life span relative to healthy 
controls, though this effect alters as a function of age and gender. 
In the present study, the frequency of enlarged or small TBV in autistic males 
exceeded TD during early childhood. Consistent with past literature, more autistic males 
between three to six years had an extremely large TBV than controls (Libero et al., 2016). 
Interestingly though, a greater number of extremely large, and small, TBV cases were 
observed in autistic than TD males aged between two to four years. Consequently, mean 
brain volume was not different between ASD and TD groups during early childhood in the 
present study. The variable nature of brain volume (i.e. greater proportion of extremely large, 
and extremely small, brain volume cases) in autistic males during early childhood is a novel 
finding that has not been discussed in the ASD literature. This variability further highlights 
the advantage of investigating brain volume in ASD via the novel approach of the present 
study compared to a meta-analysis. As a meta-analysis summarises effect sizes based on 
standard deviation, mean and sample size, outliers are not properly accounted for (Baker & 
Jackson, 2008). Hence, the predicted variance is reported with error. The present study avoids 
this issue by capturing the entire variance in the data; ultimately allowing outliers in the data 
(e.g.: individuals with extreme brain volume) to be correctly interpreted. 
The greater likelihood of extreme TBV in autistic than TD participants aged between 
two to four years observed in the present study may explain an inconsistency in past research 
findings. Previous studies concluded that brain volume during early childhood was either 
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greater in autistic than TD participants (Courchesne et al., 2001; Hazlett et al., 2011), or was 
not different between ASD and TD groups (Brun et al., 2016; Pierce & Courchesne, 2001; 
Raznahan, Lenroot, et al., 2013; Retico et al., 2016). The inconsistencies between past studies 
may be related to the study design used or the reliance upon mean statistics. Studies that have 
utilised smaller samples are more vulnerable to the effect of outliers and if present in one 
direction or another, will more heavily influence the mean than larger sampled studies. The 
sufficient sample size of the present study enabled the exploration of participants with and 
without extreme brain size. The present study found higher frequencies in both large and 
small TBV, which cancelled each other in mean comparisons. This observation suggests 
future researchers should either collect larger data sets, or collaborate to increase their data 
sets, rather than reporting independent small samples. Although extreme cases of ICV were 
not more prevalent in autistic than TD males, this is likely due to the overrepresentation of 
extreme ICV observed in the small number of TD participants due to the unexpected 
platykurtic nature of the distribution of TD scores. 
Between five and eight years, the current findings highlight that the frequency of 
extreme brain volume was not different between autistic and TD participants, but ICV in 
males was greater in autistic than TD children. However, age significantly interacted with 
ASD diagnosis for this group. Although age was controlled for by blocking, when age within 
the block was introduced as a covariate, it still interacted with ASD diagnosis. This 
interaction suggests the importance of age differences within this age group, and highlights 
the differences in developmental trajectories. However, as the effect size of this relationship 
was small (2.6% of variance), suggesting the interaction was a result of the power of this 
analysis, age was retained. Therefore, this finding should be interpreted cautiously. The 
present study is the first to measure the relationship between ICV and ASD diagnosis 
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between five to eight years of age. As more data becomes available, we hope to clarify the 
effect of ASD diagnosis on ICV in this age group. 
In the present study, during late childhood and adolescence, brain volume was 
abnormal in the autistic group. Autistic males were more likely to have extremely large TBV 
and ICV than controls during early childhood and adolescence, respectively. Aside from the 
present study, no paper has yet published details of the frequencies of extreme cases in late 
childhood and adolescence. The different age ranges in which extremely large TBV and ICV 
are observed in ASD is interesting because of the variability in the relationship between TBV 
and ICV. Although these findings suggest the dynamic nature of the CSF in autistic 
individuals, neurobiological evidence has yet been published to support this notion. 
Additionally, the data of the present study was mostly cross-sectional. Hence, these findings 
should be interpreted with caution when drawing inferences about the rate of change of CSF 
in proportion to TBV between late childhood and adolescence. We encourage future studies 
to investigate changes in the CSF in autistic individuals between late childhood and 
adolescence. In spite of mean brain volume differences between autistic and TD males during 
early childhood and adolescence, effect sizes were small. The sensitivity of the large sample 
herein may therefore reveal what previous smaller studies have not, considering the literature 
concludes no mean differences in brain volume between ASD and TD groups during late 
childhood and adolescence. 
ASD diagnosis also influenced brain volume during adulthood. In the present study, 
autistic male adults over 25 years of age both had smaller mean TBV, and had a greater 
frequency of extremely small TBV, than controls. This contradicts the majority of ASD 
literature, which tend to conclude no significant difference in TBV between autistic and TD 
adults (Aylward et al., 2002; Ecker et al., 2012; Haznedar et al., 2000; Maier et al., 2015; 
Rojas et al., 2004; Tepest et al., 2010). However, the samples of these past studies included 
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participants between 18 and 24 years of age. The findings of the present study highlight the 
importance of separating data for male adults younger and those older than 25 years when 
measuring TBV in ASD. Furthermore, extremely large ICV was more common in autistic 
than TD males over 25 years. Unfortunately, we cannot yet establish whether cases with 
enlarged ICV had smaller TBV. If they did, and the data is suggestive of this, it is possible 
that the CSF of autistic adults is abnormally large during adulthood. This is supported by past 
research which found larger peripheral CSF in autistic male adults than controls (Hallahan et 
al., 2009). 
Theories of enlarged brain volume in ASD have been posed by previous researchers, 
including deficits in cell characteristics, nerve fibres, synaptic pruning, apoptosis, levels of 
proteins and chemicals, and genetic structure (Sacco et al., 2015). Research to support these 
explanations are limited, and are particularly focused on children. For instance, a recent study 
concluded more rapid proliferation of neural progenitor cells in autistic participants between 
two to four years with large brain volumes than controls (Marchetto et al., 2017). Thus, 
extremely large brain volume during early childhood in ASD maybe a result of such fast 
proliferation. Research has also observed that compared to controls, autistic children had 
different volumes of axons and myelination (Walker et al., 2012), as well higher levels of 
growth related-hormones (Mills et al., 2007). In contrast, research is yet to explore reasons 
for both abnormal brain volume trends of ASD in later years and extremely small brain 
volume in early childhood. Investigating biological explanations for these observations may 
assist researchers to better understand the complexity of ASD. 
Limitations 
In spite of the comprehensive dataset of the present study, limitations were evident. 
Firstly, high variance was observed in the data within studies, even when separating 
participants by gender. This reduces the effectiveness of the lines of fit to explain data. The 
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variance in brain volume is not likely to be explained by IQ (Hazlett et al., 2005; Retico et al., 
2016). This was confirmed by the variance within studies which only recruited high 
functioning participants. As we obtain more data, other confounding variables such as height 
are hoped to be controlled (Amaral et al., 2017). Such demographic information will allow 
autistic cases of the present study to be properly matched to their population. Secondly, there 
were a large amount of variance between studies, despite splitting studies into those 
measuring TBV and ICV. This is likely due to the different image processing techniques used 
between studies. As each group of researchers implements their own unique method to obtain 
brain volume data, controlling for imaging acquisition is difficult. We encourage future 
research to develop a protocol that is feasible and effective, to ensure consistency between 
studies. Thirdly, brain volume data was lacking for females and older adults. Consequently, 
some of the lines of fit were not well supported, extreme brain size could not be analysed in 
females. In light of ASD not being the male dominant disorder it was once thought to be (Lai 
et al., 2017), and with the aging of the population (He, Goodkind, & Kowal, 2016), future 
research should continue to investigate the relationship between brain volume and ASD 
diagnosis in females and older adults. Fourthly, the mean group difference analyses revealed 
the autistic and TD groups were different in age at varying age groups. Although such 
analyses controlled for age, age was not controlled for in the extreme brain volume analyses. 
Rather, participants were either grouped in one-year intervals (i.e. <25 years) or five-year 
intervals (i.e. ≥25 years). Hence, the age groups differences in the mean group analyses do 
not directly apply to the age groups in the extreme brain volume analyses. 
Genetic abnormalities prevalent in ASD were not considered in the present study. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, disorders such as DYRKIA and PTEN mutations that affect 
macrocephaly and in turn brain volume, are prevalent in ASD (Butler et al., 2005; O’Roak et 
al., 2012). It seems that the presence of such genetic abnormalities are unique between 
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autistic individuals (Sacco et al., 2015). This may explain some of the inter-individual 
heterogeneity of brain volume in the present study. Nonetheless, genes of interest have been 
identified. For instance, alleles of the DRD3 gene are associated with total striatum volume in 
autistic individuals (Staal, Langen, Van Dijk, Mensen, & Durston, 2015), and common 
mutations were found in canonical WNT pathway genes in autistic participants with enlarged 
brain volume (Marchetto et al., 2017). Considering that 27 genes have been associated with 
total cerebral volume (Stamova et al., 2013), investigating how these genes explain the 
variance in brain volume in autistic individuals should be further pursued. 
Conclusion 
The findings of the present study highlight that brain volume in ASD is dynamic in 
light of age. Although some mean differences were observed, a greater amount of variance in 
brain volume was present in autistic than TD males. Hence, future research investigating 
brain volume in ASD is needed to account for such variance rather than comparing means 
between groups. As the present study receives more data, the data set will become more 
comprehensive. This will enable more confounding variables to be accounted for, and a better 
understanding of the relationship between brain volume and ASD diagnosis. Currently 
though, the relationship between ASD diagnosis and brain volume is dynamic in light of age, 








ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder usually diagnosed in the first three years of 
life (Bourgeron, 2009). While ASD has been heavily researched in the last three decades 
(Amaral et al., 2017), the neurobiological underpinnings of ASD remains relatively unclear 
(Verhoeff, 2015). Because frontal lobe volume is often concluded to be different between 
autistic and TD individuals (Carper et al., 2002), focusing on this brain region may clarify 
some of the complexities related to autistic symptoms. To date, no study has yet meta-
analysed frontal lobe volume in ASD. A review paper of a large dataset is also yet to compare 
frontal lobe volume between autistic and TD participants over age. Considering the 
relationships between ASD diagnosis and both head circumference and brain volume are 
dynamic in light of age (see experimental chapters one and two), separating participants per 
age group is essential when investigating the frontal lobe in ASD. 
The literature suggests that the relationship between ASD diagnosis and frontal lobe 
volume is moderated by age (Carper et al., 2002). Between two to four years of age, autistic 
participants, compared to controls, have larger frontal lobe volume (Carper et al., 2002; 
Nordahl et al., 2013). The literature between childhood and young adulthood then tends to 
conclude ASD diagnosis to not affect frontal lobe volume (Carper et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 
2009; Piven et al., 1996). During adulthood, frontal lobe volume is not different between 
ASD and TD groups (Hallahan et al., 2009).  
 When investigating the relationship between ASD diagnosis and frontal volume, 
gender is an important variable to consider. Piven et al. (1996) observed smaller frontal 
volume in autistic females compared to TD females, but no difference in frontal volume 
between autistic and TD males. Hence, separating male and female participants when 
investigating frontal lobe volume in ASD is necessary.  
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Frontal lobe volume studies in the ASD literature are often piecemeal, and largely 
based upon small to moderate samples. Considering the frequent cases of extreme brain 
volume identified in autistic individuals (Sacco et al., 2015), the findings of studies with 
small sample sizes may not explain the entire variance of frontal lobe volume among those 
with ASD. These issues are often resolved via a meta-analytic approach. However, as 
discussed in Chapter 5, collecting and re-analysing data within gender and across age is a 
more effective method of improving understanding than summarising effect sizes (i.e.: meta-
analytic approach).  
More carefully accounting for frontal volume in ASD may be achieved by analysing 
the original data. For instance, re-analysis of frontal volume data allows for the controlling of 
confounding effects, such as age, and rather than merely summarising effect sizes (i.e.: meta-
analytic approach), this approach incorporates the effects of more extreme cases; improving 
understanding. The present study collected mostly individual data points from all suitable 
studies of frontal volume in autistic and in neurotypical individuals, then comparing these, 
while simultaneously controlling for the effects of age. Consequently, allowing comparison 
of cases to controls, simultaneously accounting for variance due to age. This more clearly 
facilitates the analysis of neurophysiological parameters, which vary over age, rather than 
reliance upon small comparisons that were not controlled for age. 
Given the previous findings discussed above, it was necessary to comprehensively 
investigate comparisons in frontal lobe volume between ASD and TD groups across age and 
gender. It was hypothesised that frontal lobe volume would be greater in autistic than TD 
participants between ages two to four years, and not different between ASD and TD groups 
above four years of age. Additionally, it is predicted that this group difference will be evident 




 A search of the literature was undertaken for studies measuring frontal lobes in 
autistic individuals. Relevant data of TD participants in these studies were also collected. 
Criteria for inclusion in to the present study has been previously described in chapter five. 
Authors were contacted directly to obtain data. However, few responded, necessitating 
estimation or data capture techniques be used. In short, raw data was obtained via data 
capture techniques (Tummers et al., 2006) from published reports, and from published data 
sets (Carper et al., 2002; M. J. Miller, 2004). We were able to replicate the original analyses 
and their results in all instances. In cases where raw data could not be obtained, we 
statistically modelled this data as the reported mean weighted by the number of cases. In the 
figures, circles represent raw data while triangles represent mean values. Model fits were also 
included for the best fitting models. Several papers were based upon re-used datasets utilised 
multiple times. Naturally, this would risk a bias in the present analysis, so these were 
removed. Where multiple reports were based upon a single dataset, the study reporting the 
largest sample was used. In cases where raw data was not available, the study that split mean 
data into smaller groups was selected, as by use of multiple means, this gave a better 
approximation of the overall data. Where smaller groups had not been used, and therefore 
multiple means were not available, but the study had relied upon the data published 
elsewhere, again, only the study with the largest sample was included. For repeated 
publications that could not be differentiated on these criteria, those publications with the 
clearest and most detailed description of recruitment method, frontal lobe volume 
measurement, and data source was used.  
7.3 Results 
 Raw data, or the means and sample sizes of frontal lobe volume and age, were 
obtained from eight studies of autistic (N=487) and seven studies of TD participants (N=250). 
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Each data set is provided in Table 7.1. All autistic individuals had received a formal 
diagnosis as reported by the authors before participating in the included studies. Each study’s 
initial diagnostic criteria for participants is presented in Table 7.1. Diagnoses were made by 
mental health or medical professionals using either DSM-III-R (studies n=1), DSM-IV (n=6), 
or ICD-10 (n=1). Neurotypical participants were also screened for inclusion in the present 
study. Of the seven studies with TD participants, six screened participants for psychiatric and 
neurologic disorders (Carper et al., 2002; Hallahan et al., 2009; M. J. Miller, 2004; Mitchell 
et al., 2009; Nordahl et al., 2013; Sjmc Palmen et al., 2004), while one did so briefly (i.e.: 
Piven et al., 1996). Piven et al. (1996) did not specify that any of the TD participants had 
disorders, and so were included in the present study. Of the studies that reported technique 
used to measure brain volume, a 1.5-T scanner (n=7), or a 3.0-T scanner (n=1) were 
employed. The types of 1.5-T scanners were either General Electric (GE) Signa (n=4), 





Summary of Included Studies of Frontal Volume (N=8) 
No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
1 Carper, Moses, Tigue 
and Courchesne (2002) 
USA 
n = 77 
AD (n = 38) 38 m 
   M(SD) = 5.7(2.2) years 
TD (n = 39) 39 m 




ADI-R and ADOS 
GE Signa 1.5-T AD>TDa at 2-3 years 
(d=1.854). NSa at 4-7.5 
(d=0.2795) and 7.5-11 years 
(d=0.3707) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
Only PIQ was reported 
Differing IQ methods between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Autistic participants had seizure history (n=7) 
2 Hallahan et al. (2009) 
United Kingdom 
n = 174 
ASD (n = 114) 96 m, 18 f 
   M(SD) =32.0(11.0) years 
AS (n = 80) 71 m, 9 f 
   M(SD) =33.0(11.0) years 
AD (n = 28) 21 m, 7 f 
   M(SD) =29.0(7.0) years 
PDD-NOS (n = 6) 4 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) =30.0(9.0) years 
TD (n = 60) 53 m, 7 f 




ADI (n=69) or 
ADOS (n=18) 
GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
NS for ASD (d=0.1855), AS 
(d=0.0995), AD (d=0.4281), 
PDD-NOS (d=0.3964) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
(n=27) 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used (ADI) 
3 Hazlett et al. (2011) 
USA 
n = 95 
ASD (n = 95) 83 m, 12 f 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
2D FSE 
Zero comparisons to report Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders other than ASD 
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No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
4 Miller (2007) 
USA 
n = 45 
ASD1 (n = 28) 28 m 
   M(SD) = 14.6(6.2) years 
ASD2 (n = 14) 14 m 
   M(SD) = 12.6(4.1) years 
TD1 (n = 22) 22 m 
   M(SD) = 13.7(5.2) years 
TD2 (n = 8) 8 m 









NS for ASD1 vs TD1 
(d=0.0871) and ASD2 vs TD2 
(d=0.7562) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Some participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
Only PIQ was reported 
PIQ was significantly different between  
groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
5 Mitchell et al. (2009) 
USA 
n = 28 
ASD (n = 14) 12 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) = 8.8(2.6) years 
TD (n = 21) 12 m, 2 f 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
NS (d=0.6006) No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD 
6 Nordahl et al. (2013) 
USA 
n = 45 
ASD1 (n = 121) 121 m 
   M(SD) = 39.8(5.9) months 
ASD2 (n = 10) 10 m 
   M(SD) = 39.1(6.0) months 
TD (n = 50) 50 m 








ASD1>TD (d=0.3335) and 
ASD2>TD (d=1.5261) 
Number of raters of brain scans not reported 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated (n=10) 
Only males included in sample 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
7 Palmen et al. (2004) 
The Netherlands 
n = 42 
HFA (n = 21) 19 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) = 20.1(3.1) years 
TD (n = 21) 20 m, 1 f 








HFA>TD (d=0.6309) No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used to confirm ASD diagnosis 
ASD-related chromosomal abnormalities were 
not controlled for 
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No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
8 Piven, Arndt, Bailey 
and Andreasen (1996) 
USA 
n = 71 
AD (n = 35) 26 m and 9 f 
   M(SD) = 18.0(4.5) years 
TD (n = 36) 20 m and 16 f 







Frontal: NS (d=0.0981) Medication status of participants not reported 
M:F ratio was significantly different between  
groups 
Only non-verbal IQ was reported 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Type of MRI scanner not reported 
ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Outdated diagnostic instruments used 
(ADI and DSM-III-R) 
Brief exclusion criteria for comorbid disorders 
Note. a Finding was concluded from raw data either provided by the author or captured from DataThief vIII ™. AD = Autistic Disorder, ADI = 
Autism Diagnostic Interview, ADI-R = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, ADOS-G = 
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic, AS = Asperger’s Disorder, ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, DSM = Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, f = female, FSE = Fast Spin Echo, GE = General Electric, ICD = International Classification of 
Diseases, m = male, M:F = Male-to-Female ratio, MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, NS = Non-significant difference, PDD-NOS = 




The captured and statistically modelled data collected herein were plotted into 
separate figures for autistic and TD participants (see Figure 7.1). Different data labels are 
provided per data set (see Table 7.1). Figures were also plotted using only male data. Figures 
of only female participants were not included due to insufficient data. Quadratic model fits 
(see Table 7.2) were found to be stronger than loglinear, linear or cubic alternatives, having 
larger effect sizes and more centrally fitting the data than the other options. Differences 
between the constant and two coefficients of each ASD and TD quadratic line of fit were also 
calculated (Table 7.2). 
Table 7.2 
Quadratic Fits R² and Differences between Autism Spectrum Disorder and Typically 
Developing Lines of Fit for Frontal Lobe Data 
    aa b1
b b2
c 
Contrast Group N R2d b SE b SE b SE 
All ASD 487 0.773 357.723 2.988 4.024 0.574 0.007 0.016 
 TD 250 0.523 359.818 8.556 2.726 1.268 0.053 0.035 
<30 years ASD 372 0.517 314.494* 4.441 17.816* 1.223 -0.640* 0.054 
 TD 190 0.382 272.393* 12.192 226.533* 2.762 -0.973* 0.112 
Males only ASD 208 0.453 311.935 5.883 16.669 1.484 -0.520 0.060 
TD 119 0.365 290.028 14.850 19.454 3.615 -0.569 0.165 
Males only  
<30 years 
ASD 207 0.464 306.620 6.416 18.441 1.718 -0.614 0.076 
TD 119 0.365 290.028 14.850 19.454 3.615 -0.569 0.165 
Note. a The constant of the quadratic line of fit. b The first order slope of the quadratic line of 
fit. c The second order slope of the quadratic line of fit. d Each R2 measured the relationship 
between frontal lobe volume and age. 
* Significant difference after Bonferroni adjustment (p<.01). ASD = Autism Spectrum 




A strong relationship was observed between frontal lobe volume and age of males and 
females for both ASD and TD data (see Table 7.2, Figure 7.1A & Figure 7.1B). The 
coefficients and intercept of the ASD and TD lines of fit were compared to each other via t-
test analyses, which were not different to each other (p>.05, see Table 7.2). The coefficients 
and intercept of the ASD and TD lines of fit were compared to each other via t-test analyses, 
which were not different to each other (p>.05, see Table 7.2). Interestingly, these fits 
increased exponentially rather than quadratically. Females were not analysed separately due 
to insufficient female data. When investigating males separately via t-test analyses, the ASD 
and TD lines of fit were also not different to each other (p>.05; see Table 7.2). Due to the 
limited raw data for adults (i.e.: aged > 30), these fits were interpreted cautiously. 
Consequently, we examined the frontal lobe data after removing participants aged over 30 
years (see Table 7.2, Figure 7.2). Below 30 years of age, t-test analyses revealed that the 
contrasts and slopes of the ASD and TD lines of fit of male and female data (Figure 7.2A) 
were different (p<.01). In contrast, t-test analyses revealed the ASD and TD lines of fit of 





Figure 7.1. Mean-weighted frontal volume data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison between ASD and TD 





Figure 7.2 Mean-weighted frontal volume data by age excluding over 30 years with quadratic 
fits: (A) for comparison between ASD and TD models; (B) for comparison between male 
ASD and TD models
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Differences in mean frontal lobe volume between the raw data of male autistic and 
TD participants via ANOVA analyses are reported in Table 7.3. Only male raw data was 
analysed, as there was insufficient female data. Because age was not different between the 
autistic and TD participants for each analysed age group (p>.05), age was not controlled for 
herein. Between two to four years frontal lobe volume was greater in autistic than TD males 
(F(1,27)=12.026, p<.05, η
2=0.308). For the remaining age groups, frontal lobe volume was not 
different between autistic and TD participants. 
Table 7.3 
Assessment of Frontal Lobe Volume Differences between Diagnostic Groups. Analysis 
Compares Mean Values of Frontal Lobe Volume 
Gender Age group No. of participants Findinga Sig. Effect sizeb 
ASD TD    
All (malesc) All ages 79 69 NS .618 .002 
2-4 years 18 11 ASD>TD .002 .308 
5-8 years 23 26 NS .725 .003 
9-12 years 16 17 NS .170 .060 
13-17 years 14 10 NS .116 .108 
18+ years 8 5 NS .260 .114 
Note. a Result of the ANOVA analyses performed. b Effect size calculated by partial eta 
squared. c All participants herein are males. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, NS = Non-
significant, TD = Typically Developing 
 
7.4 Discussion 
 The aim of the present study was to investigate frontal lobe volume in autistic and TD 
individuals over age. In the present study, the inclusion of age provided a unique overview of 
the development of the frontal lobe in ASD. Frontal volume between two to four years was 
greater in autistic than TD males. For the remaining age groups, frontal lobe volume was not 
different between autistic and TD participants. Additionally, when excluding participants 
over 30 years of age, the constants and slopes of frontal volume over age were different 
between autistic and TD groups. However, this was not observed when including only male 
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data. Nonetheless, based on the difference in lines of fit for participants below 30 years, we 
conclude that the trajectory of frontal lobe volume over age is abnormal in autistic 
individuals, especially during infancy. 
The present study highlights multiple developmental aspects of frontal lobe volume 
that contrast between autistic and TD participants below 30 years of age. Firstly, the 
constants of the ASD and TD lines of fit were significantly different. This suggests that 
frontal lobe volume in ASD is abnormal in utero. Although these lines of fit were based on 
data older than two years, this finding suggests that frontal lobe volume in autistic neonates is 
different in size than expected. Measurements of frontal volume for autistic participants 
under two years of age is yet to be published. Future research should aim to address this 
research gap. Secondly, the first and second order slopes of the ASD and TD lines of fits in 
the present study were different to each other; compared to typical development, the rate of 
frontal lobe volume growth and the change in such growth rate are abnormal in autistic 
individuals. These different trajectories (i.e.: slopes) appear to be evident because of the 
difference in frontal lobe volume during infancy, which is not evident during older ages. It 
should be noted that these findings were not obtained when including participants aged above 
30 years, or when analysing only male participants. Because of the limited data over 30 years 
of age, the findings when including these participants should be interpreted cautiously. When 
analysing only male participants, the standard error was much greater in the TD than the ASD 
sample. This high variability within the TD sample would likely have increased Type II error 
rate. Future research should investigate third variables that may explain such variability in 
frontal lobe volume development, such as body size and intelligence.  
 Consistent with past literature (Carper et al., 2002; Nordahl et al., 2013), autistic 
participants had greater frontal lobe volume than controls between two and four years of age 
in the present study. Because the frontal lobe is responsible for motor planning and motor 
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function (B. Miller & Cummings, 2017), one might assume that these skills are impaired in 
autistic individuals between two to four years. These abilities relate to praxis abilities; skilled 
motor gestures that cannot be explained by fundamental movement skills (Steinman et al., 
2010) that are known to be impaired in autistic individuals (Mostofsky et al., 2006). Thus, the 
findings of the present study may provide a neurobiological explanation for these praxis 
deficits in ASD. Considering the feasibility and simplicity associated with assessing motor 
skills during early years (Dowell et al., 2009), this is a particularly important area for 
researchers to further pursue. 
Biological explanations for abnormal volumes of frontal lobe volume in ASD have 
been published elsewhere (Courchesne & Pierce, 2005). In summary, microglia in autistic 
individuals are readily activated in the frontal lobe (J. T. Morgan et al., 2010). This may 
influence neuronal networks, and consequently explain the enlarged volumes in ASD. 
Greater density of minicolumns and smaller width between these minicolumns in the frontal 
lobe have also been observed in autistic than TD post-mortem cases older than four years of 
age (Casanova, Buxhoeveden, Switala, & Roy, 2002; Casanova et al., 2006). Although the 
present study does not find any support for this finding, it may be that this finding does not 
necessitate enlarged frontal lobes. Buxhoeveden et al. (2006) observed minicolumns in two of 
three frontal regions to be very similar between a three and 41 year old participant. Hence, it 
may be that the abnormal density and number of minicolumns in autistic than TD infants may 
not have been revealed by the present research. Future studies should confirm this 
speculation. 
Limitations 
In spite of the comprehensive dataset of the present study, limitations were evident. 
Firstly, high variance was observed in the data within studies, even when investigating males 
separately. This reduces the effectiveness of the lines of fit to explain data. Although 
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diagnostic status and IQ does not moderate the relationship between ASD diagnosis and 
frontal lobe volume in adults (Hallahan et al., 2009), such variables may explain the variance 
in other age groups. Secondly, there was considerable variance between studies. This is likely 
due to the different image processing techniques used between studies. As each group of 
researchers implements their own unique method to obtain brain volume data, controlling for 
imaging acquisition is difficult. We encourage future research to develop a protocol that is 
feasible and effective, to ensure consistency between studies. Thirdly, brain volume data was 
lacking for females and older adults. Consequently, some of the lines of fit were not well 
supported, extreme brain size could not be analysed in females. In light of ASD not being the 
male dominant disorder it was once thought to be (Lai et al., 2017) and with the aging of the 
population (He et al., 2016) future research should continue to investigate the relationship 
between brain volume and ASD diagnosis in females and older adults. 
Conclusion  
The findings of the present study indicate that the relationship between ASD 
diagnosis and both frontal lobe volume is dynamic over age. This provides a neurobiological 
basis to investigate abilities that these brain regions are responsible for, such as motor skills. 
As the present study receives more data, the data set will become more comprehensive. This 
will enable more confounding variables to be accounted for, and a better understanding of the 
relationship between ASD diagnosis and frontal lobe volume. Nonetheless, frontal volume is 








Although ASD has been heavily researched, the neurobiological foundation of ASD 
remains ambiguous. The size of the cerebellum, in particular vermal lobule areas VI-VII, is 
often concluded to be different between autistic and TD individuals (Traut et al., 2018). 
Focusing on this brain region may clarify some of the complexities related to autistic 
symptoms. While a recent meta-analysis has confirmed cerebellar volume to be different 
between autistic and TD individuals, and that age moderated this difference (Traut et al., 
2018), the specific age ranges in which these differences are likely to occurred were not 
investigated. Considering the relationships between ASD diagnosis and both head 
circumference and brain volume are dynamic in light of age (see chapters five and six), 
examining participants over age is therefore essential. 
The literature suggests that the relationship between ASD diagnosis and cerebellar 
volume is moderated by age (Traut et al., 2018). Between two to four years of age, autistic 
participants have larger cerebellar volume than controls (S. J. Webb et al., 2009). During 
childhood, cerebellar volume does not differ those with ASD and those without (Cleavinger 
et al., 2008; Courchesne et al., 2001; Hanaie et al., 2014; Hazlett et al., 2005; Hodge et al., 
2010; Piven et al., 1997; J. A. Scott et al., 2009). Additionally, cerebellar volume is smaller in 
autistic than TD participants during adulthood (Hallahan et al., 2009).  
Vermian lobules VI-VII are abnormal in autistic children younger than nine years, 
however, age trends for these areas are different than those for cerebellar volume. In contrast, 
studies tend to conclude smaller vermian VI-VII lobules among autistic than among TD 
participants younger than nine years of age (Courchesne et al., 2001; Kaufmann et al., 2003; 
S. J. Webb et al., 2009). The different findings between vermian VI-VII lobule areas and 
cerebellar volume when comparing autistic to TD participants indicate that the smaller 
vermal lobule VI-VII areas observed in autistic children is disproportional to cerebellar 
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volume. Hence, smaller VI-VII areas in autistic children cannot be attributed to total 
cerebellar volume. 
 When investigating the relationship between ASD diagnosis and cerebellar volume, 
gender is an important variable to consider. Gender does not interact with ASD diagnosis 
when predicting cerebellar volume (Traut et al., 2018), however, gender significantly 
interacted ASD diagnosis when predicting cerebellar volume in proportion to cerebral 
volume (Sparks et al., 2002), and explains a significant variability in cerebellar volume (Traut 
et al., 2018). Additionally, since brain volume is larger in males than in females (Tepest et al., 
2010), it can be assumed that a similar gender difference would be apparent in regards to 
cerebellar volume. Hence, separating male and female participants when investigating 
cerebellar volume in ASD is necessary.  
Cerebellar volume studies in the ASD literature are often piecemeal, and largely 
based upon small to moderate samples. Hence, the findings of these studies may not explain 
the entire variance of cerebellar volume among those with ASD. While meta-analyses that 
have investigated cerebellar volume in ASD have taken this collective approach (Traut et al., 
2018), meta-analytic studies are somewhat limited, as previously described in Chapter 5. 
 To better facilitate the analysis of neurophysiological parameters, we have developed 
an approach which collects and re-analyses cerebellar volume raw and mean data (see 
Chapter 5). Additionally, given the findings discussed above, it is necessary to compare 
cerebellar volume between ASD and TD groups over age. It was hypothesised that vermal 
lobules VI-VII would be smaller in autistic than TD individuals for age groups below nine 
years. Secondly, it was predicted that cerebellar volume was greater in autistic than TD 
participants between ages two to four years. Lastly, it was hypothesised that cerebellar 
volume above four years of age, and vermal lobule areas VI-VII above nine years, would not 
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be different between autistic and TD participants. The previously stated hypotheses are also 
predicted to be evident when investigating males and females separately. 
8.2 Method 
 The literature was searched for studies measuring cerebellar volume or vermian 
lobules VI-VII in autistic individuals. Within these studies, relevant data of TD controls were 
also included. Using data capture techniques (Tummers et al., 2006), raw cerebellum and age 
data were obtained from data sets provided in the publication of past studies (Cleavinger et 
al., 2008; Courchesne et al., 2001; Courchesne et al., 1988; Hashimoto et al., 1995; J. A. 
Scott et al., 2009). Because this data was harvested, the original findings of the past studies 
were replicated, where possible, using the data included in the present study. The original 
findings were replicated in all instances. Other studies included in the present study did not 
have data that could be harvested, nor did we receive a copy of the dataset upon request. 
Rather, such data was statistically modelled by including the mean point of each of these 
studies, weighted by the number of cases. Additionally some datasets were incorporated in 
multiple studies. Efforts to remove the bias of these repeated datasets are previously reported 
(see Chapter 5). Data were included in a number of figures. Circles represented each 
harvested data point, while each mean point was represented as a triangle. Appropriate model 
fits were also included in each figure. 
8.3 Results 
 Vermal lobule areas VI-VII and age raw or mean data were obtained from 12 studies 
of autistic (N=421) and 12 studies of TD participants (N=370). Cerebellar volume and age 
raw or mean data were obtained from 12 studies of autistic (N=506) and 11 studies of TD 
participants (N=290). The included studies reported that all autistic participants had received 
a formal diagnosis prior to participating. Initial diagnostic criteria of ASD for each study can 
be seen in Table 8.1. Diagnoses were made by mental health or medical professionals using 
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either DSM-III (studies n=1), DSM-III-R (n=4), DSM-IV (n=10), or DSM-IV-TR (n=1). One 
study did not specify the initial diagnostic criteria participants underwent to receive their 
formal ASD diagnosis. Of the 16 studies with TD participants, 15 screened participants for 
psychiatric and neurologic disorders, while one did not (i.e.: Hazlett et al., 2005). Hazlett et 
al. (2005) did not specify that any of the TD participants had disorders, and so was included 
in the present study. Although the TD sample of one study included individuals evaluated for 
headache or head trauma (Hashimoto et al., 1995), the study reported that the participants did 
not have a neurological or behavioural abnormality. Of the studies that reported technique 
used to measure the cerebellum, a 1.5-T scanner (n=15), 3.0-T scanner (n=1), or a 0.5-T and 
1.5-T scanner (n=1) were employed. The types of 1.5-T scanners were either General Electric 
(GE) Signa (n=9), Philips Gyroscan (n=3), Philips NT (n=1), Philips Eclipse (n=1), or not 
reported (n=1). The type of 3.0-T scanner used was a GE Signa (n=1). Studies that used both 




Summary of Included Studies of Cerebellar Volume and VI-VII Area (N=18) 
No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
1 Ciesielski, Harris, Hart 
and Pabst (1997) 
USA 
n = 77 
HFA (n = 9) 5 m, 4 f 
   Mean age: 16.8 years 
TD (n = 10) 7 m, 3 f 




VI-VII: HFA<TD (d=1.1872) No report if head motion was controlled 
An autistic participant was sedated 
M:F ratio significantly varied between groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was not controlled for 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI-R or ADOS not used to confirm 
Diagnosis 
2 Cleavinger et al. (2008) 
USA 
n = 77 
ASD1 (n = 28) 28 m 
   M(SD) = 13.9(5.4) years 
ASD2 (n = 13) 13 m 
   M(SD) = 12.7(4.3) years 
TD1 (n = 16) 16 m 
   M(SD) = 13.9(5.4) years 
TD2 (n = 8) 8 m 









Cerebellum: NSa for ASD1 vs 
TD1 (d=0.1633) and ASD2 vs 
TD2 (d=0.5023) 
VI-VII: NSa for ASD1 vs TD1 
(d=0.1301) and ASD2 vs TD2 
TD2 (d=0.5033) 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Some participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
3 Courchesne, 
Yeung-Courchesne, 
Press, Hesselink and 
Jernigan (1988) 
USA 
n = 30 
AD (n = 18) 16 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) = 20.9(5.5) years 
TD (n = 12) 9 m, 3 f 
   M(SD) = 24.8(8.5) years 
DSM-III GE Signa 1.5-T 
2D MSE 
VI-VII: AD<TD (d=1.1865) No report if head motion was controlled 
No report if participants were sedated 
M:F ratio significantly varied between groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ data of TD participants was not reported 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
TD participants were not thoroughly screened 
Outdated diagnostic criteria used (DSM-III) 




No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
4 Courchesne et al. 
(2001) 
USA 
n = 112 
AD (n = 60) 60 m 
   M(SD) = 6.2(3.5) years 
TD (n = 52) 52 m 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D Dual echo 
VI-VII: AD<TD (d=0.5397) 
Cerebellum: NSa (d=0.1452) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Autistic participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was not controlled for 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Neuroradiologic abnormalities were not 
controlled for 
Autistic participants had chromosomal 
abnormalities (n=3) 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
5 Hallahan et al. (2009) 
United Kingdom 
n = 174 
ASD (n = 114) 96 m, 18 f 
   M(SD) =32.0(11.0) years 
AS (n = 80) 71 m, 9 f 
   M(SD) =33.0(11.0) years 
AD (n = 28) 21 m, 7 f 
   M(SD) =29.0(7.0) years 
PDD-NOS (n = 6) 4 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) =30.0(9.0) years 
TD (n = 60) 53 m, 7 f 




ADI (n=69) or 
ADOS (n=18) 




AS<TD (d=0.4953), AD<TD 
(d=0.7016). NS for PDD-NOS 
vs TD (d=0.5462) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADI or ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
(n=27) 
Outdated diagnostic instrument used (ADI) 
6 Hanaie et al. (2014) 
Japan 
n = 30 
HFA (n = 18) 17 m, 1 f 
   M(SD) = 9.5(2.6) years 
TD (n = 12) 11 m, 1 f 





GE Signa 3.0-T 
3D SPGR 
Cerebellum: NS (d=0.0685) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=2) 
Autistic participants were sedated (n=3) 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
ADI-R not used to confirm ASD diagnosis 
7 Hardan, Minshew, 
Harenski and Keshavan 
(2001) 
USA 
n = 44 
HFA (n = 22) 22 m, 
   M(SD) = 22.4(10.1) years 
TD (n = 22) 22 m 









GE Signa 1.5-T VI-VII: NS (d=0.3538) Medication status of participants not reported 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Outdated diagnostic criteria used (ADI) 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
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No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
8 Hashimoto et al. (1995) 
Japan 
n = 214 
ASD (n = 102) 76 m, 26 f 
   M(SD) = 6.1(4.7) years 
TD (n = 112) 65 m, 47 f 
   M(SD) = 7.1(5.4) years 





VI-VII: ASD<TDa for 0-1 
year (d=1.2990). NSa for 2-3 
(d=0.4558), 4-5 (d=0.3394), 
6-7 (d=0.3233), 8-9 
(d=0.6911), 10-11 (d=0.5900), 
12-13 (d=0.5742), 14-15 
(d=0.8653) and 16-20 years 
(d=0.1745) 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Some participants were sedated 
M:F ratio significantly varied between groups 
IQ data of TD participants was not reported 
MRI scanner only 0.5-T or 1.5-T 
TD participants were evaluated for headache 
or head trauma (n=81) 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD (except Fragile X) 
9 Hazlett et al. (2005) 
USA 
n = 65 
AD (n = 51) 46 m, 5 f 
   M(SD) = 2.7(0.3) years 
TD (n = 14) 10 m, 4 f 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
2D FSE 
Cerebellum: NS (d=0.0755) Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
M:F ratio was significantly different between 
groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
TD participants not screened for disorders 
other than ASD 
10 Hodge et al. (2010) 
USA 
n = 33 
ASD1 (n = 6) 6 m 
   M(SD) = 8.3(0.9) years 
ASD2 (n = 16) 16 m 
   M(SD) = 9.8(2.1) years 
TD (n = 11) 11 m 




ADI-R and ADOS 
GE Signa 1.5-T Cerebellum: NS for ASD1 
(d=0.1186) and ASD2 
(d=0.3072) 
No report if head motion was controlled 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
11 Kaufmann et al. (2003) 
USA 
n = 32 
ASD (n = 10) 10 m 
   M(SD) = 6.9(2.4) years 
TD (n = 22) 22 m 




ADI-R and ADOS 
GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
VI-VII: ASD<TD (d=0.8952) No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria did not include comorbid 
disorders of ASD (except Fragile X and) 
Down Syndrome) 
12 Palmen et al. (2004) 
The Netherlands 
n = 42 
HFA (n = 21) 19 m, 2 f 
   M(SD) = 20.1(3.1) years 
TD (n = 21) 20 m, 1 f 










No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used to confirm ASD diagnosis 
ASD-related chromosomal abnormalities were 
not controlled for 
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No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
13 Palmen et al. (2005) 
The Netherlands 
n = 42 
HFA (n = 21) 21 m 
   M(SD) = 11.1(2.2) years 
TD (n = 21) 21 m 










No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used to confirm ASD diagnosis 
ASD-related chromosomal abnormalities were 
not controlled for 
14 Piven et al. (1992) 
USA 
n = 45 
AD (n = 15) 15 m 
   M(SD) = 27.7(10.7) years 
TD1 (n = 15) 15 m 
   M(SD) = 30.3(8.9) years 
TD2 (n = 15) 15 m 





GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
VI-VII: NS for TD1 
(d=0.1618) and TD2 
(d=0.3513) 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Medication status of participants not reported 
Only males included in sample 
Only PIQ was reported 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used to confirm ASD diagnosis 
Outdated diagnostic instruments used 
(ADI and DSM-III-R) 
15 Piven, Saliba, Bailey  
and Arndt (1997) 
USA 
n = 71 
AD (n = 35) 26 m and 9 f 
   M(SD) = 18.0(4.5) years 
TD (n = 36) 20 m and 16 f 









VI-VII: NS (d=0.0000) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
M:F ratio significantly varied between groups 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
ADOS not used to confirm diagnosis 
Outdated diagnostic instruments used 
(ADI and DSM-III-R) 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
16 Scott, Schumann, 
Goodlin-Jones and  
Amaral (2009) 
USA 
n = 62 
AS (n = 15) 15 m 
   M(SD) = 12.3(3.2) years 
HFA (n = 15) 15 m 
   M(SD) = 11.7(3.2) years 
LFA (n = 18) 18 m 
   M(SD) = 13.1(3.0) years 
TD (n = 14) 14 m 






GE Signa 1.5-T 
3D SPGR 
Cerebellum: NSa for AS 
(d=0.2145), HFA (d=0.2479) 
and LFA (d=0.1312) 
VI-VII: NS for AS (d=0.3921) 
and LFA (d=0.3836). 
HFA<TD (d=0.8164) 
Medication status of participants not reported 
No report if participants were sedated 
Only males included in sample 
IQ was significantly different between groups 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Exclusion criteria of comorbid disorders did 
not include other developmental disabilities 
17 Webb et al. (2009) 
USA 
n = 71 
AD (n = 45) 38 m and 7 f 
   M(SD) = 47.3(4.0) months 
TD (n = 26) 18 m and 8 f 










VI-VII: ASD<TD (d=0.5854) 
No report if head motion was controlled 
Some participants were sedated 
M:F ratio significantly varied between groups 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
IQ data of TD participants is missing 
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No. Author and country Sample size and Diagnostic criteria Technique Findings and Effect Size Risk of bias 
    participant details     (Cohen's d)   
18 Zeegers et al. (2009) 
The Netherlands 
n = 34 
ASD (n = 34) 31 m and 3 f 









Zero comparisons to report 
Brain scans only interpreted by one rater 
Autistic participants had previously been 
prescribed medication (n=3) 
No report if participants were sedated 
Sample not representative of M:F ASD ratio 
in the general population 
DQ was not measured in some participants 
MRI scanner only 1.5-T 
Note. a Finding was concluded from raw data either provided by the author or captured from DataThief vIII ™. AD = Autistic Disorder, ADI = 
Autism Diagnostic Interview, ADI-R = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised, ADOS = Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, ADOS-G = 
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic, AS = Asperger’s Disorder, ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, DQ = Developmental 
Quotient, DSM = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, f = female, FFE = Fast Field Echo, FSE = Fast Spin Echo, GE = 
General Electric, HFA = High Functioning Autism, ICD = International Classification of Diseases, LFA = Low Functioning Autism, m = male, 
M:F = Male-to-Female ratio, MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, NS = Non-Significant difference, PDD-NOS = Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified, PIQ = Performance IQ, SPGR = Spoiled Gradient Recalled Echo, TD = Typically Developing 
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Captured and supplied data were plotted into separate figures for autistic and TD 
participants (see Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2). Data sets are listed in Table 8.1. Figures were 
also plotted using only male data. Figures of only female data were not included due to 
insufficient data. Quadratic model fits (see Table 8.2) were found to be stronger than 
loglinear, linear or cubic alternatives, having larger effect sizes and more centrally fitting the 
data than the other options. Differences between the constant and two coefficients of each 




Quadratic Fits R² and Differences between Autism Spectrum Disorder and Typically Developing Lines of Fit for Cerebellar Data 
    aa b1
c b2
c 
Contrast Group N R2d b SE b SE b SE 
All VI-VII ASD 421 0.198 2.343* 0.053 0.092* 0.009 -0.003* <0.001 
TD 370 0.134 2.663* 0.054 0.058* 0.008 -0.002* <0.001 
Males only    
VI-VII 
ASD 232 0.219 2.392* 0.083 0.092* 0.012 -0.003* <0.001 
TD 182 0.164 2.895* 0.115 0.032* 0.015 -0.001* <0.001 
All Cerebellum  ASD 506 0.448 118.529 1.274 3.823* 0.198 -0.110* 0.005 
TD 290 0.177 122.972 2.210 2.341* 0.301 -0.059* 0.008 
Males only 
Cerebellum  
ASD 193 0.114 127.303 4.166 3.475 0.733 -0.124 0.030 
TD 122 0.251 115.449 5.719 4.507 1.004 -0.128 0.042 
Note. a The constant of the quadratic line of fit. b The first order slope of the quadratic line of fit. c The second order slope of the quadratic line of 
fit. d Each R2 measured the relationship between age and cerebellar volume or VI-VII area.  
* Significant difference after Bonferroni adjustment (p<.01); ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, TD = Typically Developing
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 In Table 8.2, it can be seen that there was a weak to moderate relationship between 
age and vermal lobules VI-VII for both ASD data (Figure 8.1A) and TD data (Figure 8.1B). 
The intercept and coefficients of the ASD and TD lines of fit were compared to each other 
via t-test analyses, which were different to each other (see Table 8.2). The TD line of fit for 
VI-VII area remained above the ASD fit across age (Figure 8.1C). These trends were 





Figure 8.1. Mean-weighted vermal lobules VI-VII area data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison between ASD 
and TD models; and (D) comparison between male ASD and TD models
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 A moderate to strong relationship was observed between cerebellar volume and age of 
males and females for ASD data (see Table 8.2, Figure 8.2A). For TD data, the size of the 
relationship between cerebella volume and age was only moderate (see Table 8.2, Figure 2B). 
The coefficients of slopes, but not intercept, of the ASD and TD lines of fit were different to 
each other (Table 8.2). After visual inspection of the fits, at two years of age the ASD and TD 
line of fits were equivalent (Figure 8.2C). The ASD line of fit remained above the TD fit 
between two to approximately 25 years. The ASD and TD lines of fit then crossed at 25 years 
of age, after which the TD fit remained above the ASD line of fit. In contrast, the coefficients 
and intercept of the male ASD and TD lines of fit were not different to each other (Table 8.2). 
The ASD line of fit of male data was above the TD fit at two years of age (Figure 8.2D). The 
ASD and TD lines of fit then crossed at approximately 12 years of age. The TD fit then 






Figure 8.2. Mean-weighted cerebellar volume data by age with quadratic fits: (A) for ASD; (B) for TD; (C) comparison between ASD and TD 




Mean differences in vermal lobule areas VI-VII between autistic and TD participants 
for males and females collectively, and males separately, are reported in Table 8.3. Compared 
to TD data, VI-VII area was smaller in autistic participants between all ages (F(1,347)=22.361, 
p<.05, η2=0.061), birth to one year (F(1,35)=9.087, p<.05, η
2=0.206), five to eight years 
(F(1,75)=4.202, p<.05, η
2=0.053), and 13 to 17 years (F(1,46)=10.155, p<.05, η
2=0.181). VI-VII 
was also smaller in autistic than TD males between five to eight years (F(1,40)=7.364, p<.05, 
η2=0.155), 13 to 17 years (F(1,14)=16.364, p<.05, η
2=0.539), and for all ages (F(1,131)=14.951, 
p<.05, η2=0.102). With the exception of male participants aged over 18 years (see Table 8.3), 
age was not different between groups (p>.05). 
Table 8.3 
Assessment of VI-VII Area Differences between Diagnostic Groups. Analysis Compares 
Mean Values of VI-VII Area 
Gender Age group No. of participants Findinga Sig. Effect Sizeb 
ASD TD    
All All ages 174 175 ASD<TD <.001 .061 
0-1 year 11 26 ASD<TD .005 .206 
2-4 years 70 35 NS .198 .016 
5-8 years 38 39 ASD<TD .044 .053 
9-12 years 18 35 NS .094 .054 
13-17 years 21 27 ASD<TD .003 .181 
18+ years 16 13 ASD<TD .030 .162 
Male All ages 74 59 ASD<TD <.001 .102 
0-1 year 0 0 N/A N/A N/A 
2-4 years 28 11 NS .900 <.001 
5-8 years 20 22 ASD<TD .010 .155 
9-12 years 6 9 NS .677 .014 
13-17 years 7 9 ASD<TD .001 .539 
18+ years 13 8 NSc .096 .139 
Note. a Results of the ANOVA analyses performed. b Effect size calculated by partial eta 
squared. c Age was different between ASD and TD groups. When controlling for age, VI-VII 
area was not different between groups (F(3,18)=0.003, p<.05, η
2<0.001). ASD = Autism 




Mean differences in cerebellar volume between autistic and TD participants for males 
and females collectively, and males separately, are reported in Table 8.4. For ages two to four 
years, cerebellar volume was significantly larger in autistic than TD males (F(1,40)=9.110, 
p<.05, η2=0.185). Within each age group, age did not differ between male autistic and TD 
participants (p>.05). 
Table 8.4 
Assessment of Cerebellar Volume Differences between Diagnostic Groups. Analysis 
Compares Mean Values of Cerebellar Volume 
Gender Age group No. of participants Findinga Sig. Effect Sizeb 
ASD TD    
All (malesc) All ages 150 90 NS .919 <.001 
0-1 year 0 0 N/A N/A N/A 
2-4 years 30 12 ASD>TD .004 .185 
5-8 years 33 28 NS .812 .001 
9-12 years 41 24 NS .284 .018 
13-17 years 38 22 NS .081 .051 
18+ years 8 4 NS .486 .050 
Note. a Results of the ANOVA analyses performed. b Effect size calculated by partial eta 
squared. c All participants herein are males. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, N/A = Not 
Applicable, NS = Non-Significant, TD = Typically Developing 
 
8.4 Discussion 
 The aim of the present study was to investigate cerebellar volume and VI-VII area in 
autistic and TD individuals over age. In the present study, the ASD and TD lines of fit of VI-
VII area and age data were different from each other. For cerebellar volume and age data, the 
coefficients of the ASD and TD lines of fit were different when including all participants, but 
not when including only males. After comparing data within specific age groups, it was 
observed that autistic males had larger cerebellar volume than TD males between ages two 
and four years. Vermal lobule areas VI-VII was also smaller in autistic than TD participants 
when analysing all ages, birth to one year, five to eight years and 13 to 17 years. We 
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conclude that in autistic individuals, compared to controls, the cerebellum and vermal lobules 
VI-VII both develop abnormally, but via separate trajectories. 
The present study indicates that developmental growth patterns of the cerebellum are 
abnormal in autistic individuals. Compared to TD controls, the trajectories of cerebellar 
volume and vermal lobules VI-VII, and the rate of changes of those trajectories, were 
significantly different in the ASD group. This suggests that the cerebellum is dynamic over 
age in autistic compared to TD individuals. Additionally, the constant of the ASD and TD 
lines of fit of vermal lobules VI-VII and age data were different from each other. This 
suggests that VI-VII area is abnormal in ASD at birth. Although the constants between the 
ASD and TD lines of fit of cerebellar volume were not different, the present study did not 
include cerebellar volume data younger than two years of age. Because of this, cerebellar 
volume in autistic participants at birth, compared to TD controls, remains ambiguous. 
The VI-VII area differences between ASD and TD groups in the present study were 
independent of the cerebellar volume trends observed. For instance, cerebellar volume was 
not different between autistic and TD participants for all age groups, except for between two 
to four years. In contrast, VI-VII area was smaller in autistic than TD individuals between 
five to eight years and 13 to 17 years, and was not different between ASD and TD groups 
between two and four years. Although VI-VII area and cerebellar volume were both not 
different between ASD and TD adults, cerebellar adult data was limited. Past studies suggest 
that had more adult data been collected, cerebellar volume would have been smaller in 
autistic than TD adults (Hallahan et al., 2009). Hence, we can conclude abnormal VI-VII area 
in ASD for a number of age ranges. Because VI-VII area is responsible for higher-order 
processing (Stoodley, 2016), future research should investigate whether this abnormality is 
also present in individuals with HFA. Addressing this gap would facilitate better 
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understanding of this abnormality in relation to intellectual functioning and ASD 
symptomology. 
Biological explanations for abnormal volumes of cerebellar volume in ASD have 
been reviewed (Wang, Kloth, & Badura, 2014). In summary, cerebellar abnormalities have 
been associated with reduced Purkinje cell density regardless of age and gender (Aea Bailey 
et al., 1998; Fatemi et al., 2002; Whitney, Kemper, Rosene, Bauman, & Blatt, 2009). This 
may explain the smaller VI-VII areas in autistic than TD participants for the majority of age 
ranges investigated in the present study. Additionally, microglia in autistic individuals are 
readily activated in the cerebellum (Vargas, Nascimbene, Krishnan, Zimmerman, & Pardo, 
2005). This may influence neuronal networks, and consequently explain the enlarged 
volumes in ASD. 
Limitations 
In spite of the comprehensive dataset of the present study, limitations were evident. 
Firstly, high variance was observed in the data within studies, even when investigating males 
separately. This reduces the effectiveness of the lines of fit to explain data. As we obtain 
more data, other confounding variables such as diagnostic status and IQ may be controlled (J. 
A. Scott et al., 2009). Secondly, there were considerable variance in data between studies. 
This is likely due to the different image processing techniques used between studies. As each 
group of researchers implements their own unique method to obtain brain volume data, 
controlling for imaging acquisition is difficult. We encourage future research to develop a 
protocol that is feasible and effective, to ensure consistency between studies. Thirdly, brain 
volume data was lacking for females and older adults. Consequently, some of the lines of fit 
were not well supported, extreme brain size could not be analysed in females. In light of ASD 
not being the male dominant disorder it was once thought to be (Lai et al., 2017) and with the 
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aging of the population (He et al., 2016) future research should continue to investigate the 
relationship between brain volume and ASD diagnosis in females and older adults. 
Conclusion  
The growth of cerebellar volume and vermal lobule areas VI-VII in ASD are dynamic 
over age. Additionally, ASD diagnosis affects vermal lobule areas VI-VII differently than 
cerebellar volume. The abnormally small VI-VII areas evident in autistic individuals are 
therefore disproportionate to differences in total cerebellar volume. These neurobiological 
observations provide a rationale to investigate abilities related to these brain regions in 
autistic individuals, such as higher-order processing. Nonetheless, the present study 
concludes that cerebellar volume and vermal lobule areas VI-VII are independently abnormal 
in ASD and dynamic over age. 
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ASD is a pervasive neurodevelopmental disorder, characterised into two main 
domains; deficits in social communication, and restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour 
(APA, 2013). These diagnostic criteria however do not detail the well documented 
impairments of motor skills in ASD (Abu-Dahab, Skidmore, Holm, Rogers, & Minshew, 
2013). Autistic individuals, compared to TD controls, have a variety of poor motor skills 
(Gowen & Hamilton, 2013). Further, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 of the present thesis 
highlighted that the size of the frontal lobe and cerebellum (particularly vermal lobules VI-
VII) were different between autistic and TD participants; brain areas related to motor 
abilities. Hence, the findings presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 provide neurobiological 
justification to further investigate motor skills in autistic individuals. Earlier studies have also 
suggested that motor impairment may lead to a further understanding of the neurobiology of 
ASD (Dowell et al., 2009). For instance, research suggests that abnormal motor cognition 
affects motor resonance and motor interference mechanisms, which in turn, relates to 
comprehending social behaviour and movements being a marker of social deficits, 
respectively (see Casartelli, Molteni, & Ronconi, 2016, for a review). As motor abilities are 
relatively easy to measure and assess, the feasibility of measuring motor skills makes it a 
favourable outcome to target for early identification of ASD (Dowell et al., 2009). Further, 
motor deficits have not only distinguished autistic children from controls, but also different 
sub-types of ASD from another (Rinehart, Bradshaw, Brereton, & Tonge, 2001). 
Skilled motor abilities of the hands and face, such as using a pair of scissors, require a 
greater degree of motor dexterity than basic motor control (BMC; Mostofsky et al., 2006); 
defined as timed, repetitive movements of the hands, fingers and feet (Dziuk et al., 2007). 
These skilled motor gestures are not only a potential deficit in ASD but are poorly imitated 
by autistic participants compared to controls (Dewey et al., 2007). Consequently, skilled 
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motor gestures during imitation tasks were once suggested to be a core deficit in ASD, and 
have been related to mirror neuron theory (Perkins et al., 2010). Essentially, it is thought that 
mirror neurons in the prefrontal cortex and parietal cortex are activated when both 
performing a specific action, and when observing someone perform the same movements (J. 
H. Williams et al., 2001). In autistic individuals, it is supposed that fewer mirror neurons fire 
when observing the movements of others (Casartelli, Federici, Biffi, Molteni, & Ronconi, 
2018; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004); which has been suggested because of the observation of 
enhanced mu wave suppression (Oberman et al., 2005). Although the theory is not without 
critics (Hickok, 2009), reduced activity of mirror neurons when observing the movements of 
others may provide a neurological basis for the impaired imitation of skilled motor gestures 
observed in autistic participants (J. H. Williams et al., 2001). 
More recently, deficits in skilled motor gestures in autistic individuals appear to occur 
not only during imitation tasks, but also in response to verbal command and when using tools 
(Gizzonio et al., 2015). This deficit of skilled motor gestures in autistic individuals has been 
found to be more generalised than previously thought (Mostofsky et al., 2006). Praxis 
research has mostly been conducted in older children and adolescents using the Florida 
Apraxia Battery (Rothi et al., 1997), revised for children (FAB-R; Mostofsky et al., 2006). 
The FAB-R is a measure of generalised praxis that is validated by norms of children and 
autistic young people (Mostofsky et al., 2006). This specific praxis in autistic children was 
first measured in a sample aged between eight to 15 years (Mostofsky et al., 2006), and has 
been included in subsequent studies (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; Ewen et al., 
2016; Haswell et al., 2009; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012; Qiu, Adler, Crocetti, Miller, & 
Mostofsky, 2010). When compared to controls, it was concluded in these studies that autistic 
participants have poorer skilled motor gestures in response to verbal command, imitation, and 
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tool use, as well as generalised praxis. These findings have been replicated by more recent 
studies (Gizzonio et al., 2015; M. Miller et al., 2014). 
Previous research using the FAB-R in ASD has focused on HFA (Dowell et al., 2009; 
Dziuk et al., 2007; Ewen et al., 2016; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012; M. Miller et al., 2014; 
Mostofsky et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2010). In these studies, participants were matched in IQ, as 
intellectual disability is understood to be associated with movement skills (Smits-Engelsman 
& Hill, 2012). Hence, it is important to account for overall functioning when measuring 
motor skills. Nonetheless, the motor literature must consider autistic individuals of all level 
of intellectual functioning to better capture motor skill across the entire autism phenotype 
(Green et al., 2009). Both these criteria can be addressed by controlling for adaptive 
functioning. 
Adaptive functioning refers to the ability to independently engage in real-life 
situations in the form of communication, daily living, socialisation, and motor skills 
(Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005). In autistic individuals, adaptive functioning is generally 
poor (Sparrow et al., 2005), and a number of its sub-domains correlate with verbal and 
performance IQ (Klin et al., 2007). Adaptive functioning is therefore relative to severity of 
ASD symptoms, and can be a proxy for IQ. Hence, controlling for adaptive functioning will 
minimise the risk of overall functioning confounding the relationship between ASD diagnosis 
and praxis abilities. 
Furthermore, praxis abilities are characterised by poor skilled motor gestures that are 
not underpinned by general motor deficits. To account for such motor abilities, some 
previous researchers control for BMC when measuring the relationship between ASD and 
generalised praxis abilities (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). To ensure praxis 
performance was not attributed by general motor abilities in the present study, we measured 
and controlled for BMC. 
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Praxis deficits have also been reported in autistic young children (Bodison, 2015; 
Roley et al., 2015) using the SIPT (Ayers, 1989). While the SIPT measures similar praxis 
skills to the FAB-R, it is based on normative data of children rather than being specifically 
tailored towards ASD. Nonetheless, these studies were the first to examine praxis during 
early childhood. Considering early intervention for autistic children leads to a greater quality 
of life (Mayes et al., 2009), it is essential to determine whether these praxis deficits in ASD 
are occurring at young ages. We aim to confirm these findings using a praxis test that has 
been validated for an ASD sample. This is essential to ensure the items used are appropriate 
for autistic individuals. 
The literature is yet to investigate the influence of ASD diagnosis on praxis abilities in 
young children using a test that has been validated for autistic individuals (e.g.: FAB-R). 
Hence, we aimed to examine the difference in praxis performance between young autistic 
children, and matched controls. It was hypothesised that young autistic participants would 
have poorer generalised praxis than matched TD individuals, and that this difference would 
remain after controlling for adaptive functioning and BMC. 
9.2 Method 
9.2.1 Participants 
Praxis and BMC were tested in 66 autistic participants and 41 TD individuals from 
Geelong, Melbourne and surrounding regions of Australia. Children were aged between four 
and 10 years of age. Autistic participants either attended a Specialist Autistic School (SAS, 
n=49), a transition school for autistic children with impaired adaptive and language abilities, 
or did not attend a SAS and were from the general community (GC; n=17). In this context, a 
transition school prepares students to shift from early learning education to primary school 
settings. Autistic participants from the GC either attended a mainstream or specialist school 
(n=12), or an early learning centre (n=5). All students attending the SAS legally require a 
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DSM-5 diagnosis of ASD from a paediatrician, psychologist, and speech therapist 
independent of this study (APA, 2013) in order to attend the state sponsored specialist school. 
For participants from the GC, a letter from a paediatrician, or psychologist confirming the 
DSM-5 diagnosis of ASD (APA, 2013) was provided and verified prior to testing. All 
children with ASD also completed an Autism Quotient for children (AQ-Child; Auyeung, 
Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, & Allison, 2008) and the School-Age Form of the Social 
Responsiveness Scale – Second Edition (Constantino & Gruber, 2012). A parent or guardian 
of each child also participated in the study. All children with ASD exceeded the cut-off 
scores for the AQ-Child and the SRS-2. After the child completed the movement tasks, the 
parent or guardian completed a parent-report questionnaire, the VABS, Second Edition 
(VABS-II; Sparrow et al., 2005) in their own time, measuring the child’s adaptive skills. TD 
children also completed the AQ-Child and the SRS-2, and were excluded if they exceeded the 
cut-off scores. No TD child exceeded these. The TD sample contained one child with a 
sensory processing disorder, and one child with a reading disorder. Results did not change 
when these participants were excluded. Hence, these children were included in the TD 
sample. Some autistic participants were excluded from the study due to not being able to 
complete the movement testing (n=17), withdrawing from the study (n=1), or due to missing 
data (n=10). A further three TD participants were excluded for missing data. The remaining 
38 autistic participants (25 attending the SAS and 13 from the GC) and 38 TD participants, 
were matched on gender and age within 6 months; except for four pairs of participants which 
were matched within 9 months. 
9.2.2 Materials 
Physical and Neurological Examination for Subtle Signs 
Fine motor coordination of the hands, fingers and feet was measured via the revised 
version of the Physical and Neurological Examination for Subtle Signs (PANESS; Denckla, 
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1985). The sum of the time taken to complete the tasks, referred as BMC (Jansiewicz et al., 
2006), was compared between groups. Hence, higher BMC scores indicate worse BMC 
performance. The PANESS has good test-retest reliability (r=.79; Holden, Tarnowski, & 
Prinz, 1982), interrater reliability (intra-class coefficient [ICC]=.81) and internal consistency 
(α=0.74; Vitiello, Ricciuti, Stoff, Behar, & Denckla, 1989). 
Lateral preferences of the foot and hand were recorded first (Denckla, 1985). After 
side of dominance was noted, assessment involved the measuring of repetitive timed 
movement tasks, such as finger repetitive movements, repetitive hand patting and repetitive 
tapping of the forefoot (Denckla, 1985). Although the PANESS also measures patterned 
timed movement tasks, balance, posture and gait, these were not measured in the present 
study. Elements of the PANESS measuring rapid distal limb control were the focus in the 
present study, as this was deemed more relevant to items on the FAB-R (Dziuk et al., 2007). 
Florida Apraxia Battery-Revised 
The measure of praxis employed in the present study was the FAB-R (Mostofsky et 
al., 2006). The FAB-R (Mostofsky et al., 2006) has three components. The first, gestures to 
command, required participants to perform 25 gestures after receiving verbal instructions 
from the assessor. Eight of these items were intransitive, whilst 17 were transitive. The 
second component was gestures to imitation, where participants imitated 34 items performed 
by the instructor. In the last component, gestures to tool use, participants were given a tool 
and asked to perform a specified action. This section includes 17 items; the transitive items 
included in the gestures to command section. Consistent with past research (Mostofsky et al., 
2006), percentage of correct responses as well as the total number of errors were calculated. 
The ICC and Pearson’s correlation coefficient of percentage of correct responses is excellent 
(ICC=0.85 and r=0.86; Mostofsky et al., 2006). Total number of errors also has good validity 
(ICC=0.92 and r=0.93; Mostofsky et al., 2006). 
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Autism Spectrum Quotient for Children 
The first test of social function was the Autism Spectrum Quotient for Children (AQ-
Child), which has been designed to test children aged between four and 11 years (Auyeung et 
al., 2008). The AQ-Child is a 50 item parent-report questionnaire measuring questions on a 4-
point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The AQ-Child includes 
four domains; mind-reading, attention to detail, social skills and imagination. Furthermore, 
Auyeung et al. (2008) conclude the AQ-Child to have a high Cronbach’s α coefficient 
(α=0.97) and good test-retest reliability (r=0.85). 
Social Responsiveness Scale – Second Edition 
The School-Age Form of the SRS – Second Edition (SRS-2; Constantino & Gruber, 
2012) was also employed in the present study. The SRS-2 is appropriate for individuals 
between four and 18 years and is completed by a parent or teacher. The 65 item questionnaire 
measures social awareness, social cognition, social communication, social motivation, and 
restricted interests and repetitive behaviour. Predictive validity analyses concluded a 
sensitivity and specificity of 0.92 (Bruni, 2014). Concurrent and construct validity is also 
good (see Bruni, 2014 for a review). 
Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scale, Second Edition 
The Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scale, Second Edition (VABS-II) Parent/Caregiver 
Rating Form (Sparrow et al., 2005) was completed by each parent or guardian. The VABS-II 
is a questionnaire measuring specific behaviours performed in a number of settings, and are 
represented by four domains; communication, daily living skills, socialisation and motor 
skills. Each question relates to a specific age range. While some questions use a 4-point 
Likert scale (usually to don’t know), others employ a 3-point Likert scale (often to never). 
VABS-II has excellent split-half reliability (α=upper 0.80s to low 0.90s), interrater reliability 




The movement skills of autistic participants from the SAS were assessed at their 
school. These students were tested during school hours in a vacant room. The other autistic 
children from the GC, and the TD participants, were tested in their homes. For these 
participants tested in their homes, a vacant area similar to the testing condition at the SAS 
was used. During the movement testing, a second researcher was present. Their role was to 
record the times of the PANESS the primary researcher observed after each movement, and 
to record errors during the FAB-R. The primary researcher also recorded participants’ praxis 
errors whilst implementing the battery. Percentage of items that were consistent between the 
primary researcher and the secondary researchers for each participant in the present study 
was good: M(SD)=76.68(9.69). All disagreements were discussed after the testing of each 
participant. Following these discussions, a decision pertaining to the participants’ praxis 
performance was made by the primary researcher. As four different secondary researchers 
were used throughout the study, the primary researcher making the final decisions was 
critical to enhance consistency among the testing of participants. 
The VABS-II was provided to the parents to complete in their own time after the child 
completed the motor testing. For questions that were not completed, these were answered 
over the phone or in person with the primary researcher. Time between the collection of 
motor and adaptive data for each participant was minimal: M(SD)=7.66(11.17) days. Age of 
each participant was recorded as being the average between age at motor testing and age 
when the parent-report questionnaire was completed. The research study was approved by the 
Deakin Research Ethics Committee, and the Department of Education. Informed consent was 
provided by all parents/guardians along with the teachers of the SAS, while informed assent 
was provided by the child participants. 
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9.2.4 Statistical Analyses 
Total PANESS scores, total praxis errors (TPE), and total correct praxis (TCP) items 
were compared between autistic and TD participants by means of ANOVA’s. TPE and TCP 
items were also calculated for the three subsections of the FAB-R (Mostofsky et al., 2006): 
response to verbal command, imitation, and tool use. ANCOVA’s, controlling for adaptive 
functioning, BMC, and both adaptive functioning and BMC, were then employed for each 
movement variable measured. Adaptive functioning was defined as total VABS-II score. The 
VABS-II questionnaire was completed by parents in their own time. However, some items 
were completed over the phone or in person with the primary researcher where they were 
misunderstood or unanswered. Percentage of items the parents did not complete 
independently was controlled for in all analyses that controlled for VABS-II. 
Additionally, the SAS attendance was controlled for in the present study. The SAS 
implements a more unique movement program compared to other mainstream and specialist 
schools and early learning centres. The SAS emphasises teacher’s autonomy, allowing 
teachers to use evidence-based decisions to individualise the movement skills taught based on 
each student’s needs. In light of these different teaching practices between autistic 
participants who attend the SAS, and those from the GC, the present study analysed these 
groups separately. Each ASD group were compared to their age and gender matched controls. 
Univariate outliers of the three movement variables (Z>±2.56; Field, 2013) were 
removed listwise for all relevant analyses they were involved in (ASD=4, TD=3). Each 
analysis was also assessed for homogeneity of variance. For studies that had a significant 
Levene’s test (p<.05), and where the diagnostic group with the largest variance of the 
dependent variable was more than four times that of the smallest variance, a stricter alpha 
criterion than p<.05 was applied. An alpha of p<.025 and p<.01 were used when the largest 
variance of the dependent variable were between four and eight times, and nine or more 
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times, that of the smallest variable respectively. In light of the three movement variables of 
interest measuring count and time data, these were logarithmically transformed for the 
analyses conducted. And lastly, in light of the moderate to strong effect sizes reported in the 
finding of the present study, it was not necessary to account for multiple comparisons. IBM 
SPSS Statistical Software (version 25) was used for all analyses (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 
9.3 Results 
Demographic information of participants is presented in Table 9.1. Age did not differ 
between matched controls and autistic participants (p>.05). The two groups had identical 
male-to-female ratios. Adaptive functioning was significantly lower in autistic than TD 
participants (t(74)=12.98, p<.05). 
Table 9.1 
Demographic Information of Participants 
 




Age (years) 7.03 (1.58) 6.89 (1.50) NS (d=0.096) 
M:F ratio 31:7 31:7 NS (d=0.000) 
VABS-II 113.05 (13.14) 76.95 (11.01) ASD<TD (d=3.018) 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, M:F = Male-to-Female ratio, NS = Non-Significant, TD = 
Typically Developing, VABS-II = Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales, second edition 
 
As mentioned above, the SAS attendance was controlled for. Demographic 
information of autistic participants from the SAS and the GC, as well as their matched 
controls, are presented in Table 9.2. Age did not differ between matched controls and autistic 
participants from the SAS and the GC (p>.05). Both groups had identical male-to-female 
ratios to their respective matched controls. Adaptive functioning, compared to respective 
controls, was significantly lower in autistic participants that attended the SAS (t(48)=11.72, 
p<.05), as well as autistic participants from the GC (t(24)=6.08, p<.05). Lastly, age, male-to-
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female ratio and adaptive functioning did not differ between autistic participants from the 






















Demographic Information of Participants Accounting for Specialist Autistic School Attendance 
 
ASD SAS vs TD 
 
ASD GC vs TD 
 
ASD SAS vs GC 
 







Age (years) 6.76 (1.17) 6.62 (0.92) NS (d=0.105) 7.53 (2.13) 7.33 (2.20) NS (d=0.092) NS (d=0.4646) 
M:F ratio 21:4 21:4 NS (d=0.000) 10:3 10:3 NS (d=0.000) NS (d=0.2504) 
VABS-II 114.00 (12.55) 75.84 (10.16) ASD<TD (d=3.275) 111.23 (14.57) 79.08 (12.30) ASD<TD (d=2.291) NS (d=0.2883) 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, GC = General Community, M:F = Male-to-Female ratio, NS = Non-Significant, SAS = Specialist Autistic 
School, TD = Typically Developing, VABS-II = Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales, second edition
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Movement skills of autistic participants and matched controls can be seen in Table 
9.3. When controlling for BMC and adaptive functioning, autistic participants, compared to 
controls, remained to have greater praxis error when using tools (F(4,69)=4.98, p<.05). 
However, all other praxis variables were no longer different between autistic and TD children 
when accounting for BMC and adaptive functioning (p>.05). 
Table 9.3 
Comparison of Motor Skills between Autistic and Typically Developing Children 
 Not controlling for VABS-II Controlling for VABS-II 
Motor variables BMC not controlled BMC controlled BMC not controlled BMC controlled 
PANESS ASD>TD (d=0.857) N/A ASD>TD (d=1.000) N/A 
TPE ASD>TD (d=1.425) ASD>TD (d=1.438) ASD>TD (d=0.993) NS (d=0.583) 
Verbal command ASD>TD (d=1.220) ASD>TD (d=1.159) NS (d=0.640) NS (d=0.214) 
Imitation ASD>TD (d=1.401) ASD>TD (d=1.296) ASD>TD (d=1.022) NS (d=0.662) 
Tool Use ASD>TD (d=1.619) ASD>TD (d=1.747) ASD>TD (d=1.339) ASD>TD (d=1.074) 
TCP responses TD>ASD (d=1.502) TD>ASD (d=1.539) TD>ASD (d=1.245) NS (d=0.843) 
Verbal command TD>ASD (d=1.357) TD>ASD (d=1.385) TD>ASD (d=0.998) NS (d=0.654) 
Imitation TD>ASD (d=1.442) TD>ASD (d=1.413) TD>ASD (d=1.108) NS (d=0.738) 
Tool Use TD>ASD (d=1.315) TD>ASD (d=1.310) TD>ASD (d=1.070) NS (d=0.713) 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, BMC = Basic Motor Control, M:F = Male-to-Female 
ratio, NS = Non-Significant, TCP = Total Correct Praxis, TD = Typically Developing, TPE = 





A comparison of the movement skills of matched controls to the autistic participants 
from the SAS is presented in Table 9.4. When controlling for BMC and adaptive functioning, 
performance remained poorer in autistic participants from the SAS compared to matched 
controls regarding TPE (F(4,45)=5.65, p<.05), TCP responses (F(4,45)=6.24, p<.05), praxis 
errors in response to verbal command (F(4,45)=5.67, p<.05), and praxis errors whilst using 
tools (F(4,45)=5.73, p<.025). However, all other sub-domains of praxis were no longer 
different between autistic participants who attended the SAS and controls in instances where 
homogeneity of variance was violated (p>.025) and not violated (p>.05).  
Table 9.4 
Comparison of Motor Skills between Children from Specialist Autistic School and Typically 
Developing Children 
 Not controlling for VABS-II Controlling for VABS-II 
Motor variables BMC not controlled BMC controlled BMC not controlled BMC controlled 
TPE ASD>TD (d=2.394) ASD>TD (d=2.846) ASD>TD (d=1.388) ASD>TD (d=1.417) 
Verbal command ASD>TD (d=2.219) ASD>TD (d=2.616) ASD>TD (d=1.367) ASD>TD (d=1.420) 
Imitation ASD>TD (d=1.949) ASD>TD (d=2.204) NS (d=0.981) NS (d=0.894) 
Tool Use ASD>TD (d=2.213) ASD>TD (d=2.595) ASD>TD (d=1.384) ASD>TD (d=1.428) 
TCP responses TD>ASD (d=2.330) TD>ASD (d=2.751) TD>ASD (d=1.445) TD>ASD (d=1.489) 
Verbal command TD>ASD (d=2.036) TD>ASD (d=2.384) TD>ASD (d=1.283) NS (d=1.326) 
Imitation TD>ASD (d=1.892) TD>ASD (d=2.124) TD>ASD (d=1.134) NS (d=1.097) 
Tool Use TD>ASD (d=1.880) TD>ASD (d=2.109) TD>ASD (d=1.109) NS (d=1.070) 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, BMC = Basic Motor Control, M:F = Male-to-Female 
ratio, NS = Non-Significant, SAS = Specialist Autistic School, TCP = Total Correct Praxis, 
TD = Typically Developing, TPE = Total Praxis Errors, VABS-II = Vineland Adaptive 
Behaviour Scales, second edition 
 
Analyses comparing number of praxis errors, and number of correct praxis items, 
between autistic participants from the GC and matched controls are described in Table 9.5. 
Number of praxis errors and correct praxis items did not differ to matched controls when 
controlling for BMC (p>.05), adaptive functioning (p>.05), as well as when controlling for 






Comparison of Motor Skills between Autistic Children from General Community and 
Typically Developing Children 
 Not controlling for VABS-II Controlling for VABS-II 
Motor variables BMC not controlled BMC controlled BMC not controlled BMC controlled 
TPE NS (d=0.758) NS (d=0.242) NS (d=0.611) NS (d=0.480) 
Verbal command NS (d=0.535) NS (d=0.083) NS (d=0.041) NS (d=1.289) 
Imitation NS (d=0.998) NS (d=0.426) NS (d=0.910)  NS (d=0.123) 
Tool Use NS (d=0.886) NS (d=0.569) NS (d=1.206) NS (d=0.396) 
TCP responses NS (d=0.713) NS (d=0.003) NS (d=1.071) NS (d=0.155) 
Verbal command NS (d=0.629) NS (d=0.060) NS (d=0.673) NS (d=0.503) 
Imitation TD>ASD (d=1.064) NS (d=0.434) NS (d=1.123) NS (d=0.195) 
Tool Use NS (d=0.577) NS (d=0.154) NS (d=1.274) NS (d=0.472) 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, GC = General Community, M:F = Male-to-Female ratio, 
NS = Non-Significant, TCP = Total Correct Praxis, TD = Typically Developing, TPE = Total 
Praxis Errors, VABS-II = Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales, second edition. 
 
We next compared praxis skills and BMC between autistic children from the SAS and 
the GC (see Table 9.6). Autistic children who attended the SAS demonstrated greater TPE 
(F(1,35)=15.25, p<.025), greater errors in response to verbal command (F(1,35)=18.59, p<.025), 
greater errors during imitation (F(1,34)=5.67, p<.05), and more errors whilst using tools 
(F(1,34)=12.99, p<.025), than autistic children from the GC. Compared to autistic participants 
that attended the SAS, autistic children from the GC performed a greater number of TCP 
responses (F(1,36)=12.48, p<.05), correct praxis items in response to verbal command 
(F(1,36)=10.67, p<.05), correct responses whilst imitating (F(1,36)=9.89, p<.05), and correct 
responses via tool use (F(1,35)=6.58, p<.05). BMC was not different between the two groups 
of autistic children (p>.05). These trends were mostly observed when controlling for BMC, 
adaptive functioning, and both BMC and adaptive functioning (see Table 9.6). After 
accounting for BMC and adaptive functioning, correct items when using tools was not 




Comparison of Motor Skills between Autistic Children from the Specialist Autistic School and the General Community 
 Not controlling for VABS-II Controlling for VABS-II 
Motor variables BMC not controlled BMC controlled BMC not controlled BMC controlled 
PANESS NS (d=0.400) N/A NS (d=0.704) N/A 
TPE SAS>GC (d=1.332) SAS>GC (d=1.879) SAS>GC (d=2.257) SAS>GC (d=2.528) 
Verbal command SAS>GC (d=1.458) SAS>GC (d=2.026) SAS>GC (d=2.416) SAS>GC (d=2.677) 
Imitation SAS>GC (d=0.817) SAS>GC (d=1.164) SAS>GC (d=1.329) SAS>GC (d=1.511) 
Tool Use SAS>GC (d=1.236) SAS>GC (d=1.788) SAS>GC (d=2.229) SAS>GC (d=2.578) 
TCP responses GC>SAS (d=1.178) GC>SAS (d=1.623) GC>SAS (d=1.990) GC>SAS (d=2.223) 
Verbal command GC>SAS (d=1.090) GC>SAS (d=1.408) GC>SAS (d=1.833) GC>SAS (d=1.927) 
Imitation GC>SAS (d=1.048) GC>SAS (d=1.382) GC>SAS (d=1.821) GC>SAS (d=1.931) 
Tool Use GC>SAS (d=0.867) GC>SAS (d=1.067) GC>SAS (d=1.422) NS (d=1.417) 
ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, BMC = Basic Motor Control, GC = General Community, M:F = Male-to-Female ratio, NS = Non-
Significant, PANESS = Physical And Neurological Examination for Subtle Signs, SAS = Specialist Autistic School, TCP = Total Correct Praxis, 




Praxis abilities in ASD during early childhood were investigated using a more relative 
test to autistic individuals. As hypothesised, autistic children had poorer BMC and praxis 
abilities than controls. Praxis deficits remained greater in autistic than TD participants when 
controlling for BMC. After additionally controlling for adaptive functioning, only errors 
during tool use remained different between ASD and TD groups. When accounting for the 
SAS attendance, autistic children who attended the SAS had poorer BMC than matched TD 
participants. These autistic children also had poorer praxis skills than controls when 
controlling, and not controlling for, BMC. Praxis scores, except for errors during imitation 
tasks, remained lower in autistic individuals from the SAS than controls. After additionally 
controlling for BMC, TPE and TCP, as well as errors in response to verbal command and tool 
use, remained different between groups. In contrast, autistic children from the GC did not 
differ in praxis compared to their matched controls when accounting for BMC and adaptive 
functioning. Furthermore, autistic children from the GC demonstrated greater praxis abilities, 
but not BMC and correct items during tool use, than autistic children that attended the SAS. 
We conclude that praxis deficits are evident in young autistic children with poor language 
and adaptive abilities, and potentially more severe ASD symptoms. However, praxis deficits 
are not evident in all autistic individuals. 
The praxis deficit evident in autistic children from the SAS confirms earlier studies 
measuring praxis in young autistic children, and older children and adolescents with ASD. 
Bodison (2015) and Roley et al. (2015) compared praxis abilities in young autistic children to 
standardised norms. Both studies found autistic children to have deficits in praxis, in 
particular, postural and oral praxis. Further, Roley et al. (2015) concluded that autistic 
children demonstrated lower praxis scores in response to verbal command and visual praxis, 
in terms of copying designs and motor accuracy. The present study extends these earlier 
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studies by observing a praxis deficit using a test validated for autistic individuals. The 
performance of autistic children from the SAS was also consistent with studies measuring 
praxis in autistic older children and young adolescents (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 
2007; Ewen et al., 2016; Gizzonio et al., 2015; Haswell et al., 2009; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 
2012; M. Miller et al., 2014; Mostofsky et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2010). This suggests that a 
motor and praxis deficit is evident in autistic individuals throughout childhood and 
adolescence. 
Contrary to past research (Mostofsky et al., 2006), the motor and praxis performance 
of autistic participants from the GC were not different to matched controls. Additionally, 
these autistic participants had greater praxis abilities than autistic individuals who attended 
the SAS. As adaptive functioning was accounted for in the present study, which was not 
different between ASD groups, this is unlikely to have explained the discrepant findings in 
the present study. Perhaps, the IQ of participants confounded the results. A number of studies 
measuring praxis performance in older children and adolescence in ASD have only focused 
on high functioning individuals (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; Gizzonio et al., 
2015; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012; M. Miller et al., 2014; Mostofsky et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 
2010). In contrast, adaptive functioning was controlled for in the present study. Although 
sub-domains of adaptive functioning correlate with forms of IQ (Klin et al., 2007), these 
correlations do not explain the entire variance of the data. Therefore, controlling for adaptive 
functioning is a similar strategy to including only participants with a certain IQ, but different 
nonetheless. The present study highlights the variance in praxis abilities among autistic 
children. Hence, factors confounding the relationship between ASD diagnosis and praxis 
should be considered. For instance, future studies should include only high functioning 
children in order to observe whether a praxis deficit in HFA is also evident during childhood. 
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Along with IQ, severity of ASD symptoms was not measured in the present study. 
However, to be enrolled in the SAS requires significant deficits in adaptive behaviour and 
language skills. Acceptance into a specialist school such as the SAS suggests that perhaps 
these participants were likely to have more severe symptoms of ASD compared to autistic 
children from the GC. In the ASD literature, praxis abilities have been negatively associated 
with severity of ASD symptoms in HFA individuals (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). 
Participants from the SAS in the present study may have demonstrated poorer praxis 
performance than controls and autistic participants from the GC due to having more severe 
ASD symptoms. It should be noted that these past findings are indicative of HFA 
participants, rather than the entire ASD spectrum. Though likely, it is difficult to confirm the 
influence of ASD symptom severity on praxis abilities based on the findings of the present 
study. Hence, future research should extend these present study’s findings by recruiting LFA 
and HFA participants, and divide these groups into low, moderate, and high severity of ASD 
symptoms, following the current Diagnostic and Statistics Manual (APA, 2013). These future 
research directions will build on the findings of the present study by clarifying the influence 
IQ and severity of ASD symptoms have on praxis abilities in autistic individuals. 
When controlling for adaptive functioning, autistic individuals who attended the SAS 
had lower imitation scores than autistic participants from the GC. Nonetheless, when 
compared to controls, praxis performance via imitation was not impaired in either ASD 
group. For the autistic participants attending the SAS, the impairments in imitation noted 
above are explained by their adaptive functioning, rather than ASD diagnosis. This finding 
contradicts theoretical concepts of imitation in ASD (J. H. Williams et al., 2001), and the 
praxis literature measuring the FAB-R in autistic participants (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et 
al., 2007; Ewen et al., 2016; Gizzonio et al., 2015; Haswell et al., 2009; MacNeil & 
Mostofsky, 2012; M. Miller et al., 2014; Mostofsky et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2010). These past 
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resources mainly focus on autistic individuals in late childhood or adolescence. In contrast, 
children aged between four and 10 years were included in the present study. Thus, our study 
suggests that imitation deficits during praxis tasks observed in those with ASD may not be 
evident during early childhood. This is consistent with research observing no difference in 
goal-directed imitation in autistic and TD young children (Hamilton, Brindley, & Frith, 
2007). 
It should be noted that there were limitations in the present study. Firstly, the 
movement variables were scored during the testing session, rather than looking at video 
footage after the session. Although this reduced the time researchers had per item to score the 
child’s performance, good interrater reliability was calculated between researchers. 
Additionally, measures were put into place to minimise this error, such as having a second 
rater during the testing sessions and ensuring that the primary researcher was present during 
all sessions. Although FAB-R protocol requires the researchers to video record the 
participants undergoing the tests and then later record the errors whilst watching the video 
footage (Mostofsky et al., 2006), this was not followed due to ethical reasons. Furthermore, 
adaptive functioning was measured via a parent-report questionnaire. Biases regarding 
parent-report could not be ruled out. It is difficult to determine how critical each parent was 
in their child’s adaptive functioning. Nonetheless, the questionnaire has been validated, so the 
influence of this bias is presumed to be minimal. Although a parent-report approach is 
deemed more appropriate than self-reporting measures, due to reported elevated alexithymia 
in autistic children (Griffin, Lombardo, & Auyeung, 2016), teacher-reporting measures of 
adaptive functioning and researcher observations during testing could have also been 
included. Lastly, it is important to be aware that a number of environmental impacts can 
affect the attention of the child, and thus the child’s motor performance. This issue was 
overcome by either completing the testing in a familiar environment (e.g. their homes), or for 
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the participants at the SAS, ensuring that a familiar teacher to the child was present during 
time of testing. 
A praxis deficit in some autistic children has been outlined in the present study. 
Considering that praxis deficits were only observed in autistic participants who attended the 
SAS, these deficits should only be generalised to young autistic children with significant 
deficits in adaptive functioning and language abilities. This is an important aspect to consider 
for clinical implications. Inconsistencies in identifying autism from motor abilities has further 
been addressed (Ozonoff et al., 2008), but have been associated with severity of autism 
(MacDonald, Lord, & Ulrich, 2014). In spite of a praxis deficit not existing in all autistic 
children in the current sample, early intervention of praxis skills in ASD should not be 
discredited. Praxis abilities may act as an important marker in determining how 
improvements in these skills could lead to beneficial outcomes (Dowell et al., 2009). Thus, 
the efficacy of intervening on improving praxis skills in autistic children can only be 
speculated before this specific relationship is tested. 
The link between praxis skills and ASD-related outcomes, such as social and adaptive 
skills can be inferred by investigating neurobiological research. A meta-analysis of 13 studies 
found the activity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the frontal lobe (responsible for 
motor planning) and the anterior inferior parietal lobule (responsible for the interpretation of 
sensory information) to be altered in autistic participants when compared to controls during 
imitation tasks (J. Yang & Hofmann, 2016). Although more recent studies have not observed 
such discrepancies in frontal lobe activation, the inferior frontal gyrus in this study was seen 
to be activated in both controls and autistic individuals during imitation tasks (Wadsworth, 
Maximo, Donnelly, & Kana, 2018). Areas of the frontal and parietal lobes in autistic 
participants are therefore activated during imitation tasks. These brain areas are nearby 
regions that influence ASD-related outcomes, such as social and adaptive functions (Carper 
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et al., 2002). Given brain connectivity studies highlight that neighbouring brain areas 
communicate via neural connections, (Sporns & Betzel, 2016), improving imitation deficits 
for autistic individuals may enhance these nearby brain regions responsible for adaptive and 
social function. 
The neurobiological findings mentioned above encourage future studies to investigate 
whether an improvement in praxis skills is related to positive outcomes for autistic children. 
As autistic children are known to have poor social and adaptive skills (Klin et al., 2007), 
future research should first investigate whether an improvement in these skills is predicted by 
improvements in praxis tasks. If an improvement in praxis performance were to predict social 
or adaptive outcomes for autistic children, this would provide an evidence-based foundation 
for interventions focusing on these variables. 
In summary, poor praxis performance can be concluded for young autistic children. 
Whilst this was found for young autistic children that attended the SAS, difference in praxis 
performance were rarely observed between autistic individuals from the GC and matched 
controls. When comparing ASD groups, praxis abilities were greater in those from the GC, 
compared to those who attended the SAS. Reasons for this are unclear, though adaptive 
functioning did not differ between groups. IQ and severity of ASD symptoms should be 
further explored to possibly explain this relationship. Lastly, controlling for adaptive 
functioning appeared to account for some of the praxis deficits observed in those attending 
the SAS, especially the imitation component. In conclusion, a motor deficit appeared to only 
exist in young children attending the SAS, rather than both ASD participant groups. Hence, 
praxis abilities vary considerably between autistic younger children. 
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ASD is a pervasive neurodevelopmental disorder characterised by two domains: 
restricted and repetitive behaviours, and impairments in social communication (APA, 2013). 
Although these two facets are emphasised in the ASD literature (Flanagan, Landa, Bhat, & 
Bauman, 2012), they are often difficult to identify at early ages (Ketcheson, Hauck, & Ulrich, 
2017). This is problematic as early intervention contributes to reduced deficits and improved 
quality of life in autistic individuals (Mayes et al., 2009). One characteristic that may be 
proxy for these ASD-related symptoms is motor function, as they are often found to be 
impaired in autistic individuals (Casartelli et al., 2016). In addition, the size of the frontal 
lobe and cerebellum (i.e. vermian lobules VI-VII); brain areas related to motor control, 
develop abnormally in autistic participants, compared to controls (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 
8 of the present thesis). However, targeting a particular deficit alone does not necessarily 
equate to enhanced ASD-related outcomes, such as social and adaptive skills (Klin et al., 
2007). Rather, the relationship between motor skills and ASD-related outcomes should be 
examined. More specifically, it is imperative to investigate the longitudinal nature of this 
relationship in younger autistic children, an aim that has seen little attention in the literature. 
This enhances the relevance of such findings to early intervention practices; a vital 
contributor to overall development in ASD (Mayes et al., 2009) 
ASD-related outcomes of children, such as social communication, are both facilitated 
and fostered by movement. For instance, children develop their social skills through physical 
activity and play (Healy, Nacario, Braithwaite, & Hopper, 2018). Thus, it would be 
reasonable to expect that autistic children, who have poor social skills, might not engage in 
physical play and activities in the same manner as healthy controls. Consequently, there may 
be a bi-directional association between the decreased social communication skills typical in 
autistic individuals may be associated with motor abilities reportedly reduced in ASD, such 
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as praxis (Mostofsky et al., 2006). In support, a relationship in autistic individuals has been 
established between various movement skills, and adaptive (Green et al., 2009; Hedvall et al., 
2013; Nevill et al., 2017; Travers et al., 2017) as well as social skills (Craig et al., 2018; 
Green et al., 2009; Hirata et al., 2014; J. L. Powell et al., 2017). 
While broad deficits in motor skills have been observed in ASD, a growing literature 
has highlighted that generalised praxis skills may be particularly problematic (Mostofsky et 
al., 2006). Indeed, movement performance via imitation, response to verbal command, and 
use of tools, are also impaired in autistic participants (Mostofsky et al., 2006). Praxis deficits 
are formally defined as impairments in complex motor skills that cannot be explained by 
limitations in fundamental movement abilities (Steinman et al., 2010). Generalised praxis 
abilities can be measured by either the number of errors or correct responses in a set of 
controlled praxis tasks (Mostofsky et al., 2006). One such task is imitation, which has been 
explored extensively among those with ASD (J. H. Williams et al., 2001). Such earlier work 
consistently suggests that imitation is impaired in ASD (Jones & Prior, 1985; Vanvuchelen et 
al., 2007). 
Earlier research concluded imitation was associated with theory of mind, joint 
attention and empathy among autistic individuals (J. H. Williams et al., 2001). Studies of 
praxis in autistic participants generalised these findings beyond imitation deficits, concluding 
total praxis errors to predict total ADOS-Generic (ADOS-G) score, a measure of ASD-related 
symptoms (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). This finding was also found even when 
controlling for BMC (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). Thus, the relationship between 
praxis abilities and ASD-related outcomes could not be explained by fundamental movement 
skills. Accounting for this confounding variable is important as the link between generalised 
praxis abilities and ASD-related outcomes is likely due to the higher order components of 
praxis action rather than BMC (Steinman et al., 2010). However, Gizzonio et al. (2015) did 
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not observe a relationship between ADOS-G score and praxis abilities. It should be noted 
though that Gizzonio et al. (2015) included meaningless gestures in the imitation subsection 
of the praxis test (Florida Apraxia Battery [FAB-R]; Mostofsky et al., 2006); items which 
tend to be removed in the FAB-R (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; Mostofsky et al., 
2006). Hence, when the FAB-R is typically implemented, past research concludes a 
relationship between praxis skills and ASD-related symptoms. 
The relationship between generalised praxis abilities and ASD-related symptoms is 
under researched in autistic children, particularly younger ones. Currently, the outcomes of 
praxis in ASD have only been studied in participants aged between eight and 14 years 
(Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). Although these findings are important, as noted 
above, it is also important to consider whether this relationship exists in younger children. 
Focusing on younger children will inform health professionals about the utility of targeting 
praxis skills during early intervention; a significant contributor to overall development 
(Mayes et al., 2009). Currently, the relationship between praxis as defined by previous 
authors (Mostofsky et al., 2006) and ASD-related outcomes has not been measured in 
younger autistic children. There is however, indirect evidence supporting a link between 
praxis and ASD-related symptoms, with more recent studies in younger autistic children (four 
to 11 years of age) having concluded a relationship exists between social participation and 
imitation praxis (Roley et al., 2015) as well as between the ability to play and varying types 
of praxis; oral praxis and postural praxis (Bodison, 2015), and overall praxis (Kuhaneck & 
Britner, 2013). In spite of research being conducted on the praxis abilities of younger autistic 
children current research is yet to measure the association between praxis performance and 
more comprehensive questionnaires designed to measure symptoms of ASD, such as the 
Autism Spectrum Quotient (Auyeung et al., 2008) and the Social Responsiveness Scale 
(Constantino & Gruber, 2012). Because of the brief measures of ASD-symptomology used by 
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previous studies (Bodison, 2015; Roley et al., 2015), the link between praxis and ASD-
related symptoms in younger children is difficult to discern. 
Longitudinal designs are also yet to be implemented in research measuring the 
relationship between praxis skills and ASD-related outcomes. This presents a research gap in 
the literature because longitudinal research can assess research questions that cross-sectional 
research cannot. For instance, a longitudinal study in this space can assess whether the 
change in praxis abilities over a period of time predicts a change in social and adaptive skills 
for those with ASD. Because interventions are longitudinal, the findings of longitudinal 
research are applicable to the outcomes of interventional practices. Hence, determining the 
longitudinal relationship between praxis and ASD-related symptoms in autistic children will 
highlight the implications of improving praxis skills in these individuals. 
With these issues to consider, the aim of the present study was to measure the cross-
sectional and longitudinal relationship between praxis abilities and social and adaptive skills, 
in younger autistic participants aged between four and ten years. These relationships will also 
be investigated in a gender and aged matched control group of typically developing children, 
and will account for BMC. It is hypothesised for autistic and TD children that social and 
adaptive outcomes will be predicted by the quality of praxis, as determined by the number of 
praxis errors and correct praxis responses. Furthermore, it is hypothesised that a change in the 
number of errors and correct responses will predict a change in social and adaptive outcomes 
for both diagnostic groups. Lastly, these cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships are 
predicted to vary between ASD and TD children. 
10.2 Method 
10.2.1 Participants 
An outline of the participants included in, and excluded from, the present study were 
previously described (see Crucitti et al., in-press). The present study included 38 autistic 
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participants (25 attending the SAS and 13 from the GC) and 38 TD participants. The autistic 
and TD children were matched on gender and age within six months; except for four pairs of 
participants which were matched within nine months. Data from children and a parent or 
guardian were received at two time points, approximately seven months apart in their age 
(ASD: M(SD)=7.23 (1.12) months, TD: M(SD)=6.67 (0.97) months). 
10.2.2 Materials 
 The materials of the present study were previously described in (Crucitti et al., in-
press). Nonetheless, the materials will be explained briefly herein. BMC was measured using 
the revised version of the PANESS (Denckla, 1985); fine motor movement of the hands, 
fingers and feet. The time taken to complete the movement tasks were compared between 
groups. The FAB-R was used to measure praxis abilities which included three components: 
gestures to command, gestures to imitation, and gestures to tool use (Mostofsky et al., 2006). 
Social function was measured via the AQ-Child (Auyeung et al., 2008) and the SRS-2 
(Constantino & Gruber, 2012), and adaptive functioning was measured via the VABS-II 
Parent/Caregiver Rating Form (Sparrow et al., 2005). 
10.2.3 Procedure 
The measurement of the participants’ movement skills in the present study were 
previously described (see Crucitti et al., in-press). In addition, parent-report questionnaires 
were provided to the parents to complete in their own time after the child completed the 
motor testing. For questions that were not completed, these were answered over the phone or 
in person with the primary researcher. This procedure of movement testing and parent-report 
questionnaires was then repeated at the second time point, approximately seven months apart. 
Age of each participant at the given time point was recorded as being the average between 
age at motor testing and age when the parent-report questionnaire was completed. The 
difference in the participant’s age during the collection of motor, and parent-report data was 
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minimal at the first time point (t(150)=0.11, p>.05) and the second time point (t(150)=0.10, 
p>.05). Percentage of items that were consistent between the primary researcher and the 
secondary researchers for each participant in the present study was good at the first time 
point: M(SD)=76.68(9.69), and the second time point: M(SD)=74.78(10.18). The research 
study was approved by the Deakin Research Ethics Committee, and the Department of 
Education. Informed consent was provided by all parents/guardians along with the teachers of 
the SAS, while informed assent was provided by the child participants. 
10.2.4 Statistical Analyses 
Consistent with past research (Mostofsky et al., 2006), TPE and TCP items were 
measured for autistic and TD participants. Hierarchical multiple regressions were conducted 
separately for autistic children who attended the SAS and from the GC, and TD children. The 
first model of these analyses included gender, age of participants, BMC, and the proportion 
of relevant questions that parents completed over the phone or in person with the primary 
researcher (to control for incomplete data). The second model added the two praxis variables 
of interest: TPE and TCP. These hierarchical multiple regressions were employed to predict 
the three parent-report questionnaires (AQ-Child, SRS-2, and VABS-II). Data from the 
regressions was analysed at the first time point, and for the change in data across the two time 
points. The number of hierarchical multiple regressions analysed (s=6) inflates the chance of 
Type I error. To counter the risk of Type I error, Bonferroni’s correction was applied. 
Lastly, univariate outliers (Z>±2.56; Field, 2013) were removed listwise for all 
relevant analyses they were involved in (ASD=6, TD=6). In light of the three movement 
variables of interest measuring count and time data, these were logarithmically transformed 
for the analyses conducted. IBM SPSS Statistical Software (version 25) were used for all 




The means, standard deviations, and range of scores for the relevant demographic 
variables are presented in Table 10.1. 
Table 10.1 
Descriptive Characteristics of the Current Sample. Change Statistics Refer to Changes in 
Value from Time Point One to Time Point Two 
 










































































































































AQ-Child = Autism Quotient for Children, ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, F = Female, 
GC = General Community, M = Male, N/A = Not Applicable, PANESS = Physical And 
Neurological Examination of Subtle Signs, SAS = Specialist Autistic School, SRS = Social 
Responsiveness Scale, second edition, TCP = Total Correct Praxis, TD = Typically 




Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to evaluate the cross-
sectional and longitudinal relationship between movement and ASD-related outcomes (Table 
10.2). Autistic participants’ movement variables did not predict social and adaptive function 
at time point one, even if ignoring the Bonferroni correction (p>.05). However, TPE uniquely 
predicted VABS score for TD children (ß=-1.66, t=2.94, p<.008), which remained significant 
after applying Bonferroni’s correction. The results did not reveal any significant longitudinal 




Hierarchical Multiple Regressions 
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* Significant difference before Bonferroni adjustment (p<.008); shaded cell indicates significant difference following Bonferroni adjustment; 
AQ-Child = Autism Quotient for Children, ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, BMC = Basic Motor Control, GC = General Community, SAS = 
Specialist Autistic School, SRS-2 = Social Responsiveness Scale, second edition, TCP = Total Correct Praxis, TD = Typically Developing, TPE 






The cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships between the praxis and social and 
adaptive outcomes of autistic and TD younger children were investigated in the current study. 
At the first time point, motor skills of autistic participants did not predict social and adaptive 
abilities. However, TPE predicted adaptive functioning for TD children, even after accounting 
for multiple comparisons. Lastly, a change in praxis abilities across time did not predict a 
change in social and adaptive function in autistic and TD participants. We conclude that for 
autistic younger children, the cross-sectional relationship between adaptive functioning and 
praxis abilities is abnormal in autistic younger children relative to controls. 
For autistic participants, a cross-sectional and longitudinal relationship between praxis 
and social and adaptive outcomes were not observed. This is inconsistent with past research 
findings. These past studies found praxis abilities to negatively correlate with ASD-related 
outcomes in young children (Bodison, 2015; Kuhaneck & Britner, 2013; Roley et al., 2015), 
and both older children and young adolescents (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). 
However, these past research findings did not correct the error rate for multiple comparisons. 
After correcting for this, we noticed these previous findings were mixed. Studies either 
concluded a significant (Bodison, 2015; Dziuk et al., 2007) or a non-significant (Dowell et al., 
2009; Roley et al., 2015) relationship between praxis scores and ASD-related outcomes. With 
multiple comparisons considered, the relationship between praxis and ASD-related outcomes 
in autistic children and adolescents appears to be inconsistent, at best. 
Regardless of corrections for multiple comparisons, other differences between the 
present study and past research were noted. In the present study, all autistic participants met 
DSM-5 criteria of ASD. In contrast, past studies have recruited using a variety of criteria. 
Many have used DSM-IV criteria (Bodison, 2015; Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007) or 
either a DSM-IV or DSM-5 criteria (Roley et al., 2015). DSM-5 criteria of ASD is thought to 
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have higher specificity than previous criteria of AS and PDD-NOS (Huerta, Bishop, Duncan, 
Hus, & Lord, 2012). This finding suggests that a higher proportion of false positive cases of 
ASD potentially resulted from DSM-IV criteria compared to DSM-5 criteria. These 
differences in specificity between ASD criteria may have influenced reported praxis 
outcomes. 
Alternatively, possibly a relationship between generalised praxis skills and ASD-
related outcomes is present in older children and young adolescents (Dowell et al., 2009; 
Dziuk et al., 2007), but not younger children. This may be due to the variability of praxis 
scores. Within the younger autistic children of the present study, praxis abilities seem to be 
less variable compared to samples of autistic older children and adolescents included in past 
research (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007). From a statistical perspective, decreased 
variability of individual variables can reduce the likelihood of a detected relationship between 
two variables (Babchishin & Helmus, 2016). These differences in variance may explain the 
contrasting findings between the younger autistic children of the present study and the autistic 
older children and adolescents of past praxis studies. Alternatively, the methodological 
differences between past research and the present study may explain different findings 
between autistic younger children and autistic older children and adolescents. The present 
study measured ASD-related outcomes via parent-based proxy-report measures, rather than 
semi-structured interviews. Relying on parent-report questionnaires risks the potential bias of 
parents and other proxies. Future studies should consider the use of semi-structured interviews 
to lessen such bias when measuring ASD-related symptoms in young autistic children. It will 
then be clear whether these contrasting findings were affected by age or methodological 
characteristics. 
For TD individuals, TPE predicted adaptive abilities at the first time point in the 
present study. Although a change in praxis errors across time was not associated with a 
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change in social and adaptive outcomes in TD children of the present study, this may have 
been influenced by the short timeframe between time points; approximately seven months. 
Nonetheless, because we did not observe a cross-sectional relationship between praxis and 
adaptive functioning in the ASD group, but we did in the TD group, it can be concluded that 
the relationship between praxis and adaptive functioning is atypical in autistic younger 
children, at least relative to controls. IQ may be responsible for this observation, which is 
more variable in autistic children than expected (S. H. Kim, Bal, & Lord, 2018). Praxis 
abilities require higher order cognitions that cannot be explained by fundamental movement 
abilities (Steinman et al., 2010). These higher order cognitions may be influenced by IQ. 
Because the present study did not control for IQ, future research should investigate the 
mediating effects of IQ on the relationship between praxis and adaptive functioning in autistic 
younger children. 
Limitations 
Limitations were evident in the present study. Issues include the praxis variables being 
scored during the testing session rather than viewing video footage post testing, ASD-related 
outcomes measured via parent-report questionnaires, and the influence of environmental 
factors. The consequences and strategies to overcome these limitations are discussed in the 
previous chapter. Additionally, the change in variables may have been biased by natural 
development. It is difficult to infer whether the change in social and adaptive outcomes was 
due to motor variables, or if this was mediated by natural development. This limitation 
highlights the correlational nature of the present study. Replicating this study with the 





For autistic children, a relationship between motor abilities and ASD-related outcomes 
was not observed in the present study. However, in TD children, a cross-sectional, but not a 
longitudinal, relationship was observed between praxis and adaptive abilities. Hence, the 
relationship between praxis and adaptive abilities is atypical in autistic younger children 
relative to controls. Although these findings were consistent when accounting for multiple 
comparisons, future research in this space should carefully account for inflations of the Type I 
error rate through multiple comparison, as the present research did. Investigating mediating 
factors of this complex relationship will allow a clearer conclusion to be predicted. 
Nonetheless, this study currently cannot conclude a relationship between motor and social and 
adaptive skills in ASD. 
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Chapter 11. General Discussion 
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11.1 Overall Summary 
11.1.1 Research Questions 
The aim of this thesis was to provide a comprehensive exploration of neurological 
changes over age in ASD. This would provide a foundation for assessing the relationship 
between praxis abilities and ASD-related outcomes in autistic and TD children. Specifically, 
the thesis introduced a novel approach, which collected and compared the available HC and 
brain volume data between autistic and TD participants. The advantages of this novel 
approach compared to a meta-analysis were discussed, and the trends of HC, TBV, ICV, 
frontal lobe volume, cerebellar volume, and vermian lobule areas VI-VII in light of age were 
explored. Praxis abilities during childhood was also investigated. In particular, the praxis 
abilities between autistic and TD children were compared, and the cross-sectional and 
longitudinal relationship between praxis skills and ASD-related outcomes in these children 
were analysed. Consequently, the following research questions were addressed in the present 
thesis: 
1. Are there differences in HC between autistic and TD participants in light of age? 
2. Are there differences in TBV and ICV between autistic and TD participants in 
light of age? 
3. Are there differences in frontal lobe volume, cerebellar volume, and vermal lobule 
areas VI-VII in light of age? 
Given these brain regions associated with motor function do show differences that appear age 
related  
4. Is there a difference in praxis abilities between autistic and TD children when 
using a valid measure of praxis skills, and when controlling for age and gender? 
5. Is there a cross-sectional and longitudinal relationship between praxis abilities and 
social and adaptive functions in autistic and TD children? 
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11.1.2 Empirical Findings 
One of the main empirical findings of the present thesis was that this novel approach is 
more appropriate than a meta-analysis. A simple meta-analysis does not analyse confounding 
variables or account for outliers to the extent of our novel approach. In the present thesis, 
variability of HC and brain volume was concluded to be greater in ASD than TD groups. This 
important discrepancy between autistic and TD individuals may not be observed when 
comparing means between groups. Additionally, the findings of the review studies concluded 
frontal lobe and cerebellar volume in autistic individuals to follow unique trajectories over 
age that were not consistent with HC or brain volume growth patterns. Because these 
neurological parameters changed over age, it would suggest that praxis skills, relevant to 
frontal lobe and cerebellar function, are dynamic across age. When investigating praxis 
abilities in the present thesis, compared to controls, a praxis deficit was evident in autistic 
children who attended a SAS, but not in autistic children from the general community (GC). 
Lastly, praxis skills were not predictive of adaptive and social skills of a cross-sectional or 
longitudinal nature. The specific trends of HC, brain volume and praxis abilities in ASD will 
be further discussed below. 
11.2 Key Findings from Each Study 
11.2.1 Study I – Head Circumference in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
The meta-analysis of the present study concluded larger HC in autistic than TD 
individuals. In contrast, the data re-analysis approach did not conclude a difference in HC 
between ASD and TD groups for all age groups investigated. A meta-analysis summarises 
effect sizes, and thus relies on standard error, mean and sample size of individual studies. 
Because of this, outliers in HC data are not properly accounted for. This is concerning as we 
observed that extremely small, and extremely large, HC was more likely in autistic than TD 
males between birth and 20 months, and that extremely large HC was more likely in autistic 
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than TD males above 60 months. Additionally, the data reanalysis approach enabled the 
development of HC to be compared between autistic and TD participants. In males, the slopes 
and the intercept of the lines of fit were not different between autistic and TD groups. This 
was also evident after visual inspection, especially when the figures separately displayed the 
data for ages above and below one month. Although ASD and TD lines of fit between birth 
and one month were discrepant, this is likely due to the misleading data around exact age for 
measurements recorded as “at birth”. Gestational age was not accounted for in the present 
thesis. Newborns with different gestational ages, and hence different times for their head size 
to develop, are therefore being grouped into the same age bracket. Interestingly, in females, 
the slopes of the ASD and TD lines of fit were significantly different. Though these fits may 
have been affected by limited data, HC development in autistic females should be considered 
in future research. 
11.2.2 Study II – Brain Volume in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Mean group comparisons of ICV and TBV observed a number of discrepancies 
between autistic and TD individuals. TBV was larger in autistic than TD males between nine 
to 12 years, and smaller in autistic than TD males over 25 years of age. ICV was larger in 
autistic than TD males between ages five to eight years, and 13 to 17 years. At five to eight 
years, age significantly interacted the relationship between ICV and ASD diagnosis. Hence, 
the difference at this age group should be interpreted cautiously. In contrast, TBV and ICV 
were not different between autistic and TD females. Additionally, the frequency of extreme 
brain size in autistic males, compared to controls, was different within multiple age ranges. 
For a schematic figure of these findings previously included Figure 6.7, see Figure 1. In short, 
between two to four years of age, autistic males were more likely to have extremely large 
TBV or extremely small TBV than controls. Autistic males, compared to controls, were also 
more likely to have extremely large TBV between nine to 12 years, and extremely small TBV 
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for ages above 25 years. In comparison, autistic males were more likely to have extremely 











Figure 11.1: Re-presentation of Figure 6.7, frequency of extreme brain volume in ASD 
compared to TD participants  
Note: ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder; ICV = Intracranial Volume; TBV = Total Brain 
Volume; TD = Typically Developing 
11.2.3 Study III – Frontal Lobe in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Developmental differences in frontal lobe volume were also observed between autistic 
and TD individuals. For instance, the constant and slopes of the ASD and TD lines of fit 
(excluding participants over 30 years of age) were different from each other. A difference in 
constants suggests that frontal lobe volume varies between autistic and TD neonates. 
Considering the present thesis though did not include frontal lobe volume data below two 
years of age, the contrasting constants should be interpreted cautiously. Nonetheless, the 
different slopes between the ASD and TD lines of fit indicate the contrasting growth patterns 
of frontal lobe volume between autistic and TD individuals. Hence, age is a pivotal variable to 
address when investigating frontal lobe volume in ASD. This influence may be due to the 
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abnormal growth patterns of frontal lobe volume during infancy. Between two and four years 
of age, the present thesis concluded that frontal lobe volume was larger in autistic than in TD 
males. Frontal lobe volume was not different between autistic and TD participants for the 
remaining age groups.  
11.2.4 Study IV – Cerebellum and Vermian Lobules VI-VII in Autism Spectrum 
Disorder 
The effects of age on the cerebellum of autistic individuals was noticeable. A 
comparison of the ASD and TD lines of fit of cerebellar volume and vermian lobules VI-VII 
data highlighted significantly different slopes. Hence, compared to TD controls, the growth of 
the cerebellum and vermian lobules VI-VII are dynamic over age. Additionally, the constants 
of the ASD and TD lines of fit were different to each other for the VI-VII area but not the 
cerebellar volume data. This suggests that vermian lobules VI-VII, but not cerebellar volume, 
are abnormal in ASD in utero. However, the present thesis did not included cerebellar volume 
for participants younger than two years of age, which may have affected the lines of fit. 
Nonetheless, mean comparisons of data indicate that the developmental growth of vermian 
lobule area VI-VII in autistic individuals may occur independent of changes in cerebellar 
volume. For instance, in the present thesis, cerebellar volume between two to four years of 
age was larger in autistic than TD participants. In contrary, vermian lobule areas VI-VII were 
smaller in autistic than TD males when analysing all ages, birth to one year, five to eight 
years, and 13 to 17 years. The mean group comparison findings of autistic and TD 
participants varied between cerebellar volume and areas VI-VII. Hence, it can be assumed 
that the abnormal trends observed in vermian lobule areas VI-VII of autistic individuals, 
compared to TD controls, occur independent of the cerebellum. 
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11.2.5 Study V – Praxis Abilities in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Levels of praxis were greater in autistic than TD children aged between four and 10 
years. This remained after controlling for BMC. However, when controlling for adaptive 
functioning and BMC, praxis skills were no longer different between autistic and TD children, 
except for number of errors during tool use. Autistic children who attended the SAS had 
poorer praxis skills than controls, which remained after controlling for BMC. When 
additionally controlling for adaptive functioning, total number of errors and correct responses 
remained worse in autistic participants who attended the SAS than TD controls. Of the praxis 
subsets, only number of errors during verbal command and tool use remained worse in autistic 
participants who attended the SAS than controls. In contrast, praxis levels were mostly not 
different between autistic children from the GC and TD controls. Lastly, autistic children who 
attended the SAS had poorer praxis abilities, except for correct items during tool use when 
controlling for adaptive functioning and BMC, than autistic children from the GC. 
11.2.6 Study VI – Praxis, Social and Adaptive Skills in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Praxis skills of autistic participants did not predict their social and adaptive abilities at 
the first time point. For TD children, a cross-sectional relationship between adaptive abilities 
and number of praxis errors was observed. For all participant groups, all longitudinal 
relationships between motor abilities and social and adaptive skills were non-significant. 
These findings were consistent before and after adjusting the error rate for multiple 
comparisons.  
11.3 Methodological Limitations of Past Research in Autism Spectrum Disorder 
The present thesis identified and rectified methodological limitations of past research 
which will be discussed herein: using a meta-analytic approach, comparing findings to 
normative data, and not accounting for multiple comparisons. Firstly, the meta-analytic 
approach is currently under scrutiny (de Vrieze, 2018). Essentially, the inclusion criteria 
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researchers develop for studies within the meta-analysis ensures an element of study choice 
bias (de Vrieze, 2018). Additionally, meta-analyses summarise effect sizes, which ultimately 
ineffectively explain the variance of outliers (Baker & Jackson, 2008). Considering ASD is 
associated with increased rates of macrocephaly (Sacco et al., 2015) and large brain volume 
(Amaral et al., 2017), summarising effect sizes is problematic when investigating neurological 
parameters such as HC and brain volume in autistic individuals. Hence, relying on a single 
number to encapsulate HC or brain volume in autistic individuals (e.g. simple meta-analysis) 
makes it difficult to comprehensively evaluate the frequency of extreme scores. Nonetheless, 
meta-analyses have been used to analyse HC studies in the ASD literature (e.g.: Sacco et al., 
2015). Findings concluded larger HC in autistic than TD individuals. In light of the 
methodological limitations of meta-analyses previously mentioned (e.g.: ineffectively 
accounting for variance of outliers, and not comprehensively accounting for third variables), 
the meta-analytic and novel approach were explicitly compared in Study I. The two analyses 
concluded different findings, highlighting the limitations of the meta-analytic approach. 
Whilst the meta-analysis concluded HC to be greater in autistic than TD individuals, each age 
range examined in the re-analysis approach concluded no difference in HC between the two 
diagnostic groups. Additionally, Study I and Study II highlighted extreme HC and brain size, 
respectively, to be more common in ASD than typically expected. Hence, the present thesis 
highlights the importance of accounting for variance in HC and brain volume in ASD. This 
variance is more effectively captured when analysing raw data (i.e.: our novel approach) 
rather than summarising effect sizes (i.e.: meta-analysis). 
Secondly, select normative HC data has been found to be biased (Raznahan, Wallace, 
et al., 2013). This was particularly an issue for studies that compared HC of autistic 
participants to CDC normative HC data. CDC HC data has been influenced by 
underestimating HC of controls. Consequently, multiple studies were concluding autistic 
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participants to have larger HC than controls (for a comprehensive review, see Raznahan, 
Wallace, et al., 2013) are flawed. Additionally, compared to previous meta-analyses (i.e.: 
Sacco et al., 2015), a smaller effect of increased HC in autistic individuals compared to 
controls was reported in the present meta-analysis (e.g., see Study I). The difference in effect 
sizes between meta-analyses is likely due to the studies excluded in the present-analyses. This 
selection phenomena has been commented upon elsewhere (de Vrieze, 2018). While the 
present meta-analysis only included studies that recruited TD controls, Sacco et al. (2015) 
included studies with normative data. Hence, including normative HC data in ASD research 
inflates the perceived HC of autistic participants. 
Thirdly, a number of research studies do not account for multiple comparisons 
(Armstrong, 2014). Although this increases the risk of a Type I error occurring, applying a 
Bonferroni’s correction is a conservative approach; increasing the risk of a Type II error 
occurring. Hence, Bonferroni’s correction was only applied in studies with multiple 
comparisons in which effect sizes were small (e.g.: Study VI). Interestingly, of the past 
studies that concluded a cross-sectional relationship between praxis skills and ASD-related 
outcomes in autistic participants (Bodison, 2015; Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; 
Roley et al., 2015), such a relationship only remained in two studies after Bonferroni’s 
correction was applied (Bodison, 2015; Dziuk et al., 2007). In comparison, had Bonferroni’s 
correction not have been applied in the present thesis, motor abilities still would not have 
predicted social and adaptive functions. Nonetheless, it is important to understand the 
importance of using Bonferroni’s correction in instances where effect sizes are small. 
11.4 Specialist Autistic School Attendance on Praxis Abilities – Biological or Social? 
The differences in praxis abilities between the two ASD groups described in Study V 
can be explained from a neurobiological perspective. Vermal lobule areas VI-VII are 
responsible for higher order cognitive processing (Stoodley, 2016), and are smaller in autistic 
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than TD individuals aged between five and eight years (see Study IV). Study I and Study II 
concluded that HC and brain volume, respectively, were not different between ASD and TD 
children aged five to eight years. Hence, it would be reasonable to infer that the differences in 
vermal lobule areas VI-VII observed in this age range occurred independent of HC and brain 
size. This age range was similar to that of the participants recruited in Study V; four to 10 
years. Smaller vermal lobule areas VI-VII in autistic children therefore suggests that the 
recruited autistic sample of the present thesis most likely had impaired complex cognitive 
abilities; although as this was not measured directly, it is an inference based upon other 
findings. Alternatively, complex cognitive abilities may have been more impaired in autistic 
children who attended the SAS compared to autistic children who did not attend the SAS. 
Although this is likely considering entrance requirements into the SAS include deficits in 
adaptive behaviour and language skills, adaptive functioning was not different between the 
ASD groups described in the present thesis. It should be noted that adaptive functioning was 
measured using proxy reports from parents. It is possible that the parents of children who 
attended a mainstream school and those attending the SAS interpreted the questions in a 
differentially biased manner. However, such parental bias is speculative, and cannot be 
confirmed herein. In the present thesis, praxis deficits, compared to controls, were evident in 
autistic children who attended the SAS, but not in autistic children who did not attend the 
SAS. Assuming parental-bias influenced adaptive functioning in the present thesis, the 
observed praxis deficit in autistic children who attended the SAS may have been influenced 
by small lobule areas VI-VII.  
The specialist nature of the SAS may have also influenced the praxis skills of these 
students. Of the 13 autistic participants who did not attend the SAS, only three attended a 
specialist school. People with disabilities who attend a specialist school tend to have poorer 
cognitive abilities than those who do not (Szumski & Karwowski, 2014). Hence, it could be 
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assumed that autistic children from the SAS had worse praxis skills than those from the GC 
due to poorer cognitive skills. Alternatively, the differences in school environment between 
specialist and mainstream settings may have influenced the participants’ praxis abilities; 
people can learn from each other via observational learning (Mechling, Gast, & Krupa, 2007). 
It is possible that autistic participants attending mainstream settings had more opportunities to 
vicariously learn praxis abilities from other students than participants who attended a 
specialist school. 
11.5 Clinical Implications of Study Findings 
Enlarged HC in ASD during infancy has reported and speculated upon for more than a 
decade (Courchesne et al., 2003). However, larger HC in autistic than TD participants was not 
observed for any of the age groups investigated in males and females. This is an important 
finding for clinicians whom may consider HC during infancy when assessing a client for 
ASD. Rather, the present thesis observed disproportionate head size in autistic males between 
birth and 20 months, and above 60 months of age. For ages below 20 months, the present 
thesis concluded autistic males to be more likely to have extremely small head size than 
controls. As our approach to re-analyse data progresses, it is hoped that these results will be 
clarified further, and that differences across age will be more rigorously explored. In spite of 
this, the present thesis adds valuable information for clinicians in a space where it is difficult 
to diagnose an individual with ASD at such a young age. Above 60 months, autistic 
participants were more likely to have extremely large or extremely small head size than were 
controls. Again, with the addition of data in the future, we hope to identify more specific age 
ranges in which these findings are relevant. Nonetheless, clinicians should focus on small and 
large HC when assessing an individuals for ASD above five years of age. 
 The findings of the present thesis in regards to praxis in ASD will also assist future 
interventions. Firstly, before and after applying Bonferroni’s correction, changes in praxis 
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abilities did not predict changes in parent-reported social and adaptive measures. It is 
therefore recommended that other ASD-related outcomes are tested before applying 
interventions aiming to improve praxis abilities. Secondly, interventions designed to improve 
praxis abilities may not be beneficial for all autistic individuals. As per Study V, not all 
autistic participants have a praxis deficit. Hence, the praxis abilities of these children may be 
reaching a ceiling effect; limiting the space for improvement. The praxis ability of each 
autistic child should therefore be assessed pre-intervention to enhance the effectiveness of the 
praxis intervention. 
11.6 Methodological Strengths and Limitations 
The re-analytic approach in the present thesis in describing HC and brain volume is 
associated with major strengths. It is a comprehensive collection of HC and brain volume raw 
data in autistic and TD participants of previous studies. Collecting raw data, rather than 
summarising effect sizes (i.e., meta-analytic methods) ensures that the entire variance in the 
data is accounted for. In other words, the re-analytic approach overcomes issues with meta-
analyses that otherwise excludes the full effect of outliers in datasets. Considering the present 
thesis highlighted that extreme HC and brain volume are more likely in ASD than TD groups, 
variability is an important methodological issue to address in ASD research of HC and brain 
volume. Additionally, the novel approach controls for the following confounding variables: 
age, gender and type of brain volume. These factors influence the relationship between ASD 
diagnosis and either HC or brain volume in some capacity (Lin et al., 2015; Sacco et al., 
2015). Accounting for these variables also builds on the comprehensive nature of the present 
thesis, and allows more complete observations to be concluded. 
The chapters of the present thesis which investigated praxis abilities were also 
complimented by numerous strengths. The majority of research that has been conducted in 
praxis in ASD either compared praxis skills to controls, or investigated the cross-sectional 
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relationship between praxis skills and ASD-related outcomes. In addition to accounting for 
both of these aims, the present thesis investigated the longitudinal relationship between praxis 
skills and ASD-related outcomes. The longitudinal component of the present thesis provides 
an evidence based foundation for relevant interventions. Such evidence cannot be provided by 
cross-sectional relationships or by comparing means between groups. In addition, 76 
participants were recruited in the present thesis. This sample size far exceeds most of the 
longitudinal studies that have investigated praxis skills in ASD (Klyczek, 2009; Srinivasan et 
al., 2015). A large sample size such as that of the present thesis provides adequate power, 
reducing the likelihood of a Type II error.  
Limitations were also evident in the experimental studies conducted. Our approach to 
collating HC and varying brain volume data only accounted for age and gender. Past research 
have suggested a number of other variables that should be accounted for when analysing the 
relationship between ASD diagnosis and HC (Chaste et al., 2013) and brain volume (Amaral 
et al., 2017). In particular, because height could not be controlled for, it not being provided by 
most researchers, it was not possible to replicate past research in regards to extreme HC and 
brain volume analyses (Amaral et al., 2017; Sacco et al., 2015). Furthermore, data was under-
powered some areas, particularly older participants and females. For instance: HC could not 
be compared between groups for participants over nine years of age, brain volume analyses 
could not be performed for females, and brain volume analyses for older adults lacked 
sufficient power. Some lines of fit were also misleading due to such insufficient data. 
Additionally, a large amount of variance was observed in the brain volume data within and 
between studies compared to HC data. As more confounding variables are controlled for, the 
variance within studies may be better explained. The variance between studies is likely due to 
the different brain imaging techniques. This issue encourages future research to develop 
protocols which can be easily implemented by various researchers. It is important that 
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researchers are transparent, rather than rely on independent measures. This will enable larger 
samples sizes to be analysed, and more confounding variables to be controlled for. Ultimately, 
this will assist in untangling the complex relationships between ASD diagnosis and HC and 
brain volume. Lastly, some HC and brain volume data were obtained through DataThief vIII 
™ (Tummers et al., 2006). The conclusions based on the harvested data analysed were mainly 
consistent with the findings of the original studies. Nonetheless, small discrepancies between 
the harvested and original data are likely due to human error. Raw data obtained upon request 
would have been preferable. It is hoped that this open science approach will be an adopted 
standard in the future. 
Potential confounding variables were also evident in the present thesis’ chapters 
measuring praxis abilities. Firstly, rather than critiquing video footage of participants’ praxis 
abilities, as part of the original protocol (Mostofsky et al., 2006), praxis scores were assessed 
during the testing session. This discrepancy was in light of the ethical issues associated with 
video recording children. Although our alternative approach reduced the time researchers had 
per item to score the child’s performance, strategies were implemented to reduce human error: 
including a second rater during the testing sessions, ensuring that the first rater was present 
during all sessions for consistency, and debriefing after the conclusion of each assessment. 
Secondly, using parent-report questionnaires as the outcome measure increases the risk of bias 
in ASD research, as highlighted by previous sources (Mayes & Lockridge, 2018). 
Nonetheless, a parent-report approach is considered more appropriate than self-reporting 
measures when recruiting autistic children (Griffin et al., 2016). Thirdly, environmental 
influences may have impacted the participants’ attention when completing the praxis tasks. 
Although strategies to enhance the environment and available support were undertaken, the 
general mood of children, especially those with a disability, should not be underestimated. 
Lastly, in light of the correlational nature of this section of the present thesis, the longitudinal 
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relationships between motor and ASD-related outcomes may have been mediated by natural 
development. However, including a control group reduces the confounding influence of this 
limitation. 
11.7 Future Research Directions 
HC, TBV, ICV, frontal lobe volume, cerebellar volume, and vermal lobule areas VI-
VII were investigated in the present thesis. Nonetheless, other brain areas are also abnormal in 
ASD (Sacco et al., 2015). Past research suggests that autistic individuals, compared to 
controls, may have abnormal volumes in their amygdala (Schumann et al., 2004), caudate 
nucleus (Hollander et al., 2005), temporal lobe (Jou, Minshew, Keshavan, Vitale, & Hardan, 
2010), parietal lobe (Courchesne, Press, & Yeung-Courchesne, 1993), thalamus (Tamura, 
Kitamura, Endo, Hasegawa, & Someya, 2010) and brainstem (Rodier, 2002). The biological 
influences that underlie these abnormal brain volumes should also be further explored. 
Although theories relating to abnormal cell characteristics, nerve fibres, synaptic pruning, 
levels of proteins and chemicals, and genetic structure have been researched, unexplored 
research questions relating to this space remain to be investigated (for a comprehensive 
review, see Sacco et al., 2015) 
In addition, the specific instrument used to measure praxis skills in the present study 
could not be completed by some low functioning participants (n=17). Focusing only on HFA 
participants is evident in many praxis studies (Dowell et al., 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; Ewen et 
al., 2016; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012; M. Miller et al., 2014; Mostofsky et al., 2006; Qiu et 
al., 2010). Hence, the findings in the literature may be relevant to a specific sub-type of ASD. 
This is concerning considering there is neurobiological evidence that a specific phenotype of 
ASD may exist, and that these individuals are likely to be low functioning (Amaral et al., 
2017). In light of this, praxis tests should be designed to accommodate all individuals with 
ASD. Low functioning individuals are likely to respond better to visual stimuli, rather than 
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verbal instructions (Becerra, Montanero, & Lucero, 2018). The SIPT is a test that incorporates 
visual stimuli when measuring abilities of children, such as praxis (Ayers, 1989). However, 
the SIPT is based on a normative sample of the typical population. Because of this, the 
psychological instrument does not address the specific needs of autistic individuals. Future 
research should develop praxis tests validated for children with LFA. 
To address financial and time-related issues, it is imperative that evidence based 
longitudinal research can first support praxis interventions before they are implemented for 
autistic individuals. Considering that Study VI did not conclude a relationship between praxis 
abilities and social and adaptive abilities in autistic individuals, it is important that future 
studies attempt to correlate praxis skills with other ASD-related outcomes. Sensory 
processing interventions improved goal attainment and reduced reliance on caregivers (Schaaf 
et al., 2014). Additionally, interventions focusing on imitation and joint attention observed 
improvements in the pretend play, receptive language, and expressive language of autistic 
children, as well as a decrease in their ADOS scores (Van der Paelt et al., 2016). Hence, 
future studies should investigate the relationship between the aforementioned ASD-related 
outcomes and praxis skills before implementing praxis interventions in autistic children. 
11.8 Conclusions 
The present thesis highlights the dynamic nature of ASD. Abnormal trends in HC and 
brain volume appear to be evident in autistic individuals when accounting for the entire 
variance in the dataset (e.g.: effectively accounting for outliers). During childhood, 
differences in vermal lobule areas VI-VII, but not frontal and cerebellar volume, were 
observed between autistic and TD participants. The differences in praxis skills between the 
ASD and TD groups are therefore likely explained by complex cognitive processing, rather 
than general motor abilities. As the novel approach obtains more data, more confounding 
variables will be able to be controlled for; essentially providing a more comprehensive 
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analysis of HC and brain volume in autistic individuals. Additionally, a praxis deficit was 
only observed in autistic participants who attended the SAS. This suggests that only autistic 
individuals that have poor adaptive functioning and language abilities will have a praxis 
deficit. However, cross-sectional nor longitudinal relationships between praxis skills and 
social and adaptive abilities were observed in both ASD groups recruited in the present thesis. 
This finding highlights that improving a deficit associated with ASD does not necessarily 
translate to enhanced positive outcomes in autistic individuals. Nonetheless, praxis skills may 
correlate with ASD-related outcomes not measured in the present study. 
In conclusion, ASD is a complex neurobiological disorder that is dynamic in light of 
age. As shown in the present thesis, a number of confounding factors influence the biological 
underpinnings and praxis skills in autistic individuals. The present thesis has described such 
complexities in ASD through a variety of different methods. We hope that the research 
provided can be further expanded to assist: health professionals detect ASD during early years 
of life, researchers better understand ASD, and the design of praxis interventions to improve 
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